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PauiA. Toro, Wayne State University, Detroit,Michigan

Joe Ferrari with Paul at {he New Mexico Biennial

I hope you all have "recovered" from the fun you had at the Biennia]
Conference in New Mexico! I, for one, had a great time in Las Vegas. I
want to personally thank Jean Hill and all those who helped her for
putting on such a "great show" for us!
Included in this issuc of TCP is another full array of columns,
including Womcn's, Student's, Social Policy, Prevention and Promotion,
and a Book Review. G10ria Levin has also "resurrected" the column on
"Living Community Psychology," which has not appeared in these pages
in many years. There is also a large number of items under "SCRA
Community News," including the results of the 2003 elections ofSCRA
officers and a description of plans for an "International" Conference on
Community Psychology (to be held in Puerto Rico in June 2006).
The Special Feature in this issue presents a set of ] I "reflections"
on the 2003 New Mexico Biennial, written by folks representing diverse
groups among our membership (including students and international
voices) as well as diverse opinions on the Biennial. I have also included
a large number of photos from the New Mexico Biennia] throughout this
issue (most taken by yours tru]y).1 hope the photos, and the reflections,
help bring back memories of the Conference for you.
In this, my last issue as TCP Editor, I want to thank you all for the
interesting materia] you've sent in for each issue I've produced. I've
been perpetually amazed at the diversity of fine work our members are
doing. Both ofTCP's Associate Editors, Sawssan Ahmed and Nathaniel
Israel, the Production Editor, Meena Nanjundeswar, and I have all
enjoyed our work on TCP over the past 2 years. By the time you receive
this issue of TCP, I will have "moved on" to my new role as SCRA
President (and Sawssan will become the new Student Representative). I
!ook forward to continuing contacts with you all in the future.
The new TCP Editors will be Joy Kaufmann and Nadia Ward. You
can contact them at: The Consultation Center, Yale University Schoo]
of Medicine, 389 Whitney Ave., New Haven CT 065] I, e-mail
joy.kaufman@yale.edu, nadia. ward@yale.edu. You should be getting
this issue ofTCP a week or so before the deadline for their first issue as
Editors (August 29). I know I leave TCP in fine hands.
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A Few Words From The New TCP Editors
We are excited to embark upon this new adventure of editing TCP.
We wanted to take a moment to introduce ourselves. Joy Kaufman is
currently an Assistant Professor of Psychology in Psychiatry at Yale
University, where she directs the Program and Service System Evaluation
at The Consultation Center. Joy completed her internship in clinica]/
community
psychology
and a postdoctoral
fellowship
at The
Consultation Center, after she completed the Clinical/Community Program
at DePau] University where she was a student of Lenny Jason. Her
interests are in the evaluation of service delivery systems and helping
systems to utilize data for program and policy development.
Nadia Ward is currently an Assistant Professor of Psychology in
Psychiatry at Yale and Director of Urban Education, Prevention, & Policy
(UEPP) Research at The Consultation Center. She also completed a preand postdoctoral fellowship atThe Consultation Center. Nadia became
actively involved in the work of SCRA in 1994 as a predoctora]
psychology fellow at Yale. Since that time, she has consistently presented
at SCRA Biennia] Conferences on topics related to comprehensive
schoo]- and community-based preventive interventions for urban youth
and families.
We both look forward to the contributions and feedback of the
SCRA membership over the next 3 years.

SCRA WEB PAGE
http://www.apa.orgJdivisions
The SCRA Listserv enables SCRA members and others
to engage in stimulating discussions and provides
infonnation on job postings, grant opportunities, and
SCRA events. To subscribe, send your e-mail to:
LlSTSERV@LlSTS.APA.ORG.Leavethesubjectarea
blank, and in your message area type; Subscribe SCRA-L
<yourfirstname> <your]astname>.
The SCRA Women's
Listserv enables SCRA
members and others ot access the best source of infonnation and ocmment relative to women in SCRA. It is also the
main source of communication about issues relating to the
SCRA Committee on Women. To scuscribe, send your email to: LlSTSERV@LlSTSnAPAORG. Leave the subject
area blank, and in your message area type: SUBSCRIBE
SCRA-W <yourfirstname> <your]astname>.
The SCRA Student Listserv is student initiated, run
and maintained and has "social coordinators," who will
implement special events on the ]istserv,like having a
"guest of the month," to elicit Q&A, etc. To subscribe,
send your e-mail to: LlSTSERV@LlSTS.APA.ORG.Leave
the subject area blank, and in your message area type:
SUBSCRIBE S-SCRA-L <yourfirstname> <your]astname>.
If you ever wish to leave one of these SCRA listservs,
simply send a note to LlSTSERV@LlSTS.APA.ORG
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spirit and willingness to share their home with us. Their success has
established an important precedent and signpost for detennining future
sites of Biennial meeting. r am proud that our organization had the
wisdom to conduct its national meeting in Las Vegas, NM.

""__

Reflections on the 9'" Biennial at Las, Vegas New Mexico
Hello, I am happy to report that our
recently concluded Biennial, which
was held in Las Vegas, New Mexico
was a tremendous success. Many of
the presentations,
topics,
and
conversations were consistent with
our theme of "Incorporating

diversity: Moving from values to
action," which served as an important
core for a variety of topics and
presentations. I observed many candid discussions both in fonnal and
infonnal sessions about the central role that diversity plays in our
discipline. In particular, diversity was discussed in terms of identifying
and understanding community problems, devising and implementing
solutions, and setling and evaluating goals and outcomes. More
importantly, our gathering of community scholars, interventionists and
activists afforded an important opportunity for us to reflect on research,
intervention and our discipline.
Our keynote speaker, Joe Trimble of Westem Washington University,
was truly inspirational as he talked about the role that spirituality plays
in the lives of people of color. Joe suggested that appreciating cultural
diversity necessarily means an affinnation of spirituality in the lives of
persons of color. He provided not only examples of spirituality's role in
collective actions, but also, examples of spirituality's cultural meaning
found in history, art, and music of American ethnic minorities.
Our invited speakers, Ana Mari Cauce of the University of
Washington, winner of the SCRA Distinguished Contribution Award
for Research, and Debi Starnes of the Atlanta City Council, winner of
the SCRA Distinguished Contribution Award for Practice, represented
the Biennial theme in their talks as well. Ana Mari offered some very
important insights on cultural diversity in research. Her thesis, which
focused on the history of cultural diversity in psychology research,
offered a useful context in understanding the role of persons of color in
research. She urged us to continue the vigilance in advancing unbiased
treatment of people of color in research,
Oebi Starnes challenged us to get involved in the political system.
She argued that our diverse perspectives on problems could lead to
essential solutions to thorny social problems.
At the 9'" Biennial Conference, we paid tribute to two of our giants
in community research and action, Bob Newbrough and Murray Levine,
Bob's involvement in the development of community action centers
and Murray's involvement in the development of psychology and law
represent seminal activities in our discipline, They have planted seeds
that we now have the responsibility of nurturing,
I was very pleased that the meeting was held in Las Vegas, New
Mexico, a rural largely Spanish-speaking community. The sponsoring
organization was a small department at an institution whose primary
mission is teaching as opposed to research. Although the resources
were limited at best, the Biennial was an outstanding success. Jean Hill
and her colleagues in the Socia] and Behaviora] Department of New
Mexico Highland University are to be commended for their pioneering
The CommUnll\ Psy<.:hologlst. Volllm~ 36. Number 3. Sllmm~r
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Congratulations to our New Officers
It is with great pleasure that I announce the winners of the recent
elections. Cliff O'Donnell will be President-Elect, Him Yoshikawa
Member-at~Large,
Joe Durlak, Treasurer and Sawssan Ahmed, new
Student Representative .. Also I would like to express my appreciation
to Leah Gensheimer who has been our Treasurer for the last four years
to Jack Tebes, the outgoing Member-at-Large and to Michele SchlehoferSutton, the out~going Student Representative.
Also, as many you are aware, Paul Toro will be installed as President of
the Society at the APA Convention in Toronto. Paul is well deserving of
our accolades.- He has done an excellent job as Editor of the Community
Psychologist. -Dn behalf of the Society for Community Research and
Action, I want to express to him my genuine gratitude for his tireless
effort and hard work. I would like to welcome Joy Kaufmann and Nadia
Ward as our new Editors. Their tenure begins with the fall edition ofTCr.
Finally, I am encouraging all to attend the upcoming APA Convention
which will be held in Toronto, Ontario, Our convention programming has
many simulating intellectual and social pleasures. Please join us in Toronto.

Jean Hill gels a plaque from Mel ,lithe

-

2003 Biennial Bauquet.
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Edited by Steven R Howe

This is my debut as social policy
column editor afThe Community
Psychologist. By happy coincidence, I am
aim serving as chair of the SCRA Social
Policy Committee. In the next issue, I will
bring you up-ro-dare on the activities of
the committee and its plans for the
coming
year. For now, let me just say that
H
1 have two hopes for the committee: I)
that it will promote the training and
development of community psychologists who wish to become aCfh'e
in the policy arena, and 2) that it will promote the effort.~ of
psychologists to achieve action outcomes grounded in clearly
articulated policy frameworks. Therefore, while I welcome all
submissions for this column, I am particularly interested in columns
thar promote these two committee functions. Thi.~ month s column
consists of three pieces. Thefirst is on "caring for dying children, .
by Heddy Kovach (I thank Alison Martin, Diane Costello, and
Kathy Hogan Bruen, prior editors ofthi.I' colt/Inn, who solicited this
piece). The second, "Promoting Strength.~-Based Social Policy, "
describes a collaborative effort afmembers ofAPA Di~'isions 27 and
37. Following that. I di.n·uss a regional planning effort to develop
an early childhood initiative in which a strengths-based approach
was employed.
Caring for Dying Children: Advocating for Policies on Pediatric
Palliative Care
By Heddy Kovach, Children's Mercy Hospital, Kansas City, MO
Approximately 53,000 U.S. children die each year from (fauma,
congenital conditions, extreme prematurity, heritable disorders, or
acquired illness (Guyer et a\., 1999). Everyday, 400,000 children in the
U.S. are living with symptoms likely to end their lives before they reach
adulthood (National Program Office for Community-State Partnerships
to Improve End-of-Life Care [NPO], September, 2002). Although these
numbers may seem small when compared to the 2.2 million adults who
die annually, losing a child has profound effects on families and society,
including depression, lost work, and broken relationships (NPO, August

2(02).
Sadly, few of these families receive adequate palliative care.
Palliative care seeks to "prevent or relieve the symptoms produced by
a life-threatening medical condition or its (featment, to help patients
with such conditions and their families live as normally as possible, and
to provide them with timely and accurate information and support in
decision-making" (Institute of Medicine [lOM], 2002, p. l) with the goal
of "[adding] life to the children's years, not simply years to the child's
life" (American Academy of Pediatrics [AAP], 2000, p. 353). According
10the AAP (2000), interdisciplinary teams with expertise in addressing
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physical, psychosocial, emotional, and spiritual needs of the child and
family are best prepared to support families through this difficult process
by assisting them with managing discomfort, coordinating care, and
making medical decisions (NPO, September, 2002).
Although there has been a recent focus on policies that encourage
good end-of~life care for adults, little has been done for children.
Developing policy for children is not as easy as simply changing "adult"
to "child." Many circumstances particular to children complicate the
picture: (a) Children suffer from a broad range of conditions and their
prognosis is not always easy to predict; (b) Children's illnesses often
have trealment trajectories of up to 20 years requiring a variety of
treatments; (c) Children are still developing physically, cognitively, and
emotionally; (d) Grieffollowing the death ofachild is different from the
experience of]osing an adult (NPO,August, 2002); and (e) Children do
not have the legal right to make their own decisions regarding medical
treatment. Fortunately, as Joanne Wolfe, MD, MPH, stated, "Pediatric
end-of-life care is a place where funding and resources can make a huge
difference" (NPO, August, 2002, p. 2).
Barriers to Pediatric Palliative Care
Although the need for pediatric palliative care is clear, severa] barriers
exist that prevent its effective implementation. Myths about children
and pain are one such barrier (AAP & American Pain Society [APS],
2001). Many people falsely believe that children do not fee] pain, that
addressing pain in children takes 100 much time and effort, and that
pain medication will lead 10 addiction (Waleo, Cassidy, & Schechter,
]994). Although there are multiple ways to assess (see review by Hain,
1997) and treal (e.g., AAP & APS, 2001; APS, 2001) pediatric pain, a
multitude of children needless]y suffer because of myths, insufficient
knowledge among caregivers, and inadequate application of knowledge
(AAP&APS,2001).
Another major barrier to palliative care involves Medicaid
regulations. Under current regulations, patients are not eligible for
hospice care (a grouping of palliative care services, such as medical
equipment and therapeutic interventions provided at a per diem rate by
an interdisciplinary group of professionals; AAP, 2000), unless they
have a prognosis of 6 months of life or less. This creales a barrier for
children with unpredictable diseases who could benefit from hospice
services for much longer. Requiring children to wait for care almost
guarantees that families will have unmet needs (NPO,August, 2002). In
addition, although pediatric palliative care may be provided concurrently
with curative care (treatment that seeks to stop or reverse the course of
a disease; AAP, 2000), reimbursement rules often require patients to
choose between the two. Likewise, medically fragile children who are
eligible to receive home nursing services covered by state Medicaid are
forced to choose between these services and hospice. Given such
requiremenls, parents and medical staff frequently exhaust all curative
treatment possibilities before they accept palliative care, For many,
palliative care has come to be associated with "giving up." This is
unfortunate because children and families who receive both curative
and palliative care have the opportunity to establish supportive
relationships with a team who will become increasingly important as
death becomes imminent (NPO, August, 2002), Ideally, palliative care
would be offered at diagnosis and continue throughout the course of
illness, regardless of whether the outcome is a cure or death (AAP,
2(00).
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o Relevant public and private organizations (e.g., National Center
Other barriers to providing pediatric palliative care relate to
for Health Statistics,National Institutes of Heath [NIH], philanthropic
communication. Discussing end-of-life issues is difficult and generally
organizations) should work together to improve the collection of
is not reimbursed by Medicaid. However, parents and children need to
epidemiological, clinical, organizational, and financial data 10 guide the
talk to professionals in order to understand options and make informed
provision. funding, and evaluation of end-of-life, palliative, and
decisions about care. Despite billing codes being unclear and poorly
bereavement services for children and families.
reimbursed (NPO, August, 2002), professionals must initiate such
o
NIH and pediatric research centers should define priorities for
discussions. The Patient Self-Determinalion Act of 1991 gave adults
research in palliative, end· of-life, and bereavement care (e.g., clinical
the right to be infonned and make decisions about their health care. In
interventions including symptom management, methods of improving
1995, the AAP offered guidelines on medical decision-making with
communication and decision-making, and creative arrangements for
children. They stated that (a) minors should be asked for assent regarding
delivering, coordinating, and evaluating care). Such research Jihould
care when appropriate; (b) parents should always be given realistic
examine infants, children, adolescents, and families from time of
information about prognosis and a range oftime in which death is likely
diagnosis through death and bereavement.
to occur; and (c) regardless of the prognosis, children should be given
developmentally appropriate descriptions of their conditions (AAP,
Action Steps and Future Directions
2000). By the age of 10, children are usually able to conceptualize their
Fortunately, steps are being taken to increase awareness of the
own death regardless of whether it is discussed with them or not (Pettie
importance of pediatric pul1iative care. Members of the APA Working
& Britten, 1995; Speece & Brent. 1992). Although experts believe that
Group on Assisted Suicide and End·of-Life
Decisions (200G)
children who participate in decision-making gain a sense of control that
recommended that a similar report be prepared on end-of-life issues and
enables them to better respond to treatment and improves adjustment
minors. They stated that this report would require "a thorough and
(NPO, September, 2(02), many physicians are reluctant to speak to
thoughtful consideration of child and adolescent cognitive development,
children themselves about death (McCallum, Byrne, & Bruera, 2000).
family structure and dynamics, and the rights of parents versus the
rights of children" (p. 4) by psychologists with specialized expertise in
Recommendations for Palliative Care Policy & Research
such areas. In addition, under The Initiative for Pediatric Palliative Care,
Approximately two-thirds of children are covered by employmenta consortium of organizations (i.e., Education Development Center, Inc. 's
based or private insurance and approximately one-fifth are covered by
[EDCl Center for Applied Ethics and Professional Practice, eight
Medicaid or other public programs. This leaves 14-15% of children under
Children's Hospitals, the Society of Pediatric Nurses, the National
the age of 19 without health insurance (10M, 2002). Actions need to be
Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions, and the
taken to increase children's access Lo health insurunce and LOensure
New York Academy of Medicine) is developing and piloting a pediatric
that policies cover palliative care.
palliative care curriculum designed to shape the treatment of children
In order to better meet the needs ofterminal1y ill children and their
with life-threatening conditions and their families (EDC, 2002).
families, the 10M (2(x)2) made the following policy recommendations to
Through practice, research, education, and policy activities.
improve reimbursement for pediatric hospice and palliative care:
psychologists are in a unique position to impact the care of dying children
o
Hospice benefits should be restruclUred 10: add hospice care
and their families. Section 4 of the Report from the APA Working Group
to the services covered by Medicaid as well as public and private
on Assisted Suicide and End-of-Life Decisions (2000) contains
insurance programs for children; eliminate eligibility resuictions related
implications for psychologists that are applicable 10 pediatric palliative
to life expectancy, substitute criteria based on diagnosis and illness
care. Psychologists can participate as members of interdisciplinary
severity, and drop rules requiring children to forgo curative care; and
pediatric palliative care learns working direct1y with patients and their
include outlier payments for costly hospice patients.
families. They can provide significant contributions to the areas of
o
Palliative care policies should be modified to: reimburse the
quality of life, quality of care, financing palliative care, and reforming
time necessary for speaking with parentJi about their child's diagnosis
palliative care policies and laws through research, assessment, and policy
and prognosis, options for care, and plans for care (including end-oflife
activities. Psychologists
also can take the lead in defining and
decisions); reimbur.;e bereavement services for parents and siblings:
implementing priorities about pediatric end-of life care, including pain
base coverage and eligibility criteria for palliative inpatient, home health,
control, quality of life, and end-of-life decision-making. Additionally.
and professional services on diagnosis or severity of illness: and provide
they can examine and participate in education and training programs to
for the Center.; for Medicare and Medicaid Services to develop estimates
ensure that professionals (e.g., psychologists, nurses, physicians, etc.)
of the potential cost of implementing these modifications for Medicaid.
possess attitudes, knowledge, and skills to care for dying children and
o
Federal and state Medicaid agencies, pediatric organizations,
their families. Finally, the American Psychological Association and its
and private insurers cooperate to: define diagnosis and severity criteria
members can playa key role in supporting ongoing puhlic discussion
for eligibility; examine the appropriateness of using reimbursement
about end-of-life issues and lobbying for implementation of the 10M's
systems for pediatric palliative and end-of-life services and documenting
of these services. In addition, the pharmaceutical industry should be recommendations.
required to provide suitable medications for use by children as well as
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Promoting

Strengths-Based

Social Policy

Ken Maton., University of Maryland at Baltimore County
Irwin Sandler, Arizona State University
Andrea Solarz, Independent Consultant,Arlington,
VA
To enhance advocacy for strengths-based social policy, SCRAjoined
with Division 37 (Division on Child, Youth, and Fami]y Services) in 1999
to establish a Task Force on Strengths-Based Research and Policy.
The Task Force has worked to develop a program of activities designed
to promote strengths-based public policies: I) publishing a book; 2)
publishing a summary of the book targeted toward policymakers and
the public; and 3) developing a public information and advocacy
campaign to promote strengths-based approaches. Task Force members
include Daniel Dodgen (then with theAPAPublic Policy Office), Bonnie
Leadbeater, Ken Maton (co-chair), Irwin Sandler, Cynthia Schellenbach
(co-chair), and Andrea Solarz.
The major aim of the book, Inve!iting in Children, Youth, Families
and Communities: Strengths-bw·ed Re~·earch and Policy, is to help
bridge the gaps between research knowledge and the development of
policies for children, youth, families, and communities facing adverse
circumstances. To that end, a distinctive aspect of the volume, which
will be published in October, is that it includes collaborations between
academic researchers and policy experts.
The book emphasizes the strengths that enable individuals, families,
and communities to develop competence and health rather than
dysfunction and disorder as they encounter adverse circumstances.
The substantive focus of each chapter is on resilience factors and
policies that contribute to positive outcomes for children, youth. and
families faced with adverse circumstances that pose a significant threat
to their well-being (e.g., individual and family medical and mental heath
problems, divorce, domestic violence, alcohol abuse, negative peer
influences, toxic schoo] environments, community violence, and urban
impoverishment).
The book delineates what is known about the
protective factors that enable individuals, families, and communi(jes to
overcome these adverse environmental circumstances, and examines
how social policies can best foster the development of these strengthsbased resources.
Although we expect the book to be well-received by a wide range of
audiences, we realize that such volumes are typical1y not read by
policymakers (e.g .• Congressional staffs) or the public, both because
the scientific information may not be accessible and because other
demands may preclude reading such lengthy books. Therefore. a
summary of the book is being developed to highlight what is currently
known about fostering resilience and strengths, and to encourage
strengths-based public policies. The summary volume also is expected
to be released in October.
With the book and the summary volume in hand, the final focus of
the project, promoting strengths-based policy, will commence. A
Congressional Briefing is being developed for October, to coincide with
publication of the book and summary voJume. More generally, we plan
to distribute the summary volume to policymakers (e.g .. Congressional
staff and staff at relevant governmental agencies) and advocacy
organizations,
as wel1 as to members of the public and relevant
professionals. We are currently working with SCRA's Social Policy
Committee to generate a more specific advocacy plan. Vour input and
suggestions as to how to proceed on this front are welcome. Please
forward suggestions to Ken Maton (maton@umbc.edu),Irwin
Sandler
(irwin.sand]er@asu.edu),orAndrea
Solarz (asolarz@prodigy.net).

Getting to Strengths-Ba...oo.Approaches

to Kindergarten

Readines..••

Steven R. Howe, University or Cincinnati
I recently had occasion to facilitate the planning ofa new SUCCESS
BY 6° initiative for Greater Cincinnati. The goal of the local initiative is
to ensure that all children in the community are prepared to succeed in
kindergarten. The first such initiative was begun in Minneapolis in 1988
and, since then, dozens of initiatives have blossomed all over the coumry.
Different cities may take quite different routes toward achieving their
aims. Boston has adopted a public policy approach, Portland seeks to
change community nonns for the treatment of young children, and Miami
promotes early childhood education.
While I have grown enamored of strengths-based approaches, I
cannot say that I was responsible for injecting the SUCCESS BY 6°
planning effort with its strengths-based flavor. First, my primary role
was to facilitate the planning process, and not to direct it. Second, in
familiarizing myself with the condition of young children in our
community, I found myself thinking along the lines of deficits and
remediation; too many children had elevated blood lead levels, too many
lacked dental care, and too many low-birth weight children were born
secondary to maternal substance abuse.
In the early meetings, I helped task groups, each of which had been
assigned responsibility for one topic (e.g., mental health), conduct a
SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats).
Even though such a technique is nOIinherently biased against strengthsbased approaches, Ihe fact that the participants were overwhelmingly
professionals trained in deficit-based models had the effect of focusing
us on vulnerabilities in the lives of these children. The Mental Health
Task Group, for example, concluded that too few treatment facilities
were available and that we needed more money to ameliorate problems.
The early education and childcare providers changed our thinking.
Alone among the groups, they had talked about promoting better
parenting, helping to move best practices from the centers into the
homes, and directing our efforts at all parents, not just those whose
children were experiencing difficulties. Nevertheless, neither those of
us running the planning process nor the members of the other tasks
groups fully appreciated the strengths-based message until we were
about to vote, in a plenary session, on a moved-and-seconded proposal
to adopt as a value of the initiative the idea that we would act in
partnership with the parents. One of the early education specialists
asked piquantly if we had any notion of how self-righteous we sounded,
blithely assuming that parents would feel lucky to have us in their lives.
Other like-minded participants chimed in, and I attribute much of what
was eventually accomplished to the discussion that followed in the
next 15 minutes. By the end of the meeting, the adopted value had been
changed to read, "Parents and caregivers are the most critical individuals
in the success of our children" (note that professionals
are not
mentioned), the Mental Health Task Group was renamed the Social
Development group, and we had galien a good start to making the
transition to a strengths-based approach.
Even so, it was difficult. Over the next months, as we worked to
define outcomes, develop strategies and think about what resources we
would need, we often found ourselves slipping back into our customary
ways of thinking about children. There are such well-worked out
stratagems coming out of deficit-based thinking! Identify a problem
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and almost any group of professional1y trained people can generate
ideas of how to attack it. It is much harder to focus on the one or two
essential characteristics of resilience and adaptation and generate ways
of promoting them.
We quickly realized that most of the health issues facing the children
of our community had more to do with access to care than with th~
availability of care. Cincinnati is fortunate to have an excellent Children',
Hospital, a network of neighborhood health centers, and a low rate of
children without health insurance. In addition, we realized that many
children in the community do receive excellent health care. In thinking
about this, we decided that the key difference between children with
and without the best care had little to do with the problems that are so
easy to identify: lack of cultural sensitivity, problems of transportation.
working parents without time, and so on. Instead, we decided that the
children receiving the best care, a10ng with their parents, are embedded
within a web of socia1 relationships that promote, even demand, high
quality care leading to healthy, safe children. It would be intolerable for
these children to receive deficient care; parents, relatives, educators,
even neighbors and employers would be aghast at untreated caries,
uncorrected vision problems, lead paint in the home, or any other,
unhealthy or unsafe condition. We hit upon the goal of having every
child and every parent in our community embedded within a success
network that could be used to build the capacity of families to provide
adequate care for their children.
SUCCESS BY 6° is only now starting to be implemented in Cincinnati.
We have not developed specific plans for building success networks.
We think the idea of a "medical home," which we borrowed from the
literature on children with developmental disabilities, is one important
component of a success network. We have adopted as a principle the
idea that our efforts should be visible in the places where the childre~
and their parents are, in their day care centers, playgrounds, and
workplaces. We may not succeed. But after a year-long planning effort
we have at least been successful in putting a strengths-based approach
at the center of our effort to prepare the children in our community to be
ready for kindergarten. I would be pleased to hear from any reader who
has ideas about how these success networks might be developed. More
generally, I would encourage any of you who have had experience in
implementing strengths-based approaches to consider submitting a brief
report on your work for consideration in future columns.
If you are interested in a complete account of the Cincinnati SUCCESS
BY 6° effort, please email me at steven.howe@uc.edu and I will send
you a report on the planning.
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In this column, Jess'ica Goodkind shares her reflections on her
action research with the Hmong community and her experiences at
our most recent Biennial. She explores common themes regarding
incorporating diversity in both contexts. Dr. Goodkind is a member
of the faculty at California State University Hayward.

I

Creating Space for Diversity: Reflections on the Experiences
of "Newcomers." By Jessica Goodkind
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I understand that this issue of TCP contains reflections on our 9th
Biennial Conference on Community Research and Action this June in
Las Vegas, New Mexico. Before the Biennial, I was asked to write the
Women's Column on my work with Hmong women, but upon reflecting
on my experiences al the Biennial, I noticed many common themes and
issues between my work and the conference that I wanted to discuss.
The theme of the conference was Incorporating Diversity: Moving
from Values to Action. Thinking about this theme provides a framework
for evaluating some of what happened at the conference and my work
withHmong refugees. The main question I want to consider is; How do
we move from values to action in incorporating diversity? This is a
cenlral question in my work with refugees who resettle in the United
Statesand I believe that it is a central question within SCRA, in terms of
valuingthe diversity of our members - women, people of color, peopJe
with disabilities, students, LBGT people, and others. I think that an
important answer to this question involves creating space for people's
experiences, knowledge, values, and concerns to be heard and validated.
The challenge is in creating spaces and settings that recognize power
differentials and work to ensure the safety and comfort of participants
so that genuine learning and dialogue can occur. In considering this
issue,it is important to recognize and appreciate our successes, while at
the same time to examine where our efforts may not have yet reached
our ideals or where we need further effort.
As newcomers to the United States, refugees must struggle to
overcome past traumas and adjust to an unfamiliar environment,
language, and culture. In spite of these challenges, however, they bring
with them unique perspectives, skills, and traditions, which have the
potential to make great contributions to our country. For the past seven
years, my research has focused on Hmong refugee women and the
challenges they face in adjusting to life in the United States and being
able to live the kind.s, of lives they choose. I came to this work after
spending two years working with Hmong refugees in a refugee camp in
Thailand, helping them prepare to resettle in the United States. The
Hmong are an ethnic minority from the mountains of Laos. who became
refugees as a result of their involvement in the Vietnam Conflict in Laos.
In short, many Hmong men were recruited by the CIA to fight the
Communists in Laos. When the war ended, most Hmong were without
homes and were persecuted by the new Communist government in Laos,
and thus sought refuge in Thailand, where they were placed in refugee
camps. The United States accepted most of these Hmong refugees for
resettlement over the 20-year period from 1975-1996.
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Upon returning to the United States, I felt that it was important to
use the knowledge and insight I acquired in Thailand to contribute
toward easing the difficult transitions that many Hmong people faced
and toward creating more receptive and responsive communities where
the Hmong were resettling. I began graduate school at Michigan State
University and started to get to know the Hmong community in the area.
After spending four years with a small group of Hmong women in my
co~munity,
we developed the idea for the Refugee Well-Being Project,
whtch was based in part on a well-researched and effective advocacy
model in which trained undergraduate
advocates
work with
disenfranchised individuals or families to mobilize community resources
and transfer advocacy skills (e.g., Davidson, Redner, Blakely, Mitchell,
& Emshoff, 1987; Sullivan & Bybee, 1999). It is unlikely, however, that
applying this individual level model would have been successful in the
Hmong community.
Instead, taking into account the collective
orientation ofHmong culture (which values the well-being of the group
above that of the individual) and their particular needs as refugees (i.e.,
English proficiency, improved understanding of the system and their
environment, increased social support, development of more valued
social roles), we created an advocacy and learning project that was
structured around a group learning component - Learning Circles. These
twice-weekly meetings involved two components; group cultural
exchange and discussion, and one-on-one learning time for each Hmong
adult and her undergraduate advocate. The group learning component
was important both in making the intervention culturally appropriate
and in enabling Hmong refugees to build upon the skills and strengths
they already had in order to develop new skills and knowledge. Centering
the project on the Learning Circles avoided imposing individual
constructs of well-being or empowerment on a community with a
c~ll~ctive
ideology, by incorporating the cultural factors and strengths
wtthm the Hmong corrununity (e.g., their strong social support networks).
Furthennore, rather than emphasizing only what newcomers to the United
States needed to learn to survive here (which is, of course, important),
the project focused on mutual learning, through which refugees and
undergraduates learned from each other. Through this process, Hmong
refugees' experience and knowledge were valued and their identities
were validated.-Undergraduates
understood the Hmong participants
and their experiences in new ways and saw their culture, knowledge,
strength, and resiliency ~ rather than just seeing the Hmong women as
refugees with multiple needs. For additional infonnation on the Refugee
Well-Being Project, see Goodkind, Hang & Yang (in press).
. While the adjustment and well-being of refugee women who resettle
10 a new country is important for the women themselves and for their
families, refugee women often face the greatest challenges. For instance,
Rumbaut (1989) found that women playa pivotal role in Southeast Asian
refuge: f~milies.
Their socioeconomic and psychological well-being
were stgntficantly related to their children's academic success, while
their husbands' were not. Furthermore, refugee women's psychological
well-being predicted their husband's depression at a later time but not
vice versa. At the same time, Rumbaut found that Southeast Asian
refugee women arrive in the United States with the fewest human capital
resources, face more job discrimination and the main burden for childrearing, and have significantly poorer health and psychological wellbeing than their male counterparts.
These factors often "widen the
'adaptive gap' between the genders in the competitive American context"
(Rumbaut, 1989, p. 172), which places refugee women at .!!..significant
disadvantage.
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Thus, the Refugee Well-Being Project was important because it
created a setting for Hmong women in which they could control and
direct what happened. They made decisions about what they wanted to
learn and which resource issues they wanted to address. The Learning
Circles were a time and space for them. This was evident by the
comments of Hmong participants who talked about how at other times
they had to worry about their kids, their husbands, and their jobs, but
the learning circles were their time. One Hmong participant said:
"The best thing about this project is that Jessica's always asking
everybody to see if they have other ideas to talk about. And I really like
that because what if I have something and then she keeps on giving all
her ideas? What if I had wanted to talk about something, and then
she'll say, 'Anybody who has any other ideas, just tell me and then
we'll talk about it.' And I'm really glad that she did that because when
I have something to say, we're there to say it, we're there to talk about
it. So, I really like that about this project."
In a narrative analysis of three Hmong women's life stories, Monzel
(1993) emphasized the lack of control and marginality they felt over their
lives and attributed it to several conditions: I) limited control over their
per;;onal lives as women in a patriarchal society, 2) experiences as
refugees (e.g., living through war, being forced to nee their homes), and
3) marginality as an ethnic minority without a homeland. Thus, it is
particularly important for refugee women to have opportunities to gain
or regain a sense of agency and control.
In addition to valuing the diversity that Hmong women bring to
their resettlement communities, another important issue addressed by
the project was the diversity within the Hmong community. Cha and
Small (1994) point out a "refugee community" is often considered a
homogenous
group in which a particular
representative
or
representatives can speak for the entire community. Their discussion
of Hmong culture suggests that the formal leaders are always men and
they most likely do not represent the views and interests of Hmong
women. They emphasi7..e the importance of allowing multiple voices
and perspectives to be heard. Furthermore, they warn, "To reify some
notion of the 'pristine Hmong culture' and not validate women's new
interests and activities... fails to recognize the realities of Hmong life
today, and may seriously hamper the efforts of Hmong people generally
to secure the life they want for themselves" (Cha & Small, 1994, p. 1055).
Thus, they argue that the liberal idea of "cultural preservation" should
be critically examined. Given that cultures themselves are dynamic rather
than static and that the refugee experience in particular is a time of
cultural and social change for many refugees (e.g., Light, 1992; Rumbaut,
1989), it is important that Hmong women have opportunities to be heard,
to make their own decisions, and to be exposed to new ideas about
gender roles and gender equality.
Although the Refugee We11-Being Project began to create spaces
and opportunities for Hmong women to direct their own learning, focus
on their own interests, and transform their ideas about gender and gender
roles, it is important to note that the Hmong women participants did not
become total1y independent of the larger gendered contexts in which
they lived. For instance, there were a few women who were studying for
the U.S. citizenship test but whose husbands would not allow them to
send in their citizenship applications. In addition, it was evident from
the interviews 1 did with them that several women experienced a great
deal of pressure from their families not to study. For instance, one
woman said:
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"One of the big things is when you live with your mother-in-law and
father-in-law, that feels like if you're a Hmong wife of the house, then
you're going to have to stay home and do everything and not go to
school, and so if you ever live with someone like that, then it just prevents
you from doing things. And even though you want to do it, but then
they're going to hate you forever if you're going to go to class and try
to learn. Because they hate you. And I'm going through it right now
because every time 1 come here Ltothe Learning Circles], they hate me
more and more because I come and try to learn. But, because of them, I
sometimes come here and I'm like, 'Oh god, I got to go home because
she's [mother~in-Iaw] going to think something and, they're going to
hate me more.'"
There was another Hmong woman who missed two learning circles
in a row. When one of the co-facilitators called her, she said she did not
have a ride. We offered to pick her up and when I did, she told me in the
car that her husband had said he would kil1 her if she took the car that
morning to go to the learning circle.
As Rumbaut (1989) points out, adapting to life in the United States
provides opportunities for elevation of women's status, but often at a
significant cost because shifting power dynamics are often accompanied
by marital and family conflict. Given that refugee women often bear not
only the double burden of gender inequality in their own culture and in
their host country, but also the constraints of being a refugee, it is
important to continually
pose questions
that disentangle
the
circumstances and interests of different refugees based upon their social
location. Furthermore, it is important to recognize these issues of power
within refugee communities and within our larger communities and work
to create settings that recognize the diverse individuals with different
interests and needs in these communities.
In thinking about SCRA, I think of women, people of color, and
students as the "newcomers" to the community. So then the question
is: How can we create space within SCRA to value the contributions of
"newcomers?" I know this is not a new question, but I think it is one
that we are still working on. In relation to this year's Biennial, this issue
became salient to me before I arrived, through the email sent to the
SCRA listserv about the "Exemplars of Community Psychology" DVDs.
The email listed the names of the people featured in this important
compilation that we were encouraged to use as a teaching tool and
resource. All but one of the 15 names listed were white men. The only
other exception was the "feminist panel," which was listed last and
which did not even give the names ofthe women featured. To me, this
represents how diversity is often addressed, which is to suggest that
the "real" history or accomplishments involve certain people (e.g., white
men), but we should include a few women (or people of color or other
underrepresented grouP!!) at the end to incorporate diversity. Not only \
is this inaccurate, but also it feels very disrespectful and disempowering.
1know that there are women who have been important in the history of
community psychology, but the DVD compilation was a clear indicator
that we still have work to do in terms of learning from each other and
creating spaces and opportunities to recognize the contributions of
women and people of color.
Thus, it was important and heartening to see the efforts of many
people at Biennial to more genuinely incorporate diversity. In particular,
I appreciated the efforts of Christin a Ayala-Alcantar and Bianca Guzman
to document women's contributions to community psychology through
their multi-media presentation on Women Trailblazers. They decided
that it was important to recognize a wide variety of women - including
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senior women who led the way, women at other stages of their careers
(including students), women in academia and community settings withan explicit emphasis on broadening our definition of "trailblazers. "
Their presentation included a video, a PowerPoint presentation,
portfolios of women's work, posters of student trailblazers, and a poster
acknowledging the female leaders of SCRA. Other important efforts I
noticed included the continuation of Women's Night Out, through the
efforts of Christina, Bianca, and Alicia Lucksted. The goal of Women 's
Night Out is to create a safe place for women to network, mentor, and
get to know each other. Also very important was Andrea Solarz and
Gloria Levin's work on mentoring. They employed innovative formats
and significant outreach efforts to provide a variety of seuings and
opportunities for mentoring of newcomers. I attended a session on
balancing work and family, facilitated by Mary Beth Shinn and Jack
Tebes. This was an important opportunity to address this issue with
peersand to learn from more experienced people in the field. In addition
to Mary Beth and Jack, there were approximately ten women and one
man at this session. The strong interest by women is probably because
women often bear more responsibility and face more challenges in
balancing work and family. Including discussions of this issue is thus
essential in facilitating women's full participation in the field.
For the most part, I think the activities at Biennial (including the few
I mentioned and many that I did not) were quite successful in
incorporating diversity into our conference and field. However, it is
important [0 recognize the larger context in which these events occurred
and the challenges that remain. For instance, there were very few men
attending the session on Women Trailblazers. Just as it is important for
Hmongwomen to have a setting to share their knowledge and experience
withpeople outside of their community as well as with each other, it is
important that women in community psychology are valued and
validatedwithin the larger SCRA and Biennial community -not only by
other women. At other times, women may wish to create a space for
women, such as Women's Night Out. It is important that this space be
respected too. Another important issue that arose was within the
Women's Commiuee. Christina, as the incoming chair, and Bianca, as
theoutgoing chair, face challenges as women of color in a committee
that has previously been predominantly white women. For instance,
Christinamentioned her fears and concerns about this at the Trailblazing
Women session. Also, some women felt excluded by this session
becausethey were not honored as trailblazers, although the goal was to
1\einclusive. However, some of the ways in which concerns about this
issue were raised with Christina and Bianca felt challenging and
uncomfortable to them, perhaps, as Christina hypothesized at the session,
because of different cultural norms and expectations. I think we are
aware of some of these dynamics I mentioned here, but maybe we do
not discuss them enough or fully recognize issues of power within
th.esesituations.
In conclusion, I noticed similar themes in my work with Hmong
women and in our efforts to incorporate diversity meaningfully into
SCRAand Biennial. We are working towards incorporating diversity
intoour communities, but we face challenges in creating spaces and
settingsthat recognize issues of power and safety in these processes.
InaBienniai session on "Wellness and Liberation in Diverse Populations:
FromValues to Action," Isaac Prillenltensky focused on issues of power
inour work as community psychologists. At the end, someone in the
audience asked whether Isaac thought any of the projects described in
thesession actually addressed issues of power in the way he had outlined
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them. Isaac's response was that he was describing goals or ideals - not
implying that they had been achieved yet, but suggesting that it was
important to have goals and to continually try to meet them. And that is
what I think is vital- to continue to strive toward our ideals, recognizing
the successes we have had in incorporating diversity and the challenges
we still need to address. It is important that we continue to create
spaces and opportunities to learn from each other and value diverse
contributions, while remembering the power imbalances women, people
of color, and other oppressed groups face within these settings and
within their larger contexts.
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Michele Schlehofer-Sutton

_

and Omor Guessous

We are glad to announce the
election ofthe NEW SCRA
Student Representative:
SawssanAhmed

--

I thank all the students who voted to
elect me and I look forward to continuing
the fine work of the Student Reps who
have preceded me. Here are a few words to introduce myselfto you. I am
now finishing my third year in the PhD program in clinical!community
psychology at Wayne State University. My research interests include
ethnic diversity, religiosity, and homelessness. For the past 2 years, I
have served as Associate Editor of The Community Psychologist and I
helped organize the 2001 Midwest Eco-Communily Conference in
Michigan. I have attended the last 2 Biennial Conferences (New Mexico
and Atlanta), the SCRA program at the 2003 MPA Convention, and the
2002 APA Convention. I'll be attending the 2003 APA Convention in
Toronto and hope to meet more of you there.
Outgoing Student Representative:

During this meeting, it was decided that the interest group (IG)
would conduct an assessment of the resources, needs, strategies and
challenges of students of color across US graduate programs in
conununity psychology. Focus groups wi1l then be conducted at
regional Eco conferences where available. The col1ected information
will serve to inform the IG's short- and long-term objectives and
tactics. If you have any questions or need help signing on to the
listserv, please contact the listserv moderator, Omar, at
oguessous@attbi.com.
Student TravelAwards

to Biennial!

Biennial travel awards were highly competitive this year due to a
~igh number of quality applications. Twenty-two students received a
2003 Biennial Travel Award. Recipients were announced and
presented with their awards during the BienniaJ closing plenary
session. Congratulations to the following award recipients: Joie
Acosta; Marci Culley; Dawn Darlaston-Jones; Marianna Fischer;
Jennifer Gmf; Anne Gregory; Jacob Hess; Mitsuru Ikeda; David
Jackson: Azusa Koyama; Marianna Litovich; Katherine McDomird;
Sascha Meinrath; Keisha Mitchell; Michele Schlehofer-Sutton;
Melinda Schmidt; Marieka Schotland; Joshua Singh; Nghi Thai;
Jessica Thompson; Bianca Wilson; and Dawn Witherspoon.

Michele Schlehofer-Sutton

It has been a great experience to serve as one of your two student
representatives. I have enjoyed working with the executive committee,
including fellow reps Bianca (in 01-02) and Omar (02-03), over the past
two years. I have always been a finn believer in the idea that active
student representation ensures that the interests and needs of future
scholars in the field are recognized and fulfilled. Serving as a student
representative has proven to me what I already suspected: that this idea
easily implemented because SCRA is indeed a very student-focused
organization. Thank-you very much for the opportunity!!
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Notes from the 200] SCRA Biennial
It was trUly wonderful to see so many students in attendance of this
year's Biennial, just as it was to note the high proportion of student
presentations and posters. Our field would obviously be seriously
lacking, were it not for the contributions of its students!
As your student representatives, we hosted two roundtable sessions
that were of particular interest to students. The first session, a roundtable
entitled Fostering Community in Graduate Programs, focused on how
we as students can work to increase a sense of community among
students in our department and in the division. The second, entitled
The Student.to.Professional
Transition: Positives, Challenges, and
Tactics, addressed the process of moving from being a graduate student
to being a professional. We will be brainstorming on ways to disseminate
the ideas generated in these two sessions. In addition, student work
was well represented at both the Wednesday and Friday night poster
sessions. It was great to meet those who attended!
[he COlllmunity
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Sawssan Ahmed (far [eff) in New Mexica at the Biennial Ranqllet
with Carolyn Tompsell. Mason Habel; and Joe Galano.
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Edited by Richard Wolitski
First of all, I want to say how much I enjoyed gelling 10 meet some
of the interest group members who were at the Biennial. Second, I
want to apologize to those of you who were disappointed that there
was not afonnal meeting of the interest group in New Mexico. The
interest group meeting was on the preliminary agenda, but .\'Omehow
it ww' droppedfrom the final agenda. After noticing this on the second
day, there did not .~eem to be a good way to let everyone know about
when the group could meet once the meeting .~tarted. I hope that
despite this glitch that many of you were able to al1end some of the
many thought provoking presentations on issue~· related to the interest
group. In the interim, if anyone has any ideas about how the memhers
of the interest group can reconnect, I'd welcome your .mggestions.
The column in this issue focuses on HIV prevention in communities
of color. Although we are more than 20 years into the AIDS epidemic,
approximately 40,000 person.~ continue to he infected with HIV each
year. The majority of these persons are racial/ethnic minorities. The
disproportionate impact of HIV on persons of color has continued to
grow over the years, and new strategies are needed to address these
di,~parities in HIV infection rates, progression to AIDS, and mortality.
The authon' of the column are ORISE Research Fellows for HIV
Prevention in Communitie~' of Color at the Centersfor Disease Control
and Prn'ention. The research wa.~ supported in part by an appointment
to the Research Participation Program at the Centen for Disease
Controland Prevention, National Center for HIV, Sexually Transmitted
Diseases, and Tuherculosis Prevemion admini.~tered by the Oak Ridge
Institutefor Science and Education through an interagency agreement
between the u.s. Department of Energy and CDC. The Fellowship
Program seeks 10 increase the number of ethnically diverse ,I·dentists
with experti.5e in conducting research in communities of color. The 2
year Fellowships aim to advance the field of culturally competent
interventions that will help to eliminate racial disparities in HIV
infection. Anyone who is interested in finding out more about the
program should contact Dr. luarlyn Gaiter at lGaiter@cdc.gov.
CulturaUy Competent mv Prevention
inAfrican American and Latino Communities
Gladys E. Ibanez, ScyattaA. Wallace, and Kim M. WiUiams
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
In the beginning of the epidemic, the faces of HIV /AIDS in the
United States were predominantly those of white gay men. However,
the epidemic quickly spread to communities of color. Cumulatively,
morethan half of all AIDS cases are among racial/ethnic minority groups:
38%AfricanAmerican, 18% Latino, 1% AsianlPacific Islander, and 1%
American Indian/Alaska Native (CDC, 2002). African Americans and
Latinos represent 57% of all HIV cases in men and 77% of all HIV cases
inwomen (CDC, 2(02). Moreover, AIDS is the leading cause of death
amongAfrican American women ages 25-34 and African American men
ages35-44 (COC, 2002).

-

The demographic shift from white gay men to communities of color
(especially gay/bisexual men, heterosexual women, and injection drug
users) requires researchers to understand the social and cultural context
in which HIV infection occurs. A critical step toward HIV prevention in
communities of color is to learn about the innate assets and strengths
of a particular culture and to incorporate these assets and strengths
into prevention interventions for that culture. Most of the HIV research
literature has focused on intrapersonal factors rather than contextual
factors (e.g., family systems and political systems) (Ajzen, 1991;
Bandura, 1992). Therefore, we discuss two theoretical models that can
guide HIV prevention efforts toward a more resource-focused and
systemic perspective. We also identify three systems-religion,
family,
and politics-that
can serve as cultural resources, and discuss the
potential barriers to using these resources in HIV prevention.
TheoreticalApDroaches

for

mv Prevention

Community psychologists
have expertise in conducting HIV
prevention research in communities of color because of the value that
community psychology places on diversity, resources, and multisystemic
approaches (Rappaport & Seidman, 2000). Socioecological models have
been useful for studying the context in which human behaviors occur
(Trickett, 2002). However, most HlV research has focused solely on the
individual, particularly psychosocial factors such as attitudes, intentions,
and beliefs. Risky sexual behaviors do not occur in a vacuum: they are
influenced by environmental factors such as culture, racism, stigma
(from outside, as well as within, the cultural group), and poverty.
Therefore, HIV prevention research and programs should seek to change
not only individual risk behaviors but also the structural and contextual
factors that facilitate risk practices.
Two theoretical
models that are well known to community
psychologists
and potentially
useful in HIV research are the
empowerment theory (Zimmennan, 2(00) and Bronfenbrenner's (1979)
ecological mOllet. Empowerment theory focuses on health promotion,
adaptation, competence, and natural helping systems. This theory
suggests that negative situations can be improved by enhancing
wellness instead of solving problems (Cowen, 2000), identifying
strengths instead of risk factors, and searching for environmental
influences rather than blaming the individual (Zimmernlan, 20(0). The
power to heal one's community shifts from the professional helper to
the people who are experiencing the problem. Communities and
psychologists can become partners in developing solutions that are
relevant to the community. Researchers who work with communities of
color must acquire an understanding of the strengths inherent in a
particular community, delineate how community members have adapted
or maladapted to socio-historical conditions, and recognize the range
of resources in the community (Zimmennan, 2000). These strengths and
assets, or cultural resources, differ by community but may include
people (e.g., local leaders, family members), places (e.g., churches,
schools, clinics), and materials (e.g., money, infonnation). In sum, the
empowerment theory posits that individuals, by focusing on existing
strengths and resources, can empower themselves to address the HIV
issues confronting their community.
Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological model also looks beyond the
individual level of analysis to account for social and cultural influences
on HIV risk behaviors. Bronfenbrenner (1979) described an ecological
system of social influences on individual behavior. According to this
model, five systems influence behavior: ontogenetic system, the
microsystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, and the macrosystem.

openly can lead to misinformation or to a lack of knowledge about
The ontogenetic system is the self-system, or internal characteristics
sexually transmitted diseases (sroS), including HIV infection and AIDS
such as self.efficacy.
The micros)'stem describes the relationship
(Forrest, et a\., 1993; Marin & Gomez, 1996). Some religious institutions
between the individual and immcdiate social settings (i.e., family, school,
may also have strong objections to the use of contraceptive methods.
peers. church); that is, contexts that contain the developing person.
which include condoms.
The mesosystem describes the interrelationships of these settings (e.g.,
Churches/mosques
can be partners and resources for HIV
interactions between family and school or between family and peers).
prevention efforts. However, community psychologists must understand
The exosystem focuses on other social structures that may affect but do
the beliefs and attitudes held by these institutions. recruit religious
not contain the individual; that is, at least one selling does not contain
leaders and members of the group. explain how HIV prevention helps
the individual (e.g., immigration policies and parent's workplace). The
the entire community, and tie HIV prevention efforts to religious ideals.
mucro-syslemTefers to general cultural or subcultural blueprints (e.g.,
For example, the African American Christian community can assist in
communalism, traditional beliefs about gender roles).
developing and disseminating
culturally appropriate educational
Using Bronfenbrenner's paradigm, one can vicw sexuality as a
materials used in training and technical assistance to churches and
complex phenomenon consisting of numerous nested structures (e.g .•
church groups. Similarly. interventions can direct AIDS ser\lice
families. neighborhoods. culture) that influence person's risk behaviors.
organizations and health departments to help these groups deepen their
For example, risk behaviors are influenced by peers, neighborhoods,
understanding of partnership and engagement strategies for working
schoob, and families (microsystems); peers interact with families to
with African American and Latino religious institutions. In addition.
influence risk behaviors (rnesosystem); and differing cultural scripts
assessment
instruments
can be developed
in partnership
with
can also influence risk behaviors (macrosystem). Most HIV research
representatives of religious institutions and assessed for cultural.
has focused on the ontogenetic level, or the self, which does not take
spiritual, and educational appropriateness (Marin & Marin, 1991).
into account the effects that a person's context has on the person's
behavior. This narrow focus results in limited theoretical models of risk
EImi!.t
behavior. In the next section. we provide examples of microsystems
Many communities of color embmce the concept of communalism.
that serve as cultural resources or as potential barriers to community
which values connectedness. unity, and the importance of extended
psychologists who want 10 conduct HIV research and prevention with
family and fictive kinship systems (Thomas. 2001). Many African
communities of color.
American families have shared dose relationships within and between
families who mayor may not be blood relatives (Nobles, Goddard, Cavil.
Systems critical to "IV research
& George, 1987). This extended family network provides support
According to Triandis. et a\. (1980). culture includes subjective
through financial assistance, child care, household maintenance, and
elements such as social norms, roles. beliefs, and values. Culture
social regulation (Wilson, 1989). In Latino families, familism is the concepl
provides a shared system through which members interpret reality and
used to describe the extended family system (Valenzuela & Dornbush.
construct their lives (Jagers, 1996). There are various institutions that
19(4). In Latino populations, compared with White populations, members
are influenced within communities by the cultural frameworks of the
of the extended family tend to live near one another (Valenzuela &
populations they serve. For populations of color, these institutions
Dornbusch, 1994), and Latino social networks contain more relatives
include. but are not limited to, the church/mosque,
the family
than friends or acquaintances (Shaffer & Wagner, 1996).
environment, and political systems.
Relicious InstitutiQIlS
For some communities of color. spirituality and religion play an
important role in daily life. African American churches and mosques
increasingly serve multiple, important purposes other than providing
religious guidance. such as providing credit unions, housing. jobs, and
health education (Conyne-Beasley & Schoenbach, 2000; Mattis, 2(01).
Religion also plays an important role in the Latino community (Pena &
Frehill, 1998). Many Latinos practice a Christian-based faith, where
rituals and religious doctrine are prominent. However, there are other
religious belief systems. such as Santeria and Espiritismo. that influence
their lives and worldviews (Baez & Hernandez. 2001). Santeria is based
on an ancient West African religion, Ifa (and Yoruba), which has various
rituals for spiritual progress and healing. Espiritismo is a belief system
about spirits and the regulation of spiritual influences through the
intervention of mediums (Baez & Hernandez. 20(1).
Religious beliefs may also serve as a barrier to HIV prevention.
Historically, taboos surrounding homosexuality, bisexuality, premarital
sex and contraceptive use (including condoms) have hindered open
dialogue about the measures that protect people from infection.
Sexuality, considered a private matter, is not discussed openly with
church and other community leaders. Reticence to discussing sexuality

The statue in Ihe qU(JJ lJ/ New Mexico Highlands
the Sill' o/the 2003 Biennial.

Uni,·ersity.

There is still much to learn about the role of families and HIV
prevention in communities of color. For community psychologists, it is
imperative that qualitative data be collected before any intervention is
developed. Qualitative research methods (e.g., participant observations,
in-depth interviews, focus groups, reviews of documents and cultural
materials) are very useful in collecting rich contextual data. These
methodsallow the researcher to gain an understanding of cultural norms,
values,auitudes, and beliefs as they relate to HIV risk-reduction practices
(Power, 1998). Researchers must understand the dynamics and the
structureof families of color, how families of color experience and offer
social support, the preferred parenting and communication styles,
including disclosure of HIV status. For example, family-based
interventionscould focus on providing workshops that offer information
on sexual health, sexuality, abstinence, STD's including HIV infection,
and risk reduction to parents of color so that the parents can use their
own cultural values when discussing sexuality with their adolescents
(Kotchick,et 31, 1999; Murry, et aI., 2003).
Although families can be a great resource for HIV research, they can
also create barriers to HIV prevention efforts.
Homophobia in
communities of color may make it less likely that family members will
disclosepositive HIV status or a gaylbisexual identity. Both for African
Americansand Latinos, the need to keep family harmony may lead some
stigmatized groups, such as gay/bisexual men, to hide their sexual
orientation for fear of upsetting their families. There may be negative
outcomesfor men who have sex with men who are estranged from their
families,such as social isolation and psychological distress (Diaz, 1998).
PoJ'tics
The political system is another arena that may be central to the
livesof people of color. Some empirical research has shown that the
rates of political involvement are lower among populations of color
thanamong whites (e.g., voting and contacting government officials
directly)(Fuchs, Shapiro, Minnite, 200 I). However, populations of color
andwhites participate equally in certain aspects of political involvement,
suchas serving on local boards, working with others in the community
toeffect change, and participating in protests (Junn, (999). These forms
ofpoJiticalinvolvement are more common in populations of coJor because
their political motives have largeJy revolved around dismantling
in,titutional racism and rectifying distressed in their communities
(Mattis,200 I; Wicks, Scheide, Smith, 1999).
Barriers similar to those in religious institutions and the family may
also exist in the political system. Political leaders may find it
uncomfortable to talk about sexuality and STD with their constituents.
InAfricanAmerican communities, political leaders are typically also the
religious leaders; therefore. the stigma that exists in the religious
institutions may also be present in the political arena. In Latino and
Black immigrant communities, some persons may be undocumented
andtherefore have limited political power, lack political representation,
andfear deportation if they participate in community organizing.
Interventions that deal with community organizing or focus on
grassrootspolitical activism can develop a sense of community among
populations at risk for HIV infection (Diaz, 1998). Working with
grassroots organizations may allow researchers to address political
resources without having to work with established leaders who may
findHIV issues too sensitive for their political platforms. In addition,
structural interventions, such as media campaigns that target social
change can empower an otherwise disenfranchised group (e.g. men
whohave sex with men of color). For example, messages tailored
TheComl11l1l11t}
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messages for Latino and Black immigrant populations may reach this
commonly underserved population (Herek, et aI., 1998). Community
psychologists could also study policies related to HIV (e.g., immigration
policies, health care) or develop strategies for organizing a community
around HIV issues. Needs assessments, for example. have been essential
in collecting and analyzing information on the current status and the
service needs of specific populations (Loue, Faust, & O'Shea, 2000).
Researchers should seek key stakeholders in the community who can
collaborate in designing and conducting a needs assessment.
Despite the potential barriers that these systems can create, religious
institutions, families, and politics are highly valued by many communities
of color and are tightly integrated into their lives. Religious institutions
can be important partners in.designing HIV prevention in communities
of color. In addition, the leadership role that religious institutions play
in assisting the community as a whole makes them a good partner in the
delivery of prevention efforts. The family system is also a valuable
resource in HIV prevention efforts because the decisions made by people
of color are often made for the good of the family rather than the
individual. In addition, families transmit values, educate about issues,
and provide support to one another. People of color can become
politically involved through mobilization and community empowerment
to better the circumstances of their communities. Affiliation with the
organizations
and advocates who lead political efforts to foster
community health and well-being is critical in making HIV prevention a
top priority.
Swnnuon
Community psychologists
can contribute to HIV prevention
research in communities of color in many ways. First, community
psychologists bring a unique perspective to HIV research because of
the discipline's emphasis on ecological frameworks and contextual
factors. Two theoretical models that can be useful in HIV research are
the empoweffilent theory and Bronfenbrenner's
ecological model.
Second, several cultural resources can provide invaluable insight into
HIV prevention needs of communities of color: extended families,
religious institutions, and the community and political leaders who serve
these populations. Third, cultural resources may be positive influences
and may also be barriers to HIV prevention. Many strategies, however,
can be used to address these barriers.
In conclusion., communities of color are diversea particular cultural
values shape how they view the world, behave, and relate to each other
and their community. It is essential that researchers understand these
communities so that they can design effective HIV prevention research
and programs. It is important to acquire relevant information, not only
about the prevalence of HIV infection and HIV risk behaviors but about
contextual and cultural factors. -We provide a starting point for further
discussion and offer a glimpse of what community psychologists can
offer HIV research. The expertise of community psychologists is needed
to assist public health efforts in eliminating the disparities in HIV
infection in communities of color.
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Review of Community Psychology: Linking Individuals and
Communities
By Dalton, Elias and Wandersman, Wadsworth, Belmont, California
(2001).
Review by Colleen Loomis, Wilfrid Laurier University

Community psychology has fewer textbooks than related fields like
social, developmental and industrial organizational
psychology.
Community Psychology: Linking Individuals and Communities heJps
till this void by making important cotltributions to the field in general
and to US community psychology in particular. It provides a state-ufIhe-art review of the field's empirical accomplishments and refreshes
the discipline's vision and values. The creative organization nicely
introduces the discipline to advanced undergraduate psychology
students and graduate sludellis. In addition to the student audience,
more experienced community psychologists will find the authors'
synthesis of diverse studies from the "sense of conununity" literature
helpful.
Dalton, Elias and Wandersman endeavor to show what community
psychology is, how it developed in the US, and how this psychological
field-"grounded in empirical research" (p. 437}--is "linking individuals
and communities" within diverse contexts across ecological levels of
analysis. They achieve their overarching objective of breadth, if
sometimes at the expense of treating lightly some of the discipline's foci
(e.g.,public policy, feminism, community development).
The text makes current the relatively young field of conununity
psychology that began in the US about 40 years ago. The authors offer
readers a novel introduction to thinking about the dynamic interaction
between an individual and his or her multiple communities.
This
contemporary overview of US community psychology provides a nice
compendium of research published through 1999 with 10 selected works
published in 2000. Rich examples of research and action used
throughout the text substantiate the presentation and support the field's
values. Readers of the text will learn a lot about prevention efforts and
be introduced to other topics such as community psychology theories,
research methods, empowermem, community deveJopment, and social
change.
The text opens "To Every Reader" with a wann, respectful invitation
to explore the field of community psychology from a range of
perspectives. The authors' intention is to help readers "to develop and
express your own views, and to understand those of others" (p. xix). In
that spirit, the authors express clearly that the text reflects their
standpoints as well, which are based in US experiences from English
languagepublications with a prevention focus. Similarly, the US context
andEnglish language infonns my review, although my research foci are
sense of community, social networks, and self-help groups.
This is the first community psychology textbook to dedicate a chapter
10 sense of community. As highlighted in books published previously
(seeCoulson, 1973; Nisbet, 1953; Sarason, 1974), the concept of sense
ofcommunity has important psychological and sociological implications.
Sarason went a step further and suggested that sense of community is
an ideal overarching construct for the discipline of community
psychology. Yet umil Dalton, Elias and Wandersman's textbook the
TheCommunity Ps\ch()l()gl~1 volumc 16, Number:; Summer2001

relevance of sense of community had not been recognized widely. Their
chapter presents various meanings and types of communities (e.g.,
relational, locality) and the frequently used McMillan and Chavis (1986)
model of sense of conununity. As a researcher in this area I was surprised
that the chapter perpetuated the use of "sense of community" as an
implicitly unipolar positive construct. Sense of community exists on a
continuum from negative to positive (Brodsky, 1996). Other factors
such as the salience and meaning of a community also matter (Brodsky,
Loomis, & Marx, 2002). Nonetheless, this novel chapter synthesizes a
broad literature providing newcomers an excellent introduction to sense
of community.
The text overall is strong and offers community psychologists a
useful pedagogical tool. There are two Table of Contents, one brief and
the other detailed. Both are well designed and provide readers with an
overview of the authors' five-point perspective
of community
psychology: (I) Introduction to Community Psychology, (2) Community
Research, (3) Understanding Communities, (4) Preventing Problem
Behavior, and (5) Community and Social Change. The section titles of
Community Research and Understanding Conununities are vague at
first brush, but the subsumed chapter titles are more specific (e.g.,
Methods, Ecology, Social Support). The number of chapters within
these five sections varies from two to four. For each chapter the authors
define a clear purpose and achieve it using an organization that can
accommodate various pedagogical approaches.
The textbook is a sophisticated organization of dense material. The
first-person writing style facilitates learning tenninology and concepts
that will be new to many readers. And the authors skillfully use tables,
figures, text boxes, and references to highlight main points of the chapter.
Readers' awareness of chapter templates may preclude a sense of
choppiness. Almost every chapter has eight distinct sections: (1) outline
and an opening exercise (2) introduction, (3) key points, (4) content, (5)
conclusion, (6) summary, (7) brief exercises, (8) recommended readings
and websites. The "opening exercises" engage readers. For example,
chapter] begins with the now classic nine-dot problem whose solution
illustrates the constraints problem solvers' assumptions bring to an
issue. Making assumptions explicit opens up new possibilities for
potential solutions. This exercise sets the tone for critical and alternative
thinking, illustrating that "a person's assumptions become the real
problem" (p. 3). Occasionally, the chapter's organization of an
introduction followed by "What are the Key Points of this Chapter?"
reads slightly out of place and redundant. Subsequent text explicating
concepts and terminology flows nicely, and conclusions are drawn for
about half of the chapters. Finally, the chapter sununaries are concise
and useful. The recommended websites are a helpful resource because
many are regularly updated, allowing students (and instructor) to read
current information on topics such as childhood poverty and self-help
groups. A few URLs I checked were obsolete, but most were functional
as of this writing. Finally concerning teaching aids, I did not evaluate
the publisher's "lnfoTrac Service," which is advertised to provide access
to many of the authors' reconunended readings.
The Name Index provides an easy reference for finding researchers'
published work, and readers will find the subject indexing of populations
(e.g., families, U.S. ethnic groups, adolescents, elderly) and topics (e.g.,
empowerment, school violence, religion, diversity) fairly compJete,
although a few expected entries such as "school dropout" were absent.
The index reflects the authors' prevention focus. For example, a key
aspect of community psychology is "settings," particularly alternative
settings. There is no primary heading for settings or individual heading
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entries for settings such as schools, jails, prisons, institutions, and
organizations, although there are sub entries (e.g., empowering settings,
behavior settings). The authors subsumed many settings under the
prevention/promotion
index heading, even though community
psychologists' work in these settings is not necessarily prevention.
Similarly, the authors place "best practices" under "prevention/
promotion" interventions. Best practices in research, empowerment,
community organizing and other areas are not mentioned, Readers are
cautioned against interpreting the relative preponderance of prevention
focused topics (from the chapters and index) as an indication that
community psychology primarily addresses prevention: this overweighted representation may best be understood as a reflection of the
authors' research interests.
The first section (chapters I and 2) defines the field, introduces
tenninology, provides illustrations, and identifies "Seven Core Values
in Community Psychology:" (l) individual wellness, (2) sense of
community, (3) social justice, (4) citil.en participation, (5) collaboration
and community strengths, (6) respect for human diversity, and (7)
empirical grounding. The authors directly address these values
throughout this well-written text. The conceptualization and values
presented in chapter I are U.S.-based and do not necessarily ret1ect
those of other countries (as the authors themselves note in chapter 2).
For example, the authors identify lack of attention to political and social
aspects of individual's experiences as a limitation of U.S. community
psychology and acknowledge that community psychology in Latin
American embodies these qualities. Other sections of the text provide
glimpses (from the perspective of U.S. community psychology) of
community psychology research from 37 nations. The authors are well
aware of the potentia] problems of a U.S,-centric presentation of
community psychology and provide many conditional statements
without stifling their personal writing style. For example, "Western
socia] scientists often have assumed that their concepts and perspective
were universal. and later found those ideas were ethnocentric" (p. 182)
and "concepts of empowerment originated in Western societies, and
must be understood in cultural context" (pp. 348-349).
The second section covers research methods. Chapter 3 emphasizes
the relevance of ecological ]evels of analysis, cultural context, and
collaboration with communities.
The authors suggest researchers
choose a single level of analysis (e.g., brief exercises, p. 84) and work
within it, providing V3riOUS methods.
Readers interested
in
understanding how to work simult3neously at multiple levels will need
to supplement this part of the text.
Chapter 4 presents multiple methods within qualitative and
quantitative approaches. describing each method (e.g" participantobserver, interviewing, focus group, epidemiology, etc,) in some detail
with exemplary studies. The tex.t also provides infonnation on strengths
and limitations of each research method. While teaching community
research methods with this textbook f supplemented this chapter's
information from other sections of the text. For example, one of the
chapter exercises introduces the research method of social network
mapping and assets and needs assessment and action research methods
are presented within the context of prevention.
The section on qualitative methods is a critical component of a
contemporary community psychology textbook. The presentation of
quantitative methods (e.g., randomized field experiments inlerrupted
time-series, multiple baseline) subsumes discussions of various research
designs. These designs also may incorporate qualitative methods,
although this point is not made in the text. For example, a researcher
[hc ( 01l11l111111t\
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may choose to gather pre- and post-data through individual interviews
and focus groups with randomly assigned families to public housing.
The "Brief Exercises" are very good in this chapter, providing an applied
lonk at methods. The last exercise asks students to debate qualitative
and quantitative methods. As an inslructor I found it helpful to add
another exercise having students argue in favor of both methods for
particular research designs.
I struggled trying 10 understand the authors' views on whether
epistemological standpoints are necessarily linked to particular research
methods. The text's division of chapters implicitly separates theory of
knowledge (covered in chapter 3) from decisions about which methods
to employ (presented in chapter 4). But the authors blur the distinction
between theories of knowledge and methods in their section on
epistemology.
At other times the authors conflate these issues, for
example in a table explicitly tying a contextual epistemology to qualitative
research methods (p. 93). I am personally of the opinion that
epistemology and methods are distinct questions (Loomis & Maton,
1997), as evidenced by post-positivists employing qualitative methods
and contextualists using quantitative methods. But whether I am correct
in that view or not, I am disappointed that the authors did not take a
clearer. more consistent stance on this issue in their book.
"Chapter
5: Understanding
Ecology"
contains
classic
conceptualizations (covered in previous textbooks) such as Barker's
behavior settings and Moos' social climate. Other theoretical models
such as Bronfenbrenner's nested model (see chapter I) and Dohrenwend's
model of coping (chapter 8) are integrated throughout the text. There is
not a main entry in the Table of Contents orthe Index under the heading
"theory" and few subheadings for theories or conceptual models exist.
Forexample, under the topic of"self~help" a definitional entry exists but
not a conceptual or theoretical one. On a positive note, the conslTUct
"sense of community" has a listing for a definition anda separate listing
for a conceptual model of citi7.en participation and empowerment. The
minimal attention on community psychology theories may reflect the
state of the field rather than an oversight by the authors.
In the collaborative spirit of community psychology, I asked former
students and a few colleagues who bave used the textbook to comment
upon it. Arepresentative reply from undergraduate student, Ross Brown,
mentions favorite chapters (I - 4, 7, & 14) and that he still relies on the
textbook for references and definitions (personal communication, July
25, 2002). Like me, other instructors who have used the text are
enthusiastic about it and plan to use it again. Rebecca Campbell (personal
communication, July 30, 2002) told me that the first chapter "is excellent
[andl does a nice job of laying out what this field is in concise language"
and the chapter on sense of community "does a nice job of synthesizing
diverse studies," Her experience teaching with "Chapter 2: How Did
Community Psychology Develop?" revealed that "some students
struggled in making the connection as to how these historical factori
shaped the field." Overall. the text "is very accessible to undergraduates
without compromising the richness of the field" (Steven Davis, personal
communication, July 25, 2(02). I think another key component that sets
this textbook apart from others is Dalton's eloquent disclosure of his
personal standpoint (see Box 6.1, p. 155 and Box 6.2 pp. 167-168) in
"Chapter 6: Understanding Human Diversity." This disclosure brings
the concept of diversity to a place where readers can connect. Finally,
the textbook closes with a discussion about future directions. This
chapter summarizes the textbook and highlights interwoven concepts.
noting its relevance to community psychology as a global field (for
more information see Nelson & Prilleltensky, in press).
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Community Psychology: Linking Individuals llnd Communities is
a worthwhile and important textbook on US community psychology. It
embOOiesthe field's values and reflects its empirical basis. Dalton, Elias
and Wandersman's presentation of community psychology offen; a
unique blend of scholarship with vocational style (resounding "a call"
to the field). Readers in the US wililike]y find the textbook appealing,
withrecognizable concepts and social issues; readers from other countries
willgain a more developed understanding of the US context. The nove]
focuson "sense of community" and the rich resource of empirical studies
make Dalton, Elias and Wandersman's text a valuable reference book.
These qualities alone lend themselves well to using the text as a
pedagogical too], even though the book is too short on social change,
publicpolicy and community development and overlong with prevention.
Limitations notwithstanding,
the text succeeds in showing how
community psychology links individuaL~ and communities.
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Edited by Gloria Levin
With this issue of The Community Pn-cholorist. the column,
"Living Community Psychology, .• is being revived after an 8-year
hiatus. The column was originated in 1987 by Wade Silverman and
was continued by Gloria Levin, from 1989-1994. No one was ever
found to maintain the column umil Gloria, upon retiring from NIH,
recently volunteered to reins/ate it. The purpose of the column is 10
highlight a community psycholagi.~t through an in depth interview
that is intended 10 depict the full range of the person, both personal
and professional. Starting with the person's upbringing, the tale
proceeds through why the person was drawn to the field; what
education prepared the person as a communit)' psychologist; the
various jobs and volunteer activities pursued; and the family and
personal life constructed. Finally, the per~'on is asked to relate his!
her plans for the future. These extended vignel1es are meant to offer
im'ights into community psychology as it is lived. Spotlighted
persons are cho.~en to represent SCRA :~ diverse membership sllldents, persons in early career, as well as mid-level and senior
community p.~ychologists; gender and ethnic differences; and
academic and applied settings. Please address ('omments on the
column to Gloria at ~-/e~'in@erols.com
or 10 301-320-5068.
The winner of SCRA's 2002 Award for Distinguished Contribution
to Practice in Community Psychology, Dr. Dcbi Starnes, delivered her
lively acceptance speech at the Society's 9'" Biennial Conference to a
standing ovation. Her speech challenged community psychologists to
run for elective office or, at lea.~t, to support elected officials with our
skills and data. Debi first entered municipal politics by successfully
running two political campaigns in her neighborhood; then she won a
seat on Atlanta's City Council - a scat she has held for 10 years.
Her current position in life might not have been predicted from her
upbringing in eastern Tennessee, deep in Appalachia. She relates that
her family was "very country," with education and careers a lower priority
than surviving life's day-to-day challenges. She believes her family's
move to Indiana (with a good schoo] system and different environment)
during her formative years, made a difference in her life that stayed with
her when her family returned to Tennessee. Early on, adults, especially
teachers, spotted her spunk and her interest in learning, and she credits
them with encouraging her. She relates: "I always had adults who
would want to help me. In the mediating factors literature, that's one of
the top variables. Like a high schoo] teacher offered to pay my way
through college, and other people insisted on trying to help me. I didn't
(use) the money but psycho]ogically, 1knew it was there if I needed it. I
was always lucky. 1 think my background helped me to have a lot of
street smarts. making me a quick study of my environment."
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Her entry to college was the result of a casual conversation, in April
of her senior year in high school., when her best friend had mentioned
she was going to college the following year. That sounded good to
Debi so, without much more of a rationale than that her smart friend
from an Ozzie and Harriett type family was going to college, she
approached her high school coach, asking for help. She had no
understanding of how one would go about applying for college, thinking
she only needed to call the Jocal college (East Tennessee State University
(ETSU), 30 miles away) to find out when to show up for classes. What
Debi lacked in sophistication about college was more than compensated
for by her conviction, formed at a very early age., that Sshe knew she
did not n't want to be as miserable in work and life as were those in her
family and her community. Education was not only a route to making
money, an important theme in her life, but it was also a means to enjoying
interesting work and the peace that financial security can bring.
At ETSU, she was helped by a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
"for poor kids," but also worked several part time jobs, a practice she
has engaged in since age 14. (She claims she would go berserk if she
only worked at one job.) She describes ETSU as a very nurturing place,
with a great amount of encouragement from teachers and a positivegood
peer environment.
She eventually settled on a double major in
psychology and social welfare and stayed on for a master's degree in
clinical psychology. , This was despite the fact that she did not
understand the concept of a "graduate student" at first: "I thought you
were either a "student" or a "graduate." I was too bashful to ask what
was a "graduate student." Little did I know that I would end up being
one of "those!"
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Master's degree in hand, she excitedly moved to "the big city,"
Atlanta, and worked in a stateState job, conductingdoing job analysis
and constructing professional licensing examinations. While working
full time - "I wasn't into going back to the starving graduate student
routine" - she entered Georgia State's Ph.D. program in communityl
organizational psychology. Her commute was an easy waJk between
her classes and her job. Her reason for pursuing a Ph.D.? "I wanted to
be "something," given my background, of how I grew up. I wanted 10
have a tille. So, instead of just having a master's in psychology, I
The Commumtv Ps)'chologtst. Volume 36 l'\umhcl 3. Summel 20t)3

wanted to be a psychologistpsychologist.
That was really the whole
motivating factor. It wasn't a big scholarly pursuit, and I didn't have
designs on what I was going 10do with it other than it would help me be
SOMETHING." She earned her doctorate in 1987, but oblaining her
Georgia license as an applied psychologist was the one credential that
really validated that she was now a "something." She worked for a
psychological consulting finn, doing test construction again, until she
left in 1988 to co-found an evaluation and organizational services
company, EMSTAR EMSTAR Research, Inc., with her husband, Jim
Emshoff. Jim was her Georgia State University community psychology
professor whom she started dating after completing her doctorate. "The
goal (for EMSTAR) was to enjoy our work, make a good living and bein
control of our own life. It has accomplished all of those goals. We've
always had more work than we can do for IS years," and she is especially
proud that current and past employees credit EMSTAR with being a fun
place to work.
Coincident to beginning her Ph.D. program, she was bitten by the
"house renovation bug," starting with the purchase of a modest house
in a neighborhood in downtown Atlanta that was in the throes of a
renovalion frenzy. She bought and renovated other houses in nearby
neighborhoods, culminating in the purchase of Debi and Jim's present
house which is located in downtown Atlanta, in historic Inman Park.
The 1892 yellow, Queen Ann Victorian structure houses EMSTAR as
well as their 4-unit bed and breakfast business (Sugar Magnolia B&B:
see hup:llwww.sugarmagnoliabb.com).
Debi's mother lives in an
adjacent house that they also bought and renovated, and helps in
running the busy Emshoff-Starnes household and the B&B. Debi
attributes her strong entrepreneurial drive to her late father, saying "he
was always buying and selling (livestock, land and cars) and scheming
to make some money."
Debi has long been an activist in the Atlanta communities in which
she's lived. "1 liked having that sense of community and accomplishing
things. I guess that's Ihe thread in all the seemingly disparate things
I've done; it's all about getting things DONE. I've always been sort of
driven," surely the understatement of the year! Only six months after
moving into her current home, the City Council seat in her new district
became vacant. The time and circumstances could notn', have been
less opportune; she was raising her 2-year old daughter Emily, JUS!
establishing Sugar Magnolia B&B and working at EMSTAR Research.
But, as she says, "I finally just decided it fell into the category of howl
make a lot of decisions which is I'd rather regret something I did rather
than something I had a chance to do and didn't. So I decided if I were
ever going 10 run, now was the time; an open seat and the Olympic,
were coming which was a once in a lifelime time to be in office." She
rose 10 the challenge. And a challenge it was! Having just moved from
her old district in which she was well known, she was an unknown in her
new (213 African American) district, a Caucasian woman running againsl
3 African-Americans and one Caucasian gay candidate. Although her
campaign was the most improbable of long shots, she was in it to winso
devoted 12 hours a day for 5 months to visiting 4,000 homes personally,
Even then, she had to campaign 3 more weeks in a r"tm-off which she
won. Debi has won two subsequent re-election campaigns and pride5
herself on her constituent services. She feels her main contribution <II
an elected official has been her leadership on Atlanta's comprehensive
response to homelessness, "taking us into the 21" century." See her
City Council website (http://www.ci.atlanta.ga.us/cilycoullbios/2.htm).
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Oebi works ha1ftime on City Council business and halftime at
EMSTAR. (Not counting Sugar Magnolia B&B, for which she still
manages to prepare breakfast each day!) She encounters a conflict in
trying to juggle the different styles needed to carry out her City Council
and EMSTAR roles, in terms of managing her time and the auentional
style called for: "I try to devote a wh01e day 10one or the other because
going back and forth consumes a lot of logistical and mental time. At
City Hall, I need to juggle 40 things at one time, and I jump from one
topicto the next, and I have to keep a lot of details of where I left off wilh
that issue and conjure it up at any moment's nolice." In contrast, her
workfor EMSTAR (planning, data analysis, report preparation) requires
concentrated focus on one task at a time. Despite her dizzying schedule
uf activities, she was humbled by a comment made by her daughter in
preparation for her school's Career Day, Emily understood that her
father goes to work as a teacher but came up blank for her mother's
"career:' claiming that her mother "doesn't do anything," This, despite
the fact that EMSTAR and the bed and breakfast are located in the
familyhome!
Debi is planning to "pare down" her responsibilities in the future by
not seeking re-election to her City Council seat when her lhird term
endsin two years. "I'm a big believer in good people stepping up to lhe
plate and running for office and taking a turn. But I don't think you
have to stay in forever, and I don't think you should stay in forever.
Twelve years will be enough." Debi expects she will continue to be
engagedin At1anta's business, working on boards and with neighborhood
groups, but looks forward to the luxury of picking and choosing her
projects. She 100ks forward to letting go of her "day to day, 24 hours a
day on call" schedule for the City but intends 10 continue working at
EMSTARand Sugar Magnolia B&B. She is already conjuring up creative
ideas for enhancing the B&B experience and bringing in more money
from thai business. But, most important, she expects to devote more
timeto Emily, who will be 14 when her Council term ends, in the critical
years before her straight-A daughter goes off to col1ege. Debi knew it
was time to introduce her daughter 10 the positive aspects of her
background when Emily expressed surprise at an idyllic photo of the
12,000 student ETSU campus. Emily related that she had expected ETSU
to consist of "a bunch of double-wides." This prompted Oebi to sign
the family up for a Heritage Vacation trip back to Appalachia!
True to her determination to inc1ude fun in her life, Debi insists that
she has more free time than anyone she knows. This is a result of her
organizational skills as well as her practice of scheduling in fun time
withequal importance to her work time. She often gets together with the
bestfriend from high school, also residing in Atlanta, who first prompted
Debi to go to college. Oebi also is actively engaged with a Women's
Potluck in her very social neighborhood and devotes time and effort to
getting her and Jim together with other couples and families.
Oebi's background has a strong pull on her philosophy about
managing money. "When you grow up poor, you always work with
potsof money. You set aside money for food, and you set aside money
for school c10thes - you always have pots of money because those
moneys usually come from sources that you mayor may not have six
months from now. And even to this day, I do that." For example, she
hasalways earmarked her City Council salary for fun, never wanting to
become dependent on this "temporary job" for paying living expenses.
This "play money" was tapped to purchase a boat and a camper/van,
and she is currently buying a second, bigger boat, having developed a

passion for boating. The family's 30 foot motoryacht (aptly named "For
Play") was bought in Wilmington, NC two years ago. Since then, they
are slowly cruising the IntraCoastal Waterway for short cruises as time
allows, reboarding
the boat where they last left it. They have made it as far as Ft Pierce. FL
and plan to cross over to the Bahamas and "island hop" for awhile, at
their own pace and as often as they get a chance. Debi is lhe Captain, Jim
is the Navigator and Emily is the First Mate. The boating adventure, for
Debi, is "very addictive and a whole lot of fun."
When asked for a funny story that would depict the gap between
the two cultures in which she has lived, Oebi offered a humorous account
of her Thanksgiving trip to Tennessee in which Jim would first meet her
family. They were dating seriously at the time, and she was nervous
about how her upper-middle class, Chicago-reared, professorlboyfriend
and her "country family" would hit it off. "I totally forgot what everybody
does up there for Thanksgiving - what they consider so normal. As we
drove upto my parents' farm, arrayed in front of us were 10-15 people in
the yard killing hogs! Pig carcasses and pig parts were everywhere,
Everyone had on aprons covered in blood with knives and c1eavers and
ran to the car, leaning inside the window to get a look at Jim and say
hello. The whole scene was unbelievable. I had forgotten that that's
what they do on Thanksgiving. Jim's eyes were as big as they could be,
and he said: ••..•
what in the HELL are they doing?'!.! He describes it as a
scene out of (the movie) "Delivemnce." I thoughl: "I'm dead. My life is
over. 1 can't merge these two scenes."
Notwithstanding the "Deliverance" overtones, Debi Starnes has
constructed an admirable life that successfully merges her cultural
background with educational opportunities, her considerable talents
and personal determination,

David Fryer. Jim Em.•ho/f. and Debi Slama have a beer
in Ihe bar al thl;'Plaw Hotel at Ihe Biennial.
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Reflections and Photos from the 2003 New
Mexico Biennial Conference
SCRA's 9'h Biennial Gets 5 Stars: A Student's Commentary
by Keisha Mitchell, Rutgers University (kachell@hotmail.com)
On June 4'", 2003, after flying for almost 5 hours (not counting airport
layovers), and driving for 2 hours, I finally arrived at New Mexico
Highlands University - the site of SCRA's 9'1>BienniaL It was my first
experience attending a Biennial. I had heard about the Society, but I
still was not quite sure what to expect. After checking into my room, I
lay my anxieties aside and headed to the first session that I would
attend. I made it to the last 10 minutes of a presentation that was
already in session. After that ended I made it to my first full session. It
was a social policy workshop with Steve Howe. Within the first few
minutes, I was captivated by all the avenues that were being presented
to engage in Community Psychology. It was definitely a hands-on
experience: we had 15 minutes to develop socia] policy in small groups!
I sat a little straighter in my seat, and couldn't help but think that~ if this
was any indication of what was in store for the rest of Ihe conference,
then I was in store for a grcat experience!
I was nol disappointed.
My expectation for a typical professional
conference experience was happily destroyed! Not only was this a
professional venue for us to share our work, but it was an exercise in
community building. Thcre were so many aspects of the conference
Ihat made it overa]1 a wonderful experience. The atmosphere created by
conference personnel was friendly and intellectually stimulating. The
sessions were of excellent quality and covercd a multitude of issues.
My greates-t challenge over the 3 days was to figure out how r was
going to divide myself in 2 or 3 sO that I could get it all. I have 10
emphasize that, as a student/young professional starting out in the
field, the best part of my experience at the conference was the menloring
atmosphere. The organized mentoring sessions that I attended with
Jean Ann Linney and Caryn Blitz were very helpful. I believe that a
spin-off of this mentoring program was the willingness for everyone to
serve as a mentor to a needy mentee. I learned so much from faculty,
other professionals, students, and interns who were present that I came
back to New Jersey with infOimalion overload! I left the Biennial feeling
connected to a larger body that is doing the work that I am interested in.
I was not able to see or hear ahout every aspect of community action
andJesearch that is currently in progress, but I am secure in the
knowledge that members of the body are somewhere covering al1 the
ba.ses. To everyone who helped to make the Biennial a success: Thank
you all for a rich experience.

Rellection by Anne Anderson, Co-Coordinator
Psychologists for Social Responsibility (psysrusa@cs,com,
www.psysr.org)
My first impression of a SCRA Biennial was relaxed and welcoming
as I entered the central plaza of Highlands University and saw groups of
folks lounging on the benches and the grass under the trees. As CoCoordinator of Psychologists for Social Responsibility (PsySR), I was
very interested in learning more about SCRA, and exploring the
overlapping interests that the PsySR Steering Committee perceived
when it approved PsySR's co~sponsorship of the Biennial.
I wish I could have attended more of the very interesting sessions
presented. I read all the abstracts and found so many that focused on
issues of social justice, apprecialing diversity, reducing violence of all
kinds, and enhancing wellbeing. llJe sessions I did attend were thoughtprovoking, and good discussion ensued. The town hall meeting,
"putting the' A' back in SCRA", in which I was a participant, focused on
the ongoing tension between practice, action, and science that I have
heard in discussions in many other divisions of APA over the years. I
was hem1ened to hear the commitments thai people made to pursue
implementation
of the APA Resolution on Poverty, and to foster
constructive dialogue on issues of war and peace in their communities.
As many of you know, PsySR is an organization committed to
advocating for policies and practices that promote cultures of peace
with justice (see www.psysr.org).
I very much appreciated the
conversations that I had with SCRA members. and found many interests
in common. When Tod Sloan (PsySR's other Co-ordinator) set up a
table to display PsySR materials, il was good to see how well people
understood the value of belonging to both organizations-seeing
their
complimentarity. I'll be encouraging further exploration of these ways
of mutually enhancing our missions.
Finally, I find myself remembering the banquet and the opportunity
to think about tobacco and its dangers with my tablemates. What a
range of difficult social issues community psychologists tackle!
Whether it is war and peace, poverty and injustice, I hope we can find
ways to continue to work together effectively for the future.
Sinniger Hall courtyard, near registration where breakfasts & lunches
were served

SinnigerHall
wurfyurd, nearregislration
where
breakfasts & lunches were ser.;ed.

Deconstl1lcting diversity:

Lessons learned from six blind men and
an elephant

MiltonA. Fuentes, Montclair State University
Another well organized conference, packed with interesting and
stimulating symposia, roundtables, discussions, etc. Cheers to the
conference committee for ajob well done!
The theme, Incorporating Diversity, encouraged many of the
presenters to consider the relevance of diversity to their professional
work. A quick glance through the conference program and one quickly
recognizes the many successful efforts to understand diversity within
the field. Those of us who think extensively about diversity know that
it is complex social phenomenon with multiple dimensions and wrinkles.
Typically when the word diversity is mentioned. the most common
association is to race orethnicity. When pushed, individuals arc willing
to go beyond race and ethnicity and consider other fonns of diversity,
such as gender. social class, religion. or sexual orientation,
Understanding diversity gets even murkier when we attempt to
understand the dynamic nature of multip]e diversities present in
individuals. How does one adequately comprehend and assess the
synergistic derivatives of multiple diversities and their relationship Lo
identity development? For example, let us consider a poor, black, Puerto
Rican, male. Technically we have 4 forms of diversity - SES. race,
ethnicity, and gender. How do we as scholars accurately account for
and appreciate the influence of al1 these dimensions. As noted hy
Jones and McEwen (2000). all too often we focus exclusive]y on one
and fail to consider the impact of the others. This practice reminds me
of the tale of the six blind men who were engaged in a heated debate
over what an elephant looked like. Each one insisted that he truly knew
what an elephant looked like, yet each one had a radically different
description and understanding.
It turns out each wise man had his
hand on a different part of the elephant, severely limiting his
understanding (Schmidt & Friedman, 1985).
Falicov (1998) devised the Multisystemic Ecosystemic Comparatives
Approach (MECA), an assessment/treatment model that when correctly
applied allows practitioners to fuIJy understand the varied nuances
involved in cultura] assessment. She e]egantly defines culture as "'those
sets of shared worldviews, meanings and adaptive behaviors derived
from simultaneous membership and participation in a variety of contexts,
such as language; rural. urban or suburban setting; race, ethnicity and
socioeconomic status; age, gender, religion. nationality; employment,
education, occupation, political ideology, stage of acculturation"
(Falicov, 1998, p.14). By assessing the multiple cultura] contexts (race,
social class, religion. occupation and language) in which individuals
are embedded, scholars can begin to recognize the complexity of
individual identity,
Relatedly, Jones and McEwen (2000) propose a model of multiple
dimensions of identity development, which attempts to understand what
they tenn "intersecting socia] identities." Their model underscores the
nonsingular nature in which idcntities are constructed, recognizing the
fluidand dynamic contributions of multiple diversities, They encourage
us to engage in research which adequately capfUres these dimensions.
The Journal of the American Medical Association recently published
a special communication titled - Use of race and ethnicity in biomedical
publication. In it, researchers are persuaded to close]y examine the
manner in which they conceptualize and describe racial and ethnic
differences. While its focus is exclusive]y on race and ethnicity, the
rhe Cnmmullily Psychologist. Volume 36. Number J, SumlI1er2()O~

spirit of the article delineates some important lessons - "Identity is not
always fixed or easily detennined; and concepts and categories are
inherently imprecise" (Kaplan & Bennett, 2003, p. 2709). The association
encourages researchers to make every effort to adjust for conceptually
relevant measures of SES or socia] class when comparing raciaVethnic
groups. Whenever possible and relevant, we need to employ similar
strategies. For additional guidelines, we may want to turn our attention
to the works of feminist post modem theorists, who for years have been
considering these issues. Through their narrative analysis research,
they have rejected the traditional notions of human identity and embraced
"an alternative view of the self located historically in language, produced
in everyday gendered and cultural experiences, and expressed everyday
in writing and speaking (B]oom, 2002, p. 291). Or we can look in our own
backyard at the work of Dan Fishman, who for past few years has been
urging psychologists to publish more case studies, In the case for
pragmatic psychology, Fisherman examines recent philosophical
developments in the areas of post modernism and pragmatism and calls
for the study of actual cases - "in all theirmultisystemic complexity and
contextual embededness" (Fishman, 1999, p. 2).
As for the six blind men, through extensive dialogue and reflection,
they were able to decipher what the elephant looked like. By paying
careful attention to the dynamic nature of elephant's various body parts
and comparing and contrasting their observations and insights, the six
wise men were able to adequately capture and value the complete
elephant.
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Reflection by Daniel Cooper and Lucia d' Arlach, DePaul University
At the previous SCRA Biennial in At]anta, during the closing
ceremony, New Zealander Neville Robertson stood up and stated, malterof-fact]y, that he was a white heterosexual male, and he therefore felt it
was his duty to recognize his male privilege, white privilege, heterosexual
privilege, and the privilege of being a senior in the field of community
psychology. Until we recognize our levels of power, we will not be able
to make much progress, he said, and it is the white male professors who
should recognize it the most. However, I am not American, he finished,
so I lack this privilege.
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Friendly Critique of the 2003 SCRA Biennial
This was pleasantly shocking because, how many times do you
from a European ally·
hear white males reflect on their status and privilege? Honestly, why
should they? How, if you are at the top, would you notice what is
By David Fryer, University of Stirling, Scotland,
below? Maybe because somebody ca11s attention to it, as the New
d.m.fryer@stir.ac.uk
Zealand group did?
New Mexico SCRA was disappointing in its halting and splitting of
* I am lJratejill to Paul Duckett, Boh Newbrough, Paul Tom and two
addressing the New Zealander's refusal to set foot in the United States.
anonymous referees for helpful comments 011 a previolls draft (~f theIe
According to Paulo Freire, the New Zealanders created a "new
remarks.
situation," where oppressor and oppressed could feel liberated and
This was my first SCRA Biennial. although I have been regularly fo
justified to address the current political climate. By freeing themselves
(through their withdrawal), the NZ group created a space, a reason to ENCP (European Network of Community Psychology) Biennials and
UK Community Psychology Network Annual Conferences and attended
discuss the invasion in Iraq. They even] isted bullet points of discussion
the 2002 Trans-Tasman Community Psychology Conference.
in their Jetter: the war is i11egal, and about oil and hegemony.
Like everyone else, I arrived at SCRA with well founded
But as we are so llsed to having the luxury not to discuss these
preconceptions and prejudices. legitimate expectations and unrealistic
topics, most of us chose to avoid it. Simply put, to nufdiscussAmerican
hopes. Coming from Europe I was suspicious of the US urge to dominate
politics is an Amcrican privilege. The rest of Lheworld can't afford /lof
ralher than cooperate: militarily, economically, culturally, inte11ectually,
to discuss the United States' foreign policy, much like people of color
academica11y and, yes, even community psycho]ogically. Coming from
cannot avoid discussing race, because they live with its effects. Rather
Britain, I was aware of, and sensitive to, collective complicity with the
than addressing the NZ bullet points, many conversations focused
US in the unjust oppression of others. On Ihe other hand, my
instead on whether or not the no-show-strategy was effective.
expectations were high because in my view, whilst much profoundly
The effectiveness of the NZ strategy rested on the conference
problematic conceprualisation and oppressive action originates from
attendees.
the USA, some of the most sublime, radical thinking and persistent
Freire explains that the oppressors, conditioned by the experience
of oppressing others, find any "new situation" oppressive. Perhaps we, inspiring, attempts to make a difference for the better have also come
from the USA. whether one thinks of the work of political and social
conditioned
by the experience
of silencing clammy political
commentators like Noam Chomsky or that of community psychologists
conversations, felt uncomfortable in the new situation and avoided it.
like George Albee. Aware that community psychology in Europe hasa
We asked instead, what does this have to do with community
psychology? What does this have to do with my theories or my long past but also a very long way to go and having recently attempted.
with only limited success, to organise and nurture a community
interventions? What does this have to do with me? This individualistic
psychology
conference
which was consistent with community
mentality prevents SCRA and its members from acting as a group. Such
psychological assumptions and values, I arrived keen to learn from
questions, paralleling in the lislserv discussion, reflect an unwillingness
colleagues at SCRA buta]so searching for ways in which we community
for most of us to let go of our own agendas and perceived personal gain
psychologists
might become more effective in facilitating the
to think col1ective]y rather than individually-to
think about our world
rather than our country, to think of our country rather than the field of development of an ever more community psychological communit}'
psychology.
community psychology.
As a co11eague who shares many values and assumptions with
Part of this perhaps is due to our unwillingness Locritica11y reflect,
dialogue, and come to an understanding of our own privilege and colleagues in SCRA. who has an opportunity to view the Biennial from
responsibility as Americans, the way Neville Robertson stood and outside the working framework of those operating within it, who accepts
that inconsistencies are a fact of normal everyday life but who expects
publicly acknowledged his privilege in Atlanta.
that colleagues in SCRA wi11appreciate feedback which could facilitate
Movement toward collective thinking and collective action did take
place at the conference. True reflective dialogue occurred during the their working towards ever more consistency between values and
behaviour, I offer some critical feedback on the Biennial from my
Chicago dinners regarding race. Individuals with different views joined
perspective. Emphatically, this is offered as a resource rather than asan
together in a respectful dialogue where the goal was simply to listen,
assault.
reflect, and understand-giving
up individual power and personal
I really enjoyed, and benefited from, very many aspects of the 2003
agendas. Such discussions ought to continue, even if they make us feel
Biennial.
The local organisation by Jean Hill and her colleagues
uncomfortable or mistaken. These conversations make us free. The bu11et
miraculously
managed to create and sustain a sense of personal
points listed-and
widely ignored-by
the NZ group ought to be
involvement
in
a small and intimate gathering, despite the vast numbers
discussed Chicago-dinner style across the campuses and listservs, if
involved.
The
content
of many papers was stimuJating. The internationa]
we are to stand up and acknowledge our American privilege.
diversity of people attending, and the diverse contexts within which
they were operating, was exciting and humbling. Not only did 1 meeta
wide range of colleagues from the United States but also others from
elsewhere in North, Centra] and South America, Australia, New Zealand,
elsewhere in the world and I even met Europeans I had heard of bUI
never met through ENCP, for example from Turkey.
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All that said, I was also challenged by other aspects of the Biennial
to reflect on how difficult it is for us, collectively, 10 make our community
psychology conferences community psychological in process as well
as in content. I believe that, as community psychologists, we should
attempt to evaluate the products and processes of the reality of our
community psychology in practice, whether research, action, papers or
meetings, against the values and assumptions we attribute to it
rhetorically. In this spirit, below I want to explore to what extent we,
those attending the conference, managed to work together to construct
the SCRA 2003 Biennial so as to be consistent, or otherwise, with
community psychological
values and assumptions.
Community
psychology conferences should surely not be just the same as any
other conferences except that community psychological content has
been dropped into the presentation slots? I therefore pay most attention
below to process and self-reflexivity.
One of the first things that struck me as a European visitor was the
extent to which 'SCRA' and 'Community Psychology' were taken to be
synonymous at the Biennial. This may seem churlish. Surely, it is quite
appropriate to be US-centric at the biennial conference of a meeting of
a sub-division of the American Psychologica] Association? After all,
this is the main forum for U.S. community psychologists to get together
to talk about community psychology in the USA. Fair enough, but as
someone uscd to discussing exemplary community psychology being
practised in central Europe in the 1930s, it seems odd to hear it repeatedly
asserted that community psychology itself, as opposed to a US subdivision of the APA, arose out of the socia] changes in the USA in the

For me the most exciting and community psycho]ogically authentic
parts of the conference were the many contacts made with the community
in and through the conference. In this respect, SCRA was far more
impressive than for example the equivalent ENCP (European Network of
Community Psychology) Biennial, which as Paul Toro pointed out in his
commentary on the ENCP Barcelona Conference in the Winter 2003
1960s.
rcp, hardly involved community members at all. The organisers of the
Whilst valuing human agency, as a community psychologist I hold
2002 Trans-Tasman conference had a set up a series of valuable
that individualism is ideologically problematic, that experience and
community liaison meetings the day before the conference began and
actions can only be understood within an appreciation of their social
the smaller 2002 UK Network of Community Psychology conference
context. that explanation must engage at multiple levels of social
was collaborative with community members in planning and execution
phenomena, that power structured by gender, race and socia] status so
bm I have never been to a big conference that was better than SCRA
as to favour the interests of high ranking white males is problematic,
2003 in this respecL
that sources of support are key to effectiveness and am sceptical of
As I was to find out from community members, Las Vegas New
credentialed expertise but expect to find ecological expeJ1ise amongst
Mexico has severe problems of violence, drug use, and hardship and is
'ordinary people', it was unsellling to be in debates where the majority
in some respects a fractured community, bUl the people of Las Vegas
seemed comfortable - enthusiastic even - with the claim that the
who I met were unfailingly inclusive, friendly and incredibly welcoming,
development of the field of community psychology (sic) could be
whether the local policeman taking me to my motel by squad car when I understood in terms of the mentoring practices of largely charismatic,
arrived, a local post woman offering to drive me round the sights of New
independent, powerful, white, male, academic experts.
Mexico one evening or a local woman patiently explaining the history of
Indeed, more generally, there was a greater degree of unexamined
the Las Vegas trail.
consensus about the roots and nature of community psychology, and
Moreover, those attending the Biennial had a number of valuable
less exploration of the ideological and political implications, at the 2003
semi-formal opportunities, cued up by Bill Berkowitz, to "learn about
SCRA Biennial than I had expected. There was even still disagreement,
community issues and action ... in the Las Vegas community" and to for example, about whether community psychology could or should be
"meet and talk with community leaders who are putting community
apo]itical. I cannot imagine that debate taking place at an equivalent
psychology to work loca1Iy" (quotation from a conference flyer). In one
European meeting.
of these meetings, for example, a number of us had the privilege of
One manifestation
of the collective ambivalence
about the
talking with loca] community psychologists in the OK Cafe: in Bridge
appropriateness of community psychologists engaging explicitly with
Street. We leamed about prevention, mental health and after-school
political issues, was the response to the explicit request from community
programs carried out by local people, who had gone away to train in psychological coJleagues in AetoroaAotearoa I New Zealand that the
community psychological ways of working in order to return to the Las conference should devote time to debating issues arising out of their
Vegas community to work as members of the 21" Century programme.
boycott of the Biennial as a protest against the a1Iied invasion of Iraq.
We were able to share our own experiences in the area and to explore
Although the scheduled presentation time already allocated to the
issues of common concern. There were other valuable opportunities to colleagues from AetoroaAotearoa I New Zealand was used for those
engage in 'dialogue' with the local community in relation to teenage
attending it to read and discuss the statement from the group, the issues
parenting, low-income housing and homelessness.
were not tackled collectively head on, centre stage, at a Biennial plenary.
I understand that a request that the message be posted on a wall at the
lhe Commul1It\ P\ycholnglst Volume 36. Number 3 Summer 20{)\
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poster session was also declined. Thus, discussion of arguably the
most powerful current acute social cause of psychological, social,
community, national and international distress and ill-health, and of
whether and if so how community psychologists should engage with it,
was effectively, if unintentionally, silenced at this meeting. This is not
to prejudge what such a debate might have been but whether the boycou
would have been considered as a potent political intervention or as a
futile personal gesture, the issues surely needed to be debated by the
fu11conference.
More generally, there was far less enthusiasm than I had expected
about engaging critically with material being presented, in particular
more reluctance to engage reflexively in critical scrutiny of purportedly
critical positions, at SCRA 2003. In general however I heard little critical
debate in public and felt thea sense that being critical was somehow
'bad form'. Where it happened it was not sustained presumably at theand
as risk of being considered a hostile interpersonal attack rather than an
opportunity for col1ective ideological self-reflexive meta-reflection.
Although better than many conferences, and with notable exceptions,
the 2003 Biennial still seemed dominated by, middle aged, white, male,
senior academic voices. These, including my own, still seemed to resound
loudest, most often and on the most powerful platforms, whilst the
voices of younger, ethnic minority, female and community member
delegates seemed to be heard seldom, faintly or not at all. As elsewhere
it was critical student voices, predictably, which were most likely to be
marginalized, ignored and dismissed with strong, negative dynamics
manifesting themselves in some sessions about who could talk, who
would be listened to and who would not. The Biennial was by no means
unique in this and this has been a characteristic of other community
psychology conferences I have attended but I had higher expectations
of SCRA. Given that some of the most prominent, high status, (and
therefore less vulnerable) critical voices in community psychology have
been U.S. voices, I had expected more critical contesting to take place at
the SCRA Biennial, if only confined to senior figures.
There is an irony, of course, in that as a middle-aged, professional1y
high status, overseas, white male I had the opportunity, power and
safety, which many other did not, not only to make critical inputs at the
Biennial and also to get access to another platform to air my critical
views here in The Community Psychologist.
One would also have expected community psychologists to be
particularly alert and sensitive to the rights, needs and dignity of people
at risk of being disabled by inaccessible environments but, at the 2003
SCRA Biennial, the environment was clearly sometimes inaccessible for
some people. At least one person attending the Biennial suffered the
inconvenience and indignity of having to be carried from her wheelchair
onto the non-wheelchair-accessible
shuttle bus; the long, time
consuming and potentially dangerous distances requiring busy roads
to be crossed in order to get from one conference session venue to
another created mobility and access problems for some of us; and a
disability interest group member told me of social baniers experienced
by some people at the Biennial. I understand that the SCRA disability
interest group will be writing to complain about this Biennial, as it has
had to do about in previous years. The fact that these issues were not
more widely contested points at Las Vegas showes how effectively
silenced disabled people were at the Biennial and how urgent
consciousness raising in relation 10 disability awareness is amongst
SCRA members, despite the common bond of community psychology.
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Community psychologists
generally claim to be sceptical of
individualism and credentialed expertise and to regard those with power
as potentially part of the problem, whilst they assume that disempowered,
marginalised and unconventionally qualified groups frequently possess
competence and expertise, which is key to the solution of problems.
Accordingly, community psychologists tend to look to empower the
latter at the expense if necessary of the former. However, we community
psychologists at SCRA 2003 seemed as enthralled by 'celebrities' as
everyone else in our culture. Sessions featuring powerful figures were
generally packed, even though their views were already widely available
in published form. By contrast, less well-known, lower status but no
less radical contributors often had poorly attended sessions. For example,
a two part innovative session, through which those attending the
conference could have co-constructed tools for auditing the extent to
which the Biennial was itself a mental health promoting conference, had
to be abandoned due 10 lack of sufficient people attending. Likewise,
the excellent 'State Hospital Cemetery Restoration Project', a fascinating
collaboration between local psychiatric survivors and community
workers working together to bring about restoration of the State Hospital
Cemetery and thereby dignity and respect to thousands of people who
had exchanged State Psychiatric Hospital beds only for otherwise
unmarked and untended graves, was attended by only two conference
delegates. The presentation had entailed large amounts of preparation
and was made by a team of two service providers and four survivors of
psychiatric services. Thus presenters at this genuinely radically
community psychological session regrettably outnumbered those in
the audience at this session by three to one!
Attending a tribute to a senior figure in the field at the Biennial also
prompted me to wonder whether we, as community psychologists, could
not find ways to celebrate achievements in the field without defau.1ting
to individualism, de-contextualisation, emphasis on intra-psychic causes
and the cull of the charismatic personality. This is not to denigrate the
qualities of the person concerned, for whom I have the greatest respect.
However, it does seem to me that as community psychologists we should
emphasise the roles of the political and social contexts and the support
and sacrifices made by others to al10w others to dedicate time and
energy etc. rather than collude with variants of the 'rugged individual'
discourse which emphasise charismatic personal qualities and heroic
individual eff0l1. I did not attend myself but understand that there was
a valuable recognition of the major contribution thatAddy Levine made
to Murray Levine's achievements in another tribute but for me this
exception merely proves the rule of how frequently we neglect to mention
such important factors and underlines the need to extend our recognition
from intimate partners to the vast networks of enabling social factors.
When paying tribute to individuals, we also surely need to think
about the downsides of there being powerful key positions in the field
that individuals, usually white men, can occupy for so long. Isn't there
a problem of community psychological consistency here? On the one
hand, we express qualms about the way a culturally specific US
community
psychology
dominates
international
community
psychological thinking. On the other, we simultaneously pay tribute to
those
who have been dominant
in the expansion
and
globalisationinternationalisation
(globalisation?) of US community
psychology?
Wouldn't
a more thoroughgoing
community
psychological tribute, paying attention to context, ideology and support,
start to address these issues without diminishing our respect for the
individual actors concerned and also allowing us to celebrate but also
problematise our collective achievements?
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It is easier to be critical of mhers' efforts than to do better oneself,
Impressions from the Biennial
of course. For that reason, although there is insufficient space here to
do more than gesture to it, I now refer more fully brietly to an - earlier
Serdar M. Degirmcncioglu, Istanbul Bilgi University,
mentioned and only partially successfuL attempt - to organise and
serdard@bilci..edu.tr
nurturea community psychology conference which was consistent with
community psychological assumptions and values. The 2002 annual
I was very impressed with the turnout and the engagement I observed
meeting of the UK Community Psychology Network took place in _ at the Biennial. I was particularly glad to see the desire on the partofthe
Scotland.It was a 3-day meeting collaboratively organised by members
participants to act locally and politically. The Town Hall Meeting I helped
of the community of Cambuslang, a deprived community outside
organi7.e was successful in that it was an important step toward SCRAGlasgow, and members of the University of Stirling community
wide dialogue and action. At the end of the Conference I could not help
psychology group. It was planned from the outset collaboratively. The
but count the number of new organizational (e.g., Psychologists for
preparation involved the creation of a community profile in the course
Social Responsibility) and personal contacts I had made. I did not get a
of which a variety of stakeholders in the community worked with
chance to offer my thanks to the organizers during the Awards Ceremony,
community psychologists to identify problems and competencies in
so here I go: Thanks to Jean and everyone else, who contributed to the
their community. An orienting presentation of this profile opened the
conference. I took back with me a lot of stories and energy.
proceedings so that all had some common historical and social context
Before I close, here is something else that I took back with me. "The
within which to work. The conference was held for one day at Stirling
writing on the wall" below is a public dialogue of sorts that is probably
Universityand for two days in a community centre in the community, 30
typical of other washrooms in the US. I think it indicates why dialogue
miles away. Transport was provided between the two places. Presenters
is so important and why the dialogue the Town Hall Meeting started
at the conference were accorded the same respect whelher mothers
was so important. There was very little debate around the Bush
reporting the views of young people they had interviewed, children
Administration's actions after 9/11 because such a debate was branded
inputting themselves on video or via puppet performances
or
unpatriotic by those who seized the opportunity to rule without public
internationallyrenowned community psychologists. A deliberate attempt
debate and consent. This led to the "war" in Iraq and the public dialogue
was made to reduce status differences and to celebrate the competence
around the war could go only as far as the washrooms. A colleague who
and expertise of al1 participants equally. The conference tried to bring
read the statements I had e-mailed to him noted that: "Your listfrom the
together the problems and resources as identified by community
wall is exactly why people need politics!! The natural inclination for
memberswith the expenise and innovative ways of framing and reframing
most of us is to talk out of sound bytes, based on our own bubble
issues of community psychologists and to work together towards
experiences." Wilhout public dialogue and debate, the sound bytes
transformative change. Debate was almost unfailingly critical and
like "kill' em now" could not be challenged. The writing on the waJI also
political. Of course the conference had many failings. It was not well
reflected how a considerable number people in the US viewed the world
attended by community psychologists, though an unprecedented
and the war. The Town Hall Meeting helped community psychologists
number of community members not only attended but also contributed
realize that a) dialogue is an essential process for communities and
on the main, final, day. More importantly, the conference made no
SRCA, too, needs dialogue - particularly when there are burning issues
lasting difference to the oppressive and destructive conditions in which
on the agenda; b) violence (and war in particular) and processes that
members of the community were positioned. But then according to that create and justify violence are primary issues to deal with.
criterion. few community psychology conferences succeed.
An issue that has under-pinned my whole contribution here is that
Writing on the wall (Men's Washroom, Highlands University Library
of how we can, collectively, facilitate the simultaneous development,
1st Floor; some expletives deleted)
articulation and debate of critical thinking about both our societal
arrangements and our discipline. As our community psychological
•
Bomb them before we get bombed!!!
organisations, events, teaching, research and praxis are enacted by and
•
Exactly!
through(a large number of) individuals, we need to find ways to enable
•
No to War
reflexive critical thinking about process without being, or getting
•
Yes on War
distracted at our community psychology meelings and publications
•
Nukethetowelheads!!!
Bomb Iraq!!!
intodiscussion of, disrespect or offence to other individuals. My own
•
Ditto
dforts to open up spaces for critical self-ret1ection at the SCRA Biennial,
•
Bomb these terrorist b... s
judging by the volume and intensity of largely but by not exclusively
•
Why does Dick Cheney have investments with the
negativefeedback, were not very enthusiastically received or taken up.
Haliburton Oil Company? [Iraqi oil goes to Haliburton]
Makingcollective progress in this, it seems to me, will be a key step in
•
So who is making money off this war? [Oil companies and
moving forwards towards community psychology practices which are
corporations like General EJectric]
genuinely community psychological in process as well as in content.
•
General Electric? Do research you dumb asses!
•
Let Bush finish his daddy's war!
•
We thought we were fighting a...s Turns out we were the
a... s
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Women's Night Out at Biennial2003!
We were so very excited to have so many women
participate in the Women's night out dinner celebration. It was a
time for all of us to meet new people and re-connect with friends
and mentors. We also want to thank Alicia Lucksted and her mother
for welcoming us to their home for cookies and tea after dinner.
For those of you who were not able to attend the conference or
the dinner we encourage you to become involved in the Women's
Committee and we hope to see you at the next Biennial.

Left 10 Right: Chris Sullivan, Jessica Coodkind,
Chri.\lina Avala-Alcantar.
and Tameka Gillum.

Everyone

enjoying

Bianca

New Mexico's

Cuisine.

Guzman and Kelly Hazel.
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Measurement Development vs.Application: The Need for More
Action~Oriented
Research on Sense of Community (SOC)
By Dan Cantillon, University of Illinois, Chicago
"For both of us, that concept [Psychological Sense of Community
(PSOCJ), above all others, represents the essence of the field's unique
perspective on understanding the human condition. We also viewed
this concept as most rejlective of the field's initial raison d'etre, i.e.• to
reconnect the social sciences generally and psychology specifically
to life as experienced by people under everyday circumstances. To us,
the PSOC is as central to the dew of community psychology as the
p~ychology of everyday life" (Lorion & Newbrough, 1996, p. 3 J 1).
The SOC (Sense of Community) symposium session at SCRA's
biennial entitled "Innovative Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches
to Sense of Community Assessment" utilized a mini-poster session fonnat
to disseminate some of the most recent theoretical and empirical research
on the construct. The session was evenly split between quantitative
and qualitative approaches, which was good to see given the dominance
of quantitative methodology in our field, and particularly, with sac
assessment.
I thought Rae Jean Proescholdbell's research on developing a more
reliable sac measure, in particular the four components (membership,
fulfillment of needs, influence, and shared emotional connection)
responded to research that found some limitations with the sense of
community index and asked that we address this problem. Unfortunately,
there have been more calls for this than actual altempts, so her research
represents a critical step forward. I also felt that Long and Perkin's
research captured the multilevel nature of sense of community and how
this variable plays out at both the individual and neighborhood (block)
levels. Both Kimberly Bess and Christopher Sonn presented on
qualitative research approaches, which should help the field move
beyond a reliance on survey-based measures to understand this concept
and also provides residents with their own voice on if and why
community matters to them. In fact, I think such phenomenological
approaches will be belter able to document the unique characteristics
of all communities since the understanding will be resident-driven and
not forced into our conceptual framework. Overall, the session was
very informative and thought provoking.
In congruence with the
presenters, I feel that multilevel modeling methodologies coupled with
creative qualitative techniques will prove the most useful approach in
documenting the importance of the sense of community construct.
Yet,I was a bit disheartened at how reminiscent this session was to
thela,t sac symposium presented at the previous Biennial. This is not
to say that progress has not been made. It has, and as the posters
demonstrated, advances have been made in both qualitative and
quantitativetechniques to understand the defining element of our field.
Nevertheless, the session was also a bit frustrating. Perhaps it is not
thestate of the research on sac but the topic of the symposium, which
wason the methodological issues in sac assessment. I don't recall the
title of the one in Atlanta, but it essentially was the same in that the
focus seemed to be on definitional and measurement issues.
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I propose for the next SCRA that a symposium should be held to
discuss how sac is being utilized in community research - applied
community research. Is this construct being used to evaluate community
initiatives? If so, how - as an outcome variable in and of itself or as an
initial or intermediate outcome that precedes positive outcomes such as
delinquency and crime reduction, decreased physical and social disorder,
increased civic participation, and improved educational outcomes?
I am concerned that we are missing the boat with our extreme focus
on measurement and measurement-related issues. We are muddling
this important concept, sense of community, by trying to be overly
"scientific" in our attempts to validly define and assess it. For example,
as community psychologists we focus our research on social problems
and these are most often manifested in poor communities. Unfortunately,
these communities also tend to be the most dangerous and unhealthy
environments for people. So, one possible limitation of the field's
conceptualization of sac is the lack of attention paid to basic safety
concerns when we assess sense of community. Should we be including
safety as a component of sac or is it simply a precursor to the
development of healthy and cohesive neighborhoods?
We need to
truly listen to residents in the communities we often work with, and
discover if safety is a vital element as to whether or not a person
experiences sense of community. This was the input I got in my work in
some of the poorest neighborhoods in Chicago and Boston. In fact, if I
attempted to explain our definition and conceptualization of sense of
community to residents in these communities, I think they could consider
me an out-of-touch, ivory-tower researcher.

Tile Friday posrersessiorl.

A lot of work that has focused on the importance of safety usually
comes from the residents' voices themselves through focus group and
interview data (see Brodsky 1996 for a great example). I believe the lack
of integrating physical safety as an important part of sense of community
has to do with the fact that every definition and measurement related
article (which represents the overwhelming majority of our research)
begins with a quote from Sarason and then discusses McMillan and
Chavis' framework with its 4 components: membership, influence,
integration and fulfillment of needs, and shared emotional connection.
Sometimes researchers will add a component, collapse components, or
create a "new" measure by compiling previous sac items into these

four elements. Just so nobody gets the wrong impression, let me be the
first to admit that I also am guilty ofthis factor analytic approach to SOC
research. And, even though the intent of this article is to suggest that
we conduct more applied research on SOC, one of the first things I
discuss is related to definitional and measurement issues. However,
given the divergent findings from these factor analytic studies over the
years, it is no wonder we continue to debate about what exactly sense
of community is and how to best measure it.
Since the theme of the conference was to incorporate diversity and
move from values to action, I suggest we truly incorporate diverse
approaches to SOC assessment and conduct more action~oriented
research. Do we really need to have one standardized definilion of SOC
or one standardized measure? It seems obvious that we need a standard
definition or at least collective understanding of SOC, although I am
less sure that we need a standardized measure. As discussed in the
SOC case study session, it might be helpful to have a "nonned" measure
so we could quickly determine where a community stands in tenns of its
sense of community. Is it low, medium, or high, etc.? However, this
seems a bit too much like a "community diagnosis" and. moreover, I
don't think we need a standardized measure to tell us if community
members feel a lack of connection to each other. Further, in terms of
health promotion, I don't think any neighborhood could ever have too
much sense of community. with the caveats (hat the development of
sac is not always guaranteed to be a panacea and that SOC should not
be obtained through exclusion (e.g., class or race-based motivation a la
the defended neighborhood).
Whether or not others agree that safety is a vital component of
sense of community, by not allowing for a diverse conceptualization
and measurement of sense of community we limit our understanding
and potential {O apply this all"important variable--our conceptual center~in applied and action-oriented
research.
Through our focus on
measurement and related issues, we are getting further and further away
from what sense of community is and what it means to people. I began
this article with the quote from Lorion and Newbrough because to
paraphrase I truly believe that community psychology reconnects life
as experienced by people under everyday circumstances to social science
and the field of psychology in particular. I am concerned, at least in
tenns of our research on SOC, that we are getting away from that. Sarason
strongly felt that sense of community could be a guiding value and an
outcome on which to judge our work with community programs. A good
example of this more applied research was the recently published book
by Fisher, Sonn, & Bishop (2002) entitled Psychological sense of
community: Research, applications, and implication.~. We need more
of this work.
So, what do I mean by diverse approaches and applied research?
I'm not saying we can never elucidate some or all of the factors of this
social construct. However, as articulated by some of the presenters of
the SOC symposium, I agree that we need to utilize more qualitative
approaches to better understand sense of community and how it plays
out in and across various communities (territorial, non-territorial, youth,
internet, mutual support groups, lesbian and gay communities, work
environmenls, etc.). I'll even go so far as to suggest that not all definitions
and measures have to correspond to the 4 original components of SOC
as laid out by McMillan and Chavis. This is not because I disagree with
their definition and description of SOC, but that I think our adherence to
their theoretical formulation has limited research on how the importance
of community impacts people (and communities). The question is not
what the components ofSOC are, or what it is correlated with, rather, it
The
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is if and how does SOC operate as a protective factor for individuals
and communities? If it is a protective factor, how can we increase saC?
Can the development of sense of community reduce the hannful impact
of disadvantaged neighborhood environments?
Fina1ly, shou1d our
focus even be on SOC or should we be more concerned with how
structural inequality usually leads to the vast disparity in healthy social
contexts across our neighborhoods?
Another major reason for not always relying solely on this theoretical
and measurement framework is that this concept plays out differently
across different types of communities. As Sarason (1974) stated, "The
complexity of a community will in large part determine the fate of
efforts to change that community in any respect.
The fact that
individuals or groups in a community desire to eJfect a change is
saying something about that community. What happens to the effort
will in large medSure be determined by the degree to which it is based
on a realistic conception of the complexity alld distinctiveness of Ihal
community" (p.131-132). Or, to paraphrase, each community is unique.
In brief, I do not mean to suggest that we abandon our search for a
more complete understanding of SOC or for more valid or reliable
measures.
I understand the importance of theory and construct
development in our research. I do suggest, however, that we not limit
our research on SOC to these issues and believe that, to date, we largely
have. To me, it is far more important to research and understand the
benefits of sense of community, the potential iatrogenic effects of su.;h
close knit neighborhoods, and how to build sense of community where
needed and when it does not lead to hannful effects. We have an
excellent base through Sarason and McMillan & Chavis' work. But
sense of community is the type of thing we will never be able to
satisfactorily explain and define because at the same time that there isa
communal aspect to it, this concept is also a deeply personal one (e.g.,
that is not how it was in my neighborhood, back in my day ... ). Inolher
words, we will never be able to completely satisfy everyone's perception
or understanding of sense of community because every community is
unique and each person's tie to their community is different.
Rather than getting stuck in this quagmire, I propose that we
incorporate a diverse approach to assessing SOC, and, more importantly,
that we move forward and answer why and how SOC is so important
and how we can assist in increasing SOC in some of ollr most
disenfranchised communities.
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TheSCRA Biennial: Shaping and Maintaining Identities
By Inna Serrano-Garcia
Nelson Varas-Diaz

&

University of Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedra ••Campus
011June 3r<!, 2003 we started a 14:-hour journey to attend the SCRA
BiennialConference in Las Vegas, New Mexico. Irma had not attended a
SCRABiennial for the past 6 years and it was Nelson's first. Irma had
mentionedthat Biennials were events where her identity as a community
psychologistwas strengthened. where her novel, far-fetched and critical
ideaswererespected and where values, goals and belicfs of social justice
and a commitment to the underserved were nourished. Nelson was
excitedaboul meeting the "big names"; and_sharing his work with others.
Hewas also as might be expected, skeptical about whether all these
marvelousthings Irma had said were true.
Tajfel- (1982; 1984) defined social identity as that part of an
individual'sself-concept -which arises from belonging to a group to
whichs/he attributes value-lad den and emotional meaning. -As a
multidimensional concept he states that it includes three components
that allow that person to identify with the group: (a) a feeling of
belonging.(b) emotional connections, and "(c) -characteristics attributed
tothe group. Whether belonging to the group is a positive or negative
experiencewill depend on the emotions the individual associates with
it.This theoretical explanation of- social identities fits precisely with
whatwe were seeking at the Biennial. Let us see how each one of us
experiencedthese three components.
Feeliru!ofbeloncine
Ne!.wm - Since this was my- first Biennial I was apprehensive as to
whatI would find. -Several colleagues, including Irma .•had informed me
oftheinformal nature of the conference and the camaraderie among its
participants.- Having participated in many other conferences I was
,iepricalabout the possibility of an informal event with friendly people;
it just doesn't sound possible in a group of psychologists, or so I
thought.-Nothing could have prepared me for the shock of arriving at
theregistration table!
Since no set-up had been made for credit card payments 1 was given
mymaterials and told to pay my registration at a later date by calling the
SCRAoffice.'As if this wasn't shocking enough, "ambassadors" literally
walkedup 10 me to introduce themselves as they recognized I was a new
faceamong the crowd. -These examples made me feel amongst friends in
(heconference and allowed me to express ideas as a community
psychologistthat in other settings are met with resistance.- 1 felt like I
belongedin this conference and among its participants upon my arrival;
aridwasmade even more aware of that fact as each day of the conference
wentby.
Irma - I had missed previous Biennials because I was auending
AIDSand Interamerican conferences where work relevant to my recent
inlerestswas presented. However, writing the Special Issue of A.K;f on
IkPsychology of Liberation (Rod, thanks for inviting me) reminded me
oftheexciting concepts and applications of community psychology, of
thechallenges it has posed in the past, of its promises for the future.
Thefact that I will be teaching the Community Psychology graduate
courseat UPR for the first time in four years also motivated me to return.
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When I walked up to the registration table, there was no doubt in'm
mind that Iwas "home~"~ I immediately started greeting friends; peopl
that although I had not seen for years felt as close 10 me as when Ila~
saw them. 1definitely belong in this group, I said to myself.

Emotional connections
Nel.wn - As if feelings of belonging weren't enough, I must adm
that part of me felt very connected to other participants at the Biennia
Three examples come to mind: putting faces and publications togethel
seeing old friends, and making new ones.- I had the opportunity 10 mef
the people whose work has influenced several of my career decision!
research interests, and community work. -This allowed me to meet th
men and women behind tho.~e sometimes impersonal journal article
and books. -I also got the opportunity 10 see friends from Latin Americ
and the United States whQiett, due to the distance between our counuie!
I rarely have a chance to see.- Finally, I made more new friends at Ihi
conference than in any other I have ever attended. -The camaraderi
among participants made me feel connected to community psychologist
as an international group concerned with social change.
Irma - I felt connected to the people and -to the event in differen
ways. Here were people I had worked with on Divisional issues. peopl,
I had written articles with, people I had invited to my country and ffi'
home, people I had played and danced with. There were also folks I wa'
meeting for the first time whom I felt connected to because of sirnila
interest, likes and dislikes.
I was deeply moved on various occassions - both for sentimenta
and intellectual reasons. The first time was at Bob Newbrough's tribute
This man~7 who has been so caring of international
communit,
psychology and so excited by Latin American contributions;-~ i wa"
now perhaps nearing the end of his career. I was movedJchal1enged b'
Oebi Starnes. 1 speak constantly to my students about what it takes t;
make adifference in the world. I tell them we must move beyond individua
level interventions. Here was a community psychologist deep in thl
trenches, showing us it can be done ... and a woman at that. Finally,
was thrilled by Rappaport's treatise on whether or not we are, or evel
want to be, a science. I was thrilled because of the content but evel
more so, because Julian continues to show us that one has to ~
irreverent and bold to get the message accross.
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Characteristics attributed to the group
Nelson - As a new-comer to the conference 1 did not know what to
expect from participants as a group. -I like to think that I had a genera]
sense of the "type" of psychologists that would attend: energetic,
motivated, concerned with a wide range of social issues and hopefully
irreverent towards traditional psychology! -After participating in the
Biennial it was evident that these attributions were correct. -I was
delighted to interact with such an energetic group of people who shared
my concerns, particu]arly with what some called "the new breed of
community psychologists"
due to their student status or recent
graduation.-I felt our perspectives during the conference were respected
and fostered.
On the other hand, just as some expectations were met, others were
not.- As a community psychologist~ trained in Puerto Rico I am always
looking for contributions from an international perspective.- Latin
America has been a reference point for my work and my development.
Therefore, I was interested in attending sessions in which this
international perspective was presented and discussed. -Very few
planned activities at the conference integrated this perspective. -1made
up for this by meeting and interacting with several attendees from
different countries and learning about their perspectives and experiences.
This turned out to be very productive.
Irma - I share Nelson's concern with the lack of international
integration in the group. I also missed more interdisciplinary exchange
and more community involvement. It is important to clarify that although
atl international perspective was not an integra] pm1 of the event, there
was a numerous group of non-US participants.However, my
expectations of finding a stil] growing and developing field dealing
actively with its strengths, contradictions and weaknesses, were met.
This was present in various events r attended like the Psychology and
Science panel, the roundtable on interdisciplinary work, the meeting to
re-invigorate the CARC project and the informal meetings of the
international group.
How tostremrthen identities throu~h Biennials
Nelson - Attending the Biennial provided me with the opportunity
of meeting new people, developing a feeling of belonging to our group,
and exploring new characteristics of our community. -In all, these
experiences account for a new sense of belonging to a community of
professionals concerned with social action and change, always
examining the possibilities and pitfalls of their endeavors, and highly
motivated to overcome them.
Irma -My community psychology grad course will never be what it
was going to be before the Biennial. Aside from incorporating new
readings (there are all these new textbooks!!!) and debates, 1 will
encourage students with new energy to join SCRA and to attend the
next Biennial. We are also workitlg on the organization of an Internatiotla]
Community Psychology Conference in Puerto Rico (Look for itlformation
in this issue of the TCP) where we hope our identities will be both
broadened and strengthened. Our discipline has by now leaped
geographical boundaries and this event should allow us to experience
lessons learned from that expansion.
After four days of desert weather (quite an event for us) and breakfa.~t
burritos, we left at 4 AM for another] 4:.-hour trek home. 'This reflection
was developed on the hip back. Obviously our identity as community
psychologist,S. was reaffirmed and joyfully so. Thanks to aU of you who
made this possible. See you at the next one.
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Continuing the Debate on Professional Activism:
Reflection on the 2003 Biennial

A

By Brian Christens, Peabody College of Vanderbilt University
Earlier this year, I wrote a short article for the Community Student,
which appeared in this publication (Christens, 2003). The article raised
the question of whether the students in the Society for Community
Research and Action could take a collective stance against some of the
government's policies and actions. That article ended with an invitation
for further discussion over e-mail. I received no comments.
I looked forward to attending my first Biennial Conference and to
participating in the town hall meeting organized by Brad Olson (Olson,
et aI, 2003). The session was designed to discuss potential collective
actions that SCRA could take as an organization.
Before the Conference, the US made some controversial decisions
and there was very little discussion on the issues within SCRA. Some
international members of SCRA boycotted the conference as a result.
Others came to the conference but expressed disappointment.or anger
that the society was so inactive in the face of these events.
Presumably for these reasons, the town hall meeting was well
attended and began with the participatory construction of a list of policies
and problems on which SCRA could possibly agree to take a stand. One
participant suggested that we could simply choose something from the
long list of suggestiotls and begin the process of deciding whether we
could agree to take a stance on it, thereby improving our chances of
agreeing and leaving the meeting more empowered than we had entered
it.
Unfortunately, this didn't happen. The process became frustrating
as obstacles became apparent. Participants mentioned previous attempts
at official collective action that had been bogged down in the
bureaucracy of the society. There were some who seemed to feel that
researchers could lose credibility by expressing informed opinions. A
few people walked out early shaking their heads. While several good
ideas were raised, the session ended with a lack of resolution. Still,
some of the more dedicated participants promised to continue the
discussion in the future.
In retrospect, I think that Anne Anderson raised one of the most
promising ideas during the meeting. Anne is co-coordinator of
Psychologists for Social Responsibility, an organization that has been
comparatively effective in taking collective action. She suggested the
American Psychological Association's resolution on poverty and
socioeconomic status (APA, 2000) as a potential model for a resolution
that could be written by SCRA, as a division of APA.
A similar publication would allow us to take empirically validated
stances on some of the most important factors tllat affect our various
communities. It would al10w us to take our time in the process and have
a ready statement for the times when we want to make our collective
voice heard. There is also potential for such a resolutiotl to spread
beyond the membership of our division. The resolution on poverty and

socioeconomic status originated in the Society for the Psychology of
Women, Division 35 of APA (O'Connor, 2001). The process would
also undoubtedly
yield insight into our work as community
researchers, refining our understanding of our complex area of study.
I learned from this Biennial Conference that there is no shortage of
community researchers who would like to work toward a collective voice
on certain key issues. The difficulties inherent in such a task are greater
thanI imagined. While I was discouraged by the outcome of the session,
itdid cause at least one idea to emerge that has potential to move SCRA
forward as an organization that uses its power to benefit communities.
This reflection on the Biennial is a reiteration of that idea with high
hopesof generating further discussion on beginning to use our collective
voice.
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Community Psychology: Not an "Emotion~
By TheresaArmstead.

Free" Science

Peabody College Vanderbilt Universily

I hesitated to submit this note because I could not do justice to the
topic of emotion and community psychology in such a short space or
time. However, friends in my program have convinced me that my
commentary should be shared so others can reflect and hopefully begin
dialoguing on the place of emotions in our research. Community
psychology as a field has declared it is not a value-free science but
seems to desire to be an emotion-free science. Let me first say that I am
not implying I know the answer to how values in emotion are connected
or how we should deal with them. I am simply suggesting that somehow
there should be room in community psychology for acknowledging our
values and emotions. Allow me to give you an example of why I believe
there is currently not a comfortable place for emotions in our work. The
few times at the Biennial conference when I saw people express emotion
I heard them apologize for it. I did not believe they should have
apologized because even when I did not agree with what caused their
reaction. it helped me to better value their perspective. Anotherexample
of how I saw emotion as an uncomfortable "thing" at the Biennial was
when someone would react with obvious emotion and not say anything.
This did not usually occur when it was a pleasant emotion such as joy,
triumph, or happiness, but, when it meant expressing hurt, anger, or
pain, people were more likely to remain silent.
I heard several people 31 the conference mention how comfortable
they felt being among like-minded researchers who shared their same
basic values. One person even said he felt he was among friends whom
he could trust. Given the two previous examples of how emotion was
dealt with it seems to me there is a contradiction between being among
friends on one hand and not feeling comfortable sharing emotions on
the other. For me the very fact that I am among friends means I feel safe
enough to express my emotions. My advisor offered another view
suggesting people who express emotions in a group setting without the
strength of "real" relationships may make others uncomfortable. This is
only one possible explanation for why people may not have felt
comfortable with their own or others' emotion at the conference. Another
explanation offered by some of my peers is that our difficulty with
emotions exists because men dominate our field. (That statement has
several debatable points but I do not wish to debate either of these two
possible explanations or any others at this time because that discussion
may cause the reader and myself to lose sight of the main point.) We
have to find a way to deal with the emotions that surround our work and
values otherwise we are still playing the role of the objective scientist.
Obviously I have not done justice to this topic. What I hope to offer
instead is the seed of an idea on what hopefully is fertile (read receptive)
ground given the stand we have already made around values and
scientific research. As I mentioned earlier, I do not believe there is a
comfortable place for emotions in our field; however I do believe there
can be.
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Clinic-Refugee Center Collaboration: A Case Study
in Culturally Appropriate Service
By Andrew Rasmussen, Sumie Okazaki, Jeana Bracey,Alison Groot,
Matthew Lee, Erica Mattison, Megan Radek, &Aesha Uqdah,
University ofDlinois at Urbana-Champaign
The following is a case study in l1IkinginitiaJ steps from multicultural
values to action with refugee and low-SES immigrant communities, a
population underserved by local mental health resources. Through a
partnership between a university-based psychology clinic and a local
refugee services center (RC), the faculty supervisor and graduate
students enrolled in a Multicultural Services practicum (MSP) have
attempted to put current notions of multicultural competence (e.g .•
American
Psychological
Association,
2002) into practice.
Multiculturalism is increasingly recognized as a prominent theme in
psychological theory, research, practice, and training (Sue, Bingham,
Porche-Burke, & Vasquez, 1999), but much of the literature on culturally
competent practice and training has focused on intervention strategies
at individual and family levels rather than on community- and systemsintervention strategies (Adams, 2002).
Establishing collaboration and partnerships between professionals,
academic institutions, and community groups and organizations has
been identified as one strategy for designing and implementing
prevention programs that foster empowerment (Adams, 20(2). Our work
has included a collaboration with RC staff to identify the particular
needs of refugees and low-income immigrants in our community, and to
plan and lead supportive psycho-educational groups for refugee and
immigrant parents and adolescents. Much of the reported innovations
in multicultural training and service provision have come out of larger
metropolitan cities (e.g., Los Angeles) that have an ethnically diverse
population base (e.g., Taylor et al., 20(2). In contrast, our work was
situated in a mid-size community in a semi-rural setting that is
predominantly White. In the course of this work we have found that a
multicultural approach demands loosening the strictures associated with
traditional clinical practice to meet clients and communities on their
own tenns. We have had some successes and some challenges as we
continue to shape and be shaped by this collaboration.
Settin~
The setting for this collaboration is a Midwestern US community of
180,000, which is the home to a major research university. Because the
university is the flagship campus of the state's university system, the
campus community is diverse in tenns of ethnic, racial, and national
backgrounds. Outside of the university, however, the area is racially
divided. Whites comprise 77% of the population, African Americans
II %, and the community has attracted an increasing number of
immigrants and refugees from various regions of the world. Recent,
low-income Latinos (primarily Mexican) make up 3%, and Asians, 6% of
the community (CensusScope, 2001).
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The MSP operates as a part of the applied training component of
the university's Clinical/Community
Psychology doctoral program.
It is one of the specialty clinics run through the Psych010gical Services
Center (PSC), a training facility operated by the Department of
Psychology. PSC practicum offerings focus on the application of
community psychology and dinical psychological principles to practice,
and indude traditional dinic-based therapy and assessment training
opportunities as well as a number of community intervention projects in
school and domestic violence shelter settings. Students who identify
primarily with either field represented in the doctoral program--clinical
and community-are
welcome to take any practicum.
The MSP is supervised by Sumie Okazaki, who joined the faculty in
1999. Her research expertise is in Asian American mental health and
ethnic minority psychology. Trained in adult dinical psychology,
Professor Okazaki's initial emphasis in the MSPpracticum was to provide
culturally appropriate therapy services to ethnic minority and GLBT
dients who contacted the PSC for therapy. Despite extensive advertising
of cuhurally appropriate therapy services through various local agencies
and in ethnic media, self-referrals for traditional psychotherapy services
were infrequent (approximately 2 per month). In the fall of2002, a group
of graduate students who identified primarily with community
psychology joined the practicum and encouraged collaboration between
the MSP and local immigrant advocacy organizations in an effort to (I)
expand the definition of services to accommodate the issues facing
immigrant individuals and families and (2) to advertise clinic-based
services to potential clients in the immigrant communities. Primary among
these organizations was a local refugee center (RC).
The RC in our area serves about 1,500 low-income refugee and (nonrefugee) immigrants from Central and South America, Southeast Asia.
and West and Central Africa who reside in our community. The RC is
housed in a church and employs six full-time staff members, five of
whom are immigrants themselves (from Mexico, Ecuador, Vietnam, and
Azerbaijan). There is also a number of part-time staff working as
translators. The primary mission of RC is to provide refugees and
immigrants with a bicultural guide who can help negotiate cultural
differences when help is needed. Staff engages in outreach and responds
to clients' requests, helping them with legal, employment, academic,
and family issues.
Initial coUaborative efforts
Professor Okazaki and a graduate student met with the director of
the RC in September, 2002 to discuss what type of collaboration might
be helpful. The director was encouraged to hear that the MSP offered
therapy services that took culture into account and thought that there
would be a number of RC clients that would benefit from clinic-based
therapy services. She also suggested that workshops that addressed
parenting practices for immigrant parents and negotiating biculturalism
for immigrant adolescents would be useful. The meeting ended with a
commitment on the part of the MSP to accommodate referrals from the
RC at reduced cost and to plan some sort of workshops for paretlts and
youth.
This initial meeting produced two therapy referrals within the
followitlg month. Both involved adolescents who were involved in legal
problems, one from a Southeast Asian refugee family and another from
an immigrant Latino family. After discussing therapy with the Southeast
Asian family through an interpreter, it became clear that neither the
family nor the boy wanted therapy, but that other people involved with
the case (RC staff and the boy's probation officer) wanted the family to
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get therapy. The Latino family did receive services from a Spanishspeaking graduate student assigned to the case through the MSP. In an
initialstep of planning for the youth workshop, MSP graduate students
attempted to identify the specific needs of local immigrant youth by
tryingto meet with immigrant children and youth who were described
by the RC director as attendees of weekly organized tutoring sessions
at a local public library. Although these tutoring sessions were initially
organized through the RC, they were not being held, unheknownstto
the director. (The tutoring sessions did resume several months later.)
Therewas also a period of about a month, during which MSP members
haddifficulty contacting the RC director or any staff. (We later found
outthat the RC was moving offices and their telecommunication devices
werenot fully operational.) These initial months of our collaborationhuilding efforts with the RC in the fall of 2002 produced feelings of
uncertaintyfor the MSP members, and we reflected on ways to be helpful
to the RC without creating additional burden for the RC director and
staff.
Establishing collaboration directly with field slafT
Throughout the fall of 2002 PSC staff and faculty members of the
Clinical/Community Psychology program began pursuing a grant from
the local county mental health board to provide mental health services
to underserved populations in the area. In preparation for the grant
proposal, focus groups were conducted with various community
stakeholders to identify needs of low income and ethnic minority
communities that were not being met by existing services that focus on
atraditional clinic-based approach. As a part of the larger PSC proposal,
ProfessorOkazaki proposed to formalize the MSP's collaboration with
the RC. She contacted the RC to inquire about the possibility of
conducting a focus group with the current RC clients to discuss their
perceivedneeds for psychological services. The RC director responded
that most immigrants and refugees would be too intimidated to talk
directlyto people who are highly educated (i.e., university professors
and graduate students) and thus a focus group with them would not
generate the kind of information that we had hoped to gather. She
suggested that we meet with the RC's bilingual workers and staff who
workdirectly with the population to obtain the most useful information
aboutneeded and culturally acceptable mental health services. A focus
group with RC staff took place in December of 2002 at the RC and
includedfour RC staff, Professor Okazaki and a graduate student.
Themes that emerged from the focus group meeting included
psychosocialissues related to acculturation primarily at the family level.
Isolationfrom traditional support networks was viewed as a risk factor
fordomestic violence and child sexual abuse, both of which RC staff
reported w€re concerns expressed by local immigrant and refugee
community members. Somewhat less pressing yet more persistent
concerns involved inter-generational conflict. This included children
takingadvantage of law enforcemenl and child welfare prolection system
bycalling the police when their parents practiced corporal punishment
(whichin some cases resulted in undocumented parents being deported),
andthe reversal of roles when the bilingual children were recruited to
translatefor their monolingual, non-English speaking parents in school
andmedical settings. Challenges identified by RC workers included a
lackof bilingual and bicultural service providers, culturally based stigma
ofseekingmental health services, fear of police and government agencies
giventheir undocumented and refugee status, and for some, illiteracy
(evenin their native language). RC staff also identified resources in the
community,which included a monthly Spanish-language newspaper, a
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weekly Spanish radio program, and a number of bilingual and bicultural
workers employed in other service agencies (e.g., the woman's shelter).
RC staff cited their agency's collaboration with the women's shelter,
resulting in an increased awareness regarding sexual and domestic
violence issues among Spanish-speaking immigrant women, as a recent
example of their successful community-based outreach effort. However,
RC staff saw intergenerational conflicts and the needs of bicultural
adolescents as areas in need of beller service provision, and they also
requested the MSP's help in designing workshops and destigmatizing
mental heaJth issues to immigrant and refugee community members.
Implementation of services
Two concrete suggestions emerged from the focus group discussion
with the RC staff; (1) MSP was to write infonnalional articles on various
mental health issues for the local non-English press, and (2) MSP was
to design and implement psycho-educational workshops for immigrant
parents and youth. We responded to the first request for informational
articles by composing an article on sexual abuse prevention for parents.
This included a discussion of issues particular to low-income immigrant
parents, including not leaving young children alone with unknown
boarders, and how to get community-based support without the threat
of someone filing child neglect charges. This article was recently
translated into Spanish and appeared in the local Spanish-language
monthly.
To respond to the second request of designing and implementing
workshops, the MSP members worked on two initiatives, one for Englishspeaking immigrant and refugee adolescents and another for Spanishspeaking immigrant parents. The adolescent group, "Youth to Youth:
Teen Workshops on Teen Issues," was based on group work with
adolescents in English as a second language (ESL) literature (Foster,
2002; Peregrine, 1999). Using groups to support immigrant adolescents
in negotiating culture has received some attention in the past few years
in the ESL field (A. Costello, personal communication, October 2002).
Groups are run primarily through middle and high school ESL classes.
Two graduate students (a White male and a biracial African American
female) took on the task of devising lesson plans for a three-session
pilot module to begin in early March 2003 and, if successful, to be
followed by two additional three-session modules. A detailed proposal
was approved by Professor Okazaki and submitted to the RC contact
staff person in February. Although the MSP had hoped to offer the first
workshop in March, securing the approval of the RC and finalizing the
dates and the location delayed the implementation. The first session
was finally scheduled for the first weekend in April. Advertising for
these groups was done through RC staff and by posting announcements
in local grocery stores and churches that served immigrant and refugee
communities.
On three Saturdays in April, 2003,13 young people (ages 12-19)
gathered at the RC with the two graduate student workshop leaders to
discuss issues related to being teenagers. All youth were from Latino or
Southeast Asian immigrant families. RC staff provided transportation
for the youth. The first meeting focused on reflecting on their past
experiences, present, and future hopes and dreams, and sharing them
through art projects ("Trees of Life," with roots representing the past,
trunks the present, and branches the many paths their future might
take). The second and third meetings were focused on problems
teenagers faced in middle and high school, and what to do when faced
with these problems. The participants discussed general topics that
caused problems for them: peer pressure, gossip, drugs, gangs, romantic
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relationships, sexuality, discrimination based on foreign language use,
depression, stress, and body image. The participants worked in groups
to come up with specific problem situations and a list of good and bad
advice they might give to younger children who may face these situations
in the future. They presented these in the form of a matching game,
which was then submitted to the local Spanish language newspaper
and the RC newsletter for publication. Working towards a product that
would be disseminated in the local community was deemed central to
the workshops, as many adolescents were reticent to discuss problems
with unknown adults without a concrete purpose in mind. Future
products of workshop groups may include an article targeted for
publication in the local mainstream newspaper and a pre-recorded public
service announcement for local mainstream or ethnic radio broadcasts.
In response to the RC staff request for workshops for Spanishspeaking parents, another team of MSP members proposed a 9-week
parenting effectiveness program, based on a pre-existing curriculum of
parenting workshop for Spanish-speaking families (Los ninos bien
educados; Center for the Improvement of Child Caring, 200 I), that was
to involve didactic presentations along with group discussions and
opportunities to practice and share experiences. With this program, the
MSP sought to integrate the needs and characteristics of parents in the
local Latino community into the workshop content so as to provide a
more ecologically valid service than parenting workshops offered to
the general mainstream community. Knowledge of the pressing issues
of this particular community that were garnered from the focus group
with the RC staff (e.g., need for bicultural services, need for information
about legal issues) were to be incorporated into the didactic materials
for this program. The planned workshop's primary goals were to increase
immigrant parents' awareness of American cultural norms and
expectations of good child behavior, as well as to share their own cultural
understandings and expectations of good child behavior, to inform
immigrant parents of existing state laws regarding child welfare, and to
suggest a number of different strategies parents can use to increase
their children's positive behaviors and decrease unwanted behaviors.
Two graduate student members of the MSP were to conduct these
sessions entirely in Spanish. The first workshop session was scheduled
for April 2003 at the PSc.
Although the parenting workshop program was advertised to the
local Spanish-speaking families by posting flyers in locations such as
ethnic groceries and through direct contacts with potential families by
the RC staff, MSP members were disappointed to find that no parents
showed up at the first workshop meeting. The workshop facilitators
spoke with the RC staff contact person, who greatly supported the
usefulness of the program and agreed that the program would have
been more effective if it had been scheduled at a more convenient time
and location (Le. closer to the community rather than at the university).
In the weeks that followed, the MSP has begun to collaborate with
another Spanish-speaking service provider (who is at the local domestic
violence agency) to offer a brief version of this parenting workshop to
Spanish-speaking parents as part of a one-day health fair targeting
Latino families. The plan for this brief workshop includes highlights of
the 9-session parenting workshop, which is intended to spark local
Latino parents' interest in issues the workshop addresses and to assess
the viability of offering a more sustained parenting workshop program
in the future. The MSP also plans to offer a psychoeducational
workshop for Latino/a adolescents at the same one-day family health
faU-.
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Lessons learned
A few lessons can be drawn from our experience thus far;
Persistence pays off. Delays in start-up time for this collaboration
was due in part to dissimilar structures and roles of the individuals
working in the organizations involved. Multicultural Service Practicum
was staffed by busy but motivated graduate students who met regularly
as a team with the professor, who served as aclinical supervisor as well
as the practicum course instructor, to coordinate our efforts and to
review our progress on a weekly basis. In contrast the RC appeared to
be less hierarchically organized and to be staffed by full-time field
workers responding to multiple immediate needs of new immigrants. We
needed several contacts with multiple staff members at the RC, not just
the director, to establish the practicum as a resource, as well as to arrange
time and place for offering services.
Location. location. location. When we attempted to use the PSC as
a location for parent workshops to avoid the delays similar to thQse we
experienced in scheduling the adolescent workshop, no clients attended
despite recruiting efforts by the RC staff. We needed the RC location for
legitimacy.
Flexibility of services. That we were able to provide multiple services
to RC clienl<;and were flexible in their provision was important. Workshop
format was cited by RC staff as more accessible for their clients than
individual therapy. Indeed, only one clinic-based therapy case has
resulted from this 9-month RC-MSP collaboration!
Don't let "culture" drive culturallv aDDroDriateservices. Services to
immigrants and refugees do not necessarily need to focus on culture.
The only problem spontaneously
generated by teenagers in the
adolescent workshops that explicitly involved culture was discrimination
based on language. Other issues sounded very familiar to the two MSP
graduate student workshop leaders as typical of adolescent experience
in the US. This lesson has been noted by other psychologists working
with refugee clients (e.g., Worthington, Tipping, Goldman, & Miller,
2(01), but the general sense of much of the multicultural counseling
literature is that culture should be central to addressing such clients'
needs. While we would not call for an omission of culture in service
provision, we do think an openness to let clients define when culture is
important and when it is not is critical to building safe settings and
effective interventions.
As the academic year comes to a close, we are involved in
transitioning services to a new group of MSP students. The mission of
the Multicultural Services at the PSC has expanded to include services
offered in collaboration with the RC to continue the work begun this
year. In addition, we will be involved in a one-day event for Latino
families taking place in late June, providing adolescent and parenting
education groups. While challenges still exist, we have moved beyond
initial stages and begun collaborative service provision in earnest.
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The Untold StOI"}'Behind my QualitativeStudy
By Bernadette

Sanchez, DePaul University

As I completed my second year at DePaul University as a tenuretrack faculty member, I was frustrated with the fact that I had not
communicated to the research community about the process that was
involved in conducting my qualitative study'. When [ wrote up my
findings for publication, there was little room to discuss this process. I
decided then to write what I had learned along the way about qualitative
research so that others can learn from my experience.
For my dissertation, I conducted in-depth, qualitative interviews to
develop a culturally~specific model of mentorship for Latino youth and
to understand the role of mentorship in their academic experiences. In
order 10 generate a culturally-specific model, qualitative methods were
the best approach because it allowed me to obtain the insider
perspective. I interviewed] 0 Mexican American, older adolescents and
]2 of the individuals in their lives {hey identified as mentors. Conducting
this study challenged my thinking about the research process because
I was constantly grappling with my "quantitative hat." When I proposed
my dissertation, I thought I knew enough about qualitative research
given all the reading I had done on the topic, my participation as a
research assistant in an ethnography, and my enrollment in a qualitative
methods course. I soon realized there was much more for me to learn. I
had to stop myself often and figure out how to step outside the box I
had created.
My first lesson was that community members might view interviews
as invasive. I recruited mentors by asking each menlee if I can contact
a couple of their mentors to be in my study. -Some mentee participants
seemed hesitant about having their mentors interviewed. I had to stop
and reflect why participants were so hesitant. Most of the mentees had
identified family members as mentors.- I also talked with colleagues and
Mexican American students, and I realized that mentees might have
been acting protectively toward family members, many of whom had
little experience with university settings. The mentees might have
assumed that their family would feel uncomfortable talking with an
individual from the university about their relationships with mentees.
Second, I realized that these mentoring relationships were also intimate
relationships. That is, mentors were people participants were close to,
whether a mentor was a sister, a parent or a romantic partner. In
discussing their mentors, participants shared both positive and negative
aspects of their relationships, including conflicts. Thus, participants
might have felt protective about their relationships with mentors and
have feared that negative information would be revealed to their mentors,
despite assurances. Third, a common value in Latino cultures is to keep
family issues private (Salguero & McCusker, 1996). That is, anything
that occurs in the family, particularly problems, is expected to remain
within the family and should never be revealed outside the family. Given
that many of their mentors were family, students might not have wanted
their mentors to be interviewed because they felt like they violated the
family's privacy by being interviewed themselves and would not want
that exposed. Because of all these issues, I realized it was important for
me to be more careful and sensitive in how I gained participants' trust
from the very beginning of my interaction with them.

As a result of the first lesson, my second lesson was the importance
of revealing more about myself, my intentions, and my research when I
approached participants about my study. During a second recruitment
effort in which male participants were recruited, 1 took a different
approach than with the group initially recruited (which happened to be
all female) in order to gain their trust and increase the probability that
they would allow me to interview their mentors. During the initial
recruitment, I revealed less to participants about the purpose of the
study than I did with the group recruited later. I did not reveal that I was
interested in mentorship because I did not want to introduce any bias. 1
felt that ifI used the word mentor, it might limit their thinking regarding
who the mentors are in their lives. It was not until the end of the
interviews with female participants, at the debriefing, that I revealed my
interest in studying mentors hip. With male participants, I explicitly
stated the purpose of my study and discussed mentorship at my initial
contact with them. I realized it was important for them to understand
from the beginning the purpose of my study and the significance of
examining what mentorship looks like among young Latinos. I indicated
that I thought mentorship might be different for Latinos than the way
people have traditionally conceptualized it. I stated that to capture it
accurately among young Latinos, I was interested in learning about the
various people who provide support and guidance to them to detennine
who are the mentors in their lives.
In my research training in graduate school. I learned the importance
of waiting to reveal the true purpose of a study at the debriefing, after
data collection, so that participants' responses are not biased. In my
study, that did not work. Not being straightforward about what and
why I was doing this work did not allow participants to trust me. Also,
other researchers have indicated that not knowing the aim of a study
might reinforce the hierarchical relationship between a researcher and
participant (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). Participants might feel
uncomfortable revealing personal information when they do not have
an understanding of the research aim. In qualitative methods, we want
people to feel comfortable revealing personal information. They have
to trust the researcher. Otherwise, researchers will not gain a true
understanding of what is going on in their lives. In my case, it also
prevented some from feeling comfortable with me interviewing those
who are close to them.
In addition, I had to reveal more personal infonnation than I had
been accustomed to in research in order to gain participants' trust.
Community psychologists and feminist researchers have noted that
power differences between researchers and participants can be enhanced
by the infonnation revealed in the research process (Campbell & Wasco,
2000; Serrano-Garcia, 1990). Typically, researchers share information
that is far less personal and intimate than the infonnation shared by
participants, promoting the hierarchy between researchers and the
researched (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). In my study, I discussed with
participants the personal reasons for pursuing a doctoral degree,
studying the topic of mentorship in my dissertation, and my interest in
the education of Latinos. I believe that letting participants know about
me and the purpose of my dissertation helped me gain their trust. I also
think that they had a better understanding of why 1wanted to interview
their mentors than participants who were interviewed earlier.
My third lesson was the importance in reflecting on any differences
and similarities between participants and myself. One contrast was
ethnic background.
As a Dominican American from New York, I
encountered few Mexicans while growing up. It was not untill moved
to Chicago that I began to learn about Mexican culture. Dominicans
The Communlt) I's)cholo~lst.
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have a mostly Spanish an9 African ancestry and history, while Mexicans
are influenced predominantly by Spanish and indigenous cultures (e.g.,
Aztec). Because of the differences in ancestries, Dominicans and
Mexicans vary with regard to food, language, music, religion, history,
politics, and race. 1 thought it was important for me to learn about
Mexican culture to undertake this study, especially because I was
interested in developing a culturally specific model.
I sought to learn about Mexican culture in several ways. My pas!
research had been with Mexican populations so that afforded me the
opportunity to learn about them. Also, 1read books by anthropologists
and sociologists on Mexican communities in the United States and
Chicago.
I developed personal and professional relationships with
Mexicans and Mexican Americans in Chicago. I attended meetings of
the Mexican Students of Aztlan (MeSA) on campus at my university. In
addition, I had conversations
with individuals who are experts,
academically and/or personally, about Mexican culture. All of these
activities gave me a better sense of Mexican culture. Further, as I pursued
these activities, I felt that I got closer to the phenomenon of interest in
my study because I had a better understanding of my participants'
culture.
Although there are differences between Dominicans and Mexicans,
there are similarities. The similarities lie in the traditional values of these
cultures. 1 share many values with the people 1 have studied in this
research. 1was raised to believe that family is the most important aspect
of life. 1was also raised to resp;ect authority, no matter who the individual
is. In addition, my family valued collectivism. All of these valuesfamilism, respect for authority, and collectivism - have been documented
as important in Latino cultures. Thus, I felt that 1 could relate to my
participants at this level.
I also became aware of the educational and class differences between
myself and some of the research participants and how that might influence
the research process. 1 became aware of this difference when I
encountered mentees' hesitance about my interviewing their mentors,
including their parents. Some of the mentors interviewed in this study
had an elementary or high school education. I was conscious that my
educational level and middle-class background would have an influence
on the assumptions I made along the way. Also, participants with lower
educational levels than me mighl nol have felt comfortable with me at
first because I am from a university setting and I am studying psychology.
They might have been self-conscious thai I might make judgments aboUl
them or their families when interacting with them in their homes. However,
while I conducted this study, 1 made participants aware of my family
background to help them feel comfortable with me. I told them what
motivated me to conduct this study - my parents' educational and
economic experiences and their influence on me. In addition, I tried to
be relaxed, easy-going, and respectful in my interactions with participants
in order to help them feel more at ease with the interview process.
Finally, my fourth lesson was the importance of flexibility and
reflection throughout the research process. I had 10 constantly stop
and think about how I was conducting my research and how the research
process affected my participants and me. 1 had to also share my
reflections
with colleagues
and friends.
My reflections
and
conversations led me to make changes in how 1 recruited participants
and what 1 said when I approached them. I was frustrated at first with
changing the process because I simply wanted to complete my study.
But I realized 1had to be flexible in order to improve the research.
Overall, I learned a lot about research methodology and myself.
Even when I thought "I get it" about qualitative research, there was still
PdgC44

more 10 learn. I was a bit naIve. But the process was rewarding and
enjoyable.

The Interrelationship
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between Schools and Families: A Hawaiian
Middle School Example

J. Fischer and Peter W. Dowrick, University of Hawaii

In nearly every school across the United States, you will find a
teacher, principal, or parent who thinks the school has an inadequate
level of parent involvement. Despite the repeated findings that high
levels of parent participation are linked to superior academic perfonllance
(Eccles & Harold, 1996; Griffith, 1996; Moles, 1996), our education system
still faces a significant need to close the gap between parents and the
schools.
To lay the ground work for more substantial parent involvement
research, we explored a low income. transient, immigrant-dense va11ey
inAmerica's most multicultural state, Hawai'i (US Census Bureau, 2002).
The schools in the Huihui community (pseudonym) have some of the
lowest test scores and highest attrition rates in the state (Hawaii
Department of Education, 2001). At the same time, local teachers and
parents have voiced concern about the level of parent involvement in
personal communication. Below, we review relevant literature concerning
the home-school relationship as it relates to cultural dynamics and to
middle schools and explore how the two groups may be missing each
other on their path to student achievement.
Parents
Across the country, parents experience obstacles to participating in
traditional school activities. In communities such as Huihui with low
educational attainment levels, parents may have unpleasant feelings
associated with their children's schools based on their own poor
academic experiences (Edwards & Danridge, 2001). Also, they may not
have pleasant associations with their current schools when they are
regularly receiving negative reports about their children's performance.
Many other barriers may be working to widen the parent-school gap,
such as language barriers, transportation needs, and the difficulty in
scheduling participation by parents with service industry jobs.
Some families do not consider parent involvement in schools to be
partoftheir role orresponsibility. Some minority parents have not been
confident pursuing parental rights for Individualized Education Plans
because of their lack of education (35%) or because they were not
proficient in English (42%) (Lian & Fontanez-Phelan, 200 1):Many cultural
minority parents have said they did not want to "interfere" with the
teacher (53%), wanted to keep a "respectful distance" from the teacher
(54%) (Lian & Fonrnnez-Phelan, 20(1) or did not want to demand the
teachers' time for their child (Park & Turnbull, 200 I). Other parents may
not feel formal education is their responsibility (Goldenberg & Gallimore,
1995) and may not have even felt expected to make school decisions in
their country of origin (Lian & Fontanez-Phelan, 2001). Research
demonstrates that many parents do not see school activism and school
participation as an appropriate role for parents, should they even wish
10 be involved in their child's education.
Scbools
There are numerous ways that schools can increase the schoolfamily connection through inviting parent involvement. Schools can
have conferences,
language
translators,
newsletters,
parent
organizations and advisory councils, prompts for parents to discuss
homework and goals with their children (Epstein, 1995), or provide
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journals for daily correspondence (Konzal, 2001). Other schools provide
training to teachers, parents, and community members regarding the
practice and potential of school, family, and community partnerships
(Sanders, 2(01).
Recent research reveals that many teachers feel parents are not
doing a good job being involved in their children's education, with
more than half of teachers surveyed reporting that parents were
inadequately involved (Pianta, Kraft~Sayre, Rimm-Kaufman, Gercke, &
Higgins, 2001). It is important for teachers to acknowledge ways that
parents may be participating in the learning process at home and then
work to bring those experiences into the school. Schools should be
open learning communities where parents are listened to and valued,
and where both parents and teachers can be active learners (Konzal.

2(01).
Middle Schools
Studies show that traditional forms of parent involvement taper off
after elementary school, with less participalion in the middle school
years and even less during high school (U.S. Department of Education,
2(01). The early adolescent years mark a point of physical, emotional,
and social transitiqns (Stevenson, 1998). During adolescence, parents'
involvement
reduces and peers' influence increases, yet many
researchers emphasize the continued importance of parent and
community involvement (Feiner et al., 1997; Stevenson, 1998). In
response to this need, the Carnegie Foundation established middle
school guidelines recognizing the importance of having strong
connections to the families and communities (Jackson & Davis, 20(0),
and adherence to these guidelines correlates with higher academic and
behavioral outcomes (Feiner et aI., 1997).

culturally relevant information to aid the home-school connection. For
example, Latino parents hold themselves responsible for their concept
of educaciln, which refers to the moral rectitude that one learns, rather
than formal learning (Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1995). By understanding
these cultural roots of Latino home-school connections, some educators
have come to view educacjin as an adaptive, contributing attribute
(Reynoso & Tidwell, 1996).
Other cultures have not experienced as thorough research, yet may
have cultural elements that factor into the home-school relationship.
For example, teachers' perception of low parent participation may be
because the parents were raised in an Asian culture in which participating
in school affairs is considered rude (McGoldrick, Giordano, & Pearce,
1996; Park, Turnbull, & Park, 2001, Ran 2(01). In such cultures, members
adhere to strict societal roles; to come into the classroom is to step
beyond the role of parent and thereby undennine the teacher's role. As
immigrants, parents may not be aware of traditional parental roles in
American schools and they may not feel they have the professional
expertise to become involved (Park et aI., 2(01).
While researchers have taken different approaches and studied
various populations, their findings justify listening to the parents' needs,
experiences, and cultural approaches so as to strengthen the homeschool relationship. Cultural influences in effective relationships often
are overlooked in the literature, or mentioned briefly in one sentence. In
this study of the Huihui, we look at the cultures of Pacific Islanders and
Asians, some of the fastest growing populations in America. The purpose
of this research is to understand the way the cultures interact with
schools by examining parents' and teachers' perceptions about their
own and each others' participation efforts, what parents' obstacles are
to participation,
whether each party has matching definitions of
participation, and teachers' efforts for parental inclusion.
Method')
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Culture
Schools and parents may have different goals, methods, and
interpretations of their children's education that could be rooted in their
cultures. As school climates with predominantly Euro-Americans are
marked with cultural harmony, some schools with Latino parents have
individualistic
teaching methods that conflict with the parents'
collectivistic notions (Raeff, Greenfield. & Quiroz. 1995). Many
researchers' examinations of immigrant populations have resulted in
Thl: ( ollllllull11)Ps)cho]oglst. Volume 36. Numbcl 3. SUI1lI1lCI
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Participant'i
Qualitative data were collected from eight participants: four parents,
three teachers, and one child through purposeful and snowball sampling.
Purposeful sampling refers to the selection of participants that
strategically facilitates exploration of the aims of the study. Snowball,
or chain, sampling allows recommendations for future participants to
come from previous participants or interpersonal and professional
contacts (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998; Patton, 2002). Interviews were
conducted by the first author, to whom the forthcoming pronoun "In
refers.
The first three interviews were instrumental in sharpening the
research topics. The first two participants were parents who worked at
a community services organization in Huihui and were chosen for their
experiences and knowledge from working with other parents in the
housing development and school. One parent was a 11rst generation
Samoan-American who was raised in Huihui and continues to live there
with her family. The other parent, born in India to Samoan and Indian
parents, had lived in Hawaii for most of her life and had children in
different school systems. Following those interviews, I spoke with a
teacher at an elementary school who was chosen for her 35 years of
teaching experience in Huihui and her involvement in community learning
centers at the school. Additionally, personal contacts led us to an
immigrant Samoan mother and her middle school-aged daughter who
were interviewed individually.
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From these initial interviews, the focus on middle schools became
cleareras parents acknowledged less involvement as their children aged.
lanended several of the neighboring middle school's parent board
meetings to assess the dynamics and to solicit parent and teacher
participants. From the exposure during these meetings, I connected
withand interviewed two middle school teachers: one fairly new teacher
and one veteran teacher; and also interviewed a highly visible mother
of eight. All the interviews lasted 45 - 100 minutes, were conducted in
quiet places chosen by participant, and were tape recorded with their
permission. Altogether, four parents, three teachers, and one child were
interviewed.
Oual"tath'e Ouestions
Questions for parents and teachers were based on themes from the
literatureand were tailored and modified based on the experiences gained
ineach interview. In the interviews with parents, 1 asked open-ended
questions about their experiences with parent involvement. Topics
coveredincluded the interviewees' own school experiences; the feelings
theyhave when interacting with their children's teachers: and what
theydeem as an appropriate role for parents to take in children's
education.In the interviews with school teachers, we asked questions
abouttheir experiences with their students' parents, their expectations
forparenls, and what efforts they have given towards community and
familyinvolvement.
Analvsis
The interview tapes were transcribed verbatim. The first author
repeatedly hand coded the transcripts for content analysis until the
codesand matching content were consistent.

R_,_""_I_',
Results were yielded from analyses of the qualitative interview
transcripts.The transcripts were read repeatedly, with recurring themes
highlighted,color coded, and sorted. The guiding themes were derived
fromthe literature, such as school effol1, expected parental role, and
culturalelements. Themes not anticipated by the literature review also
emerged.

School Obstacles
Teachers commented that their schools are very active in welcoming
parentsinto the school through many methods, but have encountered
barriers.Two of the three teachers made a comment indicating they
thoughtsome parents' motivation was inadequate, such as saying that
parents"don't give a rip" and "a lot of them don't really care." All
teachersacknowledged a large variety of possible reasons why parents
are not involved.
One parent recognized the many barriers teachers encounter:
A]ot of teachers are frustrated cause they can't get a hold of parents.
Parentsdon't come to meetings. They don't respond to notices that
weresent to the parents about their child. And I don't blame them. It's
notgiving up, it's frustration: 'what more can I do to get this parent
involvedif I've already done this and I don't get any response.'
To override barriers, two teachers use connections with prior
generationsof the family (former students of theirs) or family friends
withwhom they have an established relationship.
Homework assignments can connect teachers, students, and families,
hutthey can also be barriers. One parent mentioned that the shear
diversity
of curriculum approaches created a barrier to her being able to
helpherchildren:

I wouldn't be physically able to keep up with all the different material.
I wouldn't be able to bring myself up to par- for my kindergartener, for
my fourth grader, for my second grader- because iI's too complicated,
and it's too much, and it's all ditferent.
Teachers' adherence to curriculum and parents' desire to help their
children with homework are both great intentions, but in many situations,
the practicalities clash.
Whose Responsibirtv?
Parents and teachers recognized
both parties have to take
responsibility
for the amount of parent involvement. During the
interviews, all parenrs indicated that they would appreciate more regular
connections between the school and family, such as more frequent
notices and school-scheduled parent-teacher conferences. Three of the
parent interviewees said that parents need to take more responsibility,
such as saying "the teachers, they don't have only one student, they
have so many students they have to teach and follow up, so it's up to
you to follow up on your child's education" and "parents supposed to
follow their kids education to the fullest."
Three of the four parents reponed spending hours at home on their
children's homework assignments. One parent who has a strong history
of contributing to her children's education found that her job schedule
restricts her from attending organized parent involvement activities
(parent-teacher conferences, parent-teacher organization meetings, etc.).
Yet, her involvement with her children's education at home has stayed
the same over the years, if not increased.
ParentlnvolvementEnvironment
Parents can be involved in the schools in a variety of ways, but
many of those ways do not produce the desired results. The various
methods of participation span one-on-one conference interactions,
student petfonnances, or school policy meetings. Interestingly, one
teacher admitted that "when parents are concerned, they stick out like a
sore thumb" in the school system. Two parents felt like sore thumbs as
they tried to advocate for their children in schools. One parent who
regularly attends school meetings says that when she attends meetings,
the teachers don't speak "plain English" and she often asks to have
jargon explained. Additiona1ly, she feels she is not given opportunities
to contribute:
I wish they would ask me often, 'how do you fee] about a parent,
about being on the parent end of it' but they don't. Or 'what is your
opinion of what children need.' But they don't. Maybe if they had more
parents. But I wouldn't mind voicing my opinion and my solutions.
Parents desire a more welcoming, collaborative environment than
ex.istscurrently.
Cultural Influences
Many remarks referenced cultural influences on parental patterns of
participation.
One parent mentioned that "parents have problems of trying to
adjust, you know, they come from all different cultures." A teacher agreed
and cautiously made the generalization that, because the Micronesians
are newer to the area, they participate less. Groups more acclimated will
participate more and give the impression of placing higher value on
education.

One parent and a teacher commented on the importance of church in
Samoan's lives and that the priority of church and family exceeds
education. When speaking about other parents and community members,
one parent mentioned, "it's hard with these people, especially in the
housing, they put church as priority." She offered a suggestion that:
We can reach some of these people through their churches or their
parishes or whatever they caJl them ... And a lot of the people like him [a
previous example] live in the housing. And so we can reach some of the
parents through the churches. The churches can help.
For some people, efforts for their family are directed through venues
other than schooL
Four interviewees mentioned that prescribed roles for children and
parents are different in various cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds.
Children bear negative consequences of the school and home not having
a culturally harmonious, cohesive relationship. Some parents try to pull
their children out of school and "the parents keep them home, homeschool, and they're taking care of the younger siblings, cleaning the
house, that kind of stuff ... It's hard for them." Also, another parent
noted:
A lot of the kids have a hard time cause they're torn between the
school and their parents, especiaJly with regard to children's desire to
do extracurricular activities and parental pressures to do chores.-_So the
kid's caught in between. And the parents don't understand that. They
have to do certain things in school to be on the team, and the thing is
'no, the kids are supposed to come home.'
The culturally inharmonious environment has implications for the
school, home, and student.
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Discussion
From the data, we see that parents and teachers are concerned with
the welfare ofthe children and desire a home-school relationship that is
healthy. The desire is not always made into a reality as logistics, baniers,
and cultural differences come into play. The Huihui community's
multicultural elements generate different needs, expectations, and types
of productive relations.
Often in the literature, the individual Asian and Pacific Islander
cultures are not distinguished from one another and practices for one
culture are often misapplied to another Asian or Pacific Island culture
(Mau, 1995). Although the Samoans share some similarities in
expressions, values, and history with other Pacific groups, their unique
elements should not be overlooked (Mau, 1995; Mokuau & Tauili'iIi,
1992; Park & Turnbull, 2(01). As an immigrant group whose children are
performing poor academically and who experience weak home-school
connections, it will be productive to examine cultural elements and
explore connections based on Samoans' collectivistic, hierarchical, and
family-based strengths (Fiauai & Tuimaleali'ifano, 1997a, 19971:!;Franco,
1991; Mokuau & Tauili 'iJi, 1992; Sheeran, 1982).
While parent-school relationships are important, an ideal relationship
may include other community members. From these findings, particularly
the mentioning of the importance of the church in Samoan's lives, we
theorize that the involvement of the community would be very beneficial
in strengthening the parent-school bonds and enriching students'
environments. With the high regard placed on church, religious leaders
may be a valuable resource for bridging the gap between schools and
families. Community members may be another active unit of the homeschoo] bond and act as a liaison for cultural congruence.
While traditional home-school connections can be valuable, the
definition of parental involvement cannot be limited to the amount of
time parents spend at school~initiated, school-located events. Konzal
(2001) emphasizes the importance of ways that parents participate in
the learning process at home and other ways often unrecognized by
teachers. The parents interviewed mentioned a wealth of ways they
engage their children in learning at home and how they stressed the
importance of gaining literacy skills at home. Teachers and schools
could look at the ways that parents are already helping their children at
home or in non-school settings, and look to strengthen what parents
are already doing. Once teachers and schools have met the parents on
their telms and validated the parents' etforts and cultural approaches,
the two groups could bridge those efforts 10 Ihe school and begin to
reduce the home-school gap.
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A Spirit Building Conference:
Reflections on the 2002 Midwestern Ecological-Community
Psychology Conference
Katherine E. McDonald and Rebecca Beyer.
University ofDlinois at Chicago
Authors Note: Endless thanks to the spirited ECO 2002 Planning
Committee: Stephanie Beard, Rebecca DuLaney Beyer, Michelle
Bloodworth, Susan Ryerson Espino, April Howard, Curtis Jones,
Kelly Kinnison, Gillian Mason, Katherine McDonald, Meli.5Sa
Ponce, Tina Taylor Ritzier, Jhon Sanabria, Susan Staggs, Sharon
Wasco & Jennifer Watling. We aIm extend our gratitude to the UTC
Department of Psychology for their ~·upport.
In 1978, a group of Midwestern community psychologists
including William Davidson, Ken Heller and Rick Price from Michigan
State University called up like-minded colleagues to invite them over
for a weekend of community psychology and barbeque. Since that
initial invitation, community psychologists have come together twice
a year to discuss issues and topics important to community
psychologists in an informal setting. As the years passed, this
meeting came to be known as Ecological·Community Psychology
Conference (or ECO) and grew in size; eventually different regions in
the U.S. began to host :their own conference~.
In its current form in
the Midwest, the conference is hosted by graduate students in
community psychology and closely related disciplines from different
Midwestern universities each year.
In keeping with this tradition, the weekend of October 11"', 2002
ushered in the 25'h annual Midwestern Ecological-Community
Psychology Conference, People in Context: Connecting Ecological
Theory and Methods. Graduate students in Community and
Prevention Research (CPR) at the University of Illinois at Chicago
(VIC) served as the proud and eager hosts.
As Jim Kelly (2002) so aptly articulated, conferences such as ECO
serve important purposes. Conferences permit us to come together to
meet one another, to share our ideas and work and to celebrate both
our heritage and future. These conference-related processes promote
the building of an individual and collective spirit of community
psychology. Although challenging to pinpoint, this spirit of
community psychology refers to the passion, excitement and vision
that drive our work. Spirit has been historically sidelined from
discussions and research within psychology. However, if spirit is
integral to inspiring our work, it is important that we, as community
psychologists, work to correct this historical shortcoming and
establish traditions that help create and nurture spirit.
We regarded hosting ECO as an opportunity to build our spirit
both locally (within our academic division) and regionally (across
universities within the Midwestern region). To arrive at such an end,
we focused much of our energy on making both the process of
conference planning as well as the conference itself sprit·enhancing
activities.
Planning ECO 2002
The 2002 Midwest ECO conference proved itself beneficial to
multiple groups of people. One of these groups was ourselves, the
graduate students who hosted the 2002 conference. Every UIC graduate
student affiliated with Community & Prevention Research was invited
to participate in shaping the conference. We were excited to have as
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many voices as possible around the table as we began to create our
vision for the conference. Students were invited to contribute as much
or as little to the conference planning as they desired; we simply
appreciated having multiple perspectives and experiences as we
discussed how this conference could and should come to life.
As graduate students who span across multiple "years in program"
and research interests, organizing the conference presented us with an
opportunity to work collaboratively with peers with whom we otherwise
would not have the opportunity to work. As we established our
egalitarian conference planning process, in which all parties were
afforded an opportunity to speak and we reached decisions about the
conference through discussion and eventual agreement, we learned
from one another and became more cohesive as a student body. We
worked diligently to put the values of our field into action while also
working to make an important contribution to community psychology.
To facilitate the conference planning, we came together regularly as
a group to discuss our vision and anive at decisions for the conference.
From this larger group, we divided ourselves into subcommittees to
work towards actualizing those visions agreed upon by the group:-This
process reflected our values of respecting diversity of opinion,
recognizing everyone's strengths and abilities to contribute and trust\ng
one another.
The Midwestern ECO conference has grown smaller over the last
few years and we hoped to rekindle enthusiasm for ECO in the region it
la 1978. To do this, we each agreed to make personal contact with
specific universities, departments and individuals in an effort to generate
more excitement about ECO and encourage conference proposals and
attendance. We felt that more voices and greater diversity would make
the weekend more interesting and mutually rewarding. We also believed
that greater attendance would serve to develop the regional network of
community psychology graduate students.
ECO 2002
ECO offers an infonnal setting in which community psychology
graduate students and faculty come together to discuss their work and
ideas. As such, ECO's traditional formal promotes many of the ideals
we sought to enact for the 2002 conference. We were fortunate to be
able to build upon an already excellent model as we went about creating
our vision for the 2002 conference.
As we worked towards shaping the conference, we strove to remain
faithful to the principles of community psychoJogy while also promoting
an individual and collective spirit, a value that is often left out of our
discussions and yet is integral to our work. One of the ways we sought
to meet these multiple goals was to select a doctoral candidate as our
keynote speaker. To our knowledge, this is the first time a doctoral
candidate was invited to give the keynote address. In making this
choice, we wanted to honor a fellow graduate student's accomplishments
(in the present case, Alison Martin's dissertation research) while also
providing an opportunity not typically afforded to advanced graduate
students. Through choosing a graduate student to deliver the keynote
address, we hoped to inspire other graduate students in attendance by
showcasing an exemplar model of research that matched theory with
methods.
As we planned the conference, our vision was one of a conference
that would promote conversations around the ideas that stoke our spirit
and passion, which in turn drive our zeal for social change. We attempted
to create a weekend that would a1l0w scholars in development to share
their research and ideas about research without consideration for the
P,lge'iO

phasein which their current work was. To that end, we encouraged
conferenceattendees to fashion less formal discussions and workshops
focusedon both the process of generating research as well as research
oolcomesrather than more formal presentation-focused proposals.
Amutuallv beneficial conference
Our months of planning work produced a conference where both
presentersand attendees alike benefited. Conference planners were
rewardedwith opportunities to intemct with fel]ow students they would
nothave otherwise had the opportunity to connect. Participating in
ronferenceplanning was particu]arly successful at fostering friendships
andprofessional relationships among students at different points in
theireducation. These new relationships benefited individuals and the
~p
as we were exposed to experiences. views. and knowledge that
~ad, until then, existed in greater isolation among different subgroups
withinour division. And lastly, as conference planners we also gained
e~perience bringing to life community psychology principles and
organizingan important event.
Everyone who attended ECO 2002 also appeared to derive great
benefitfrom having participated in the conference. Whether it was due
IOsuccessfullygetting through their first conference presentation, being
aposed in greater depth to the field of community psychology, or
reconnectingwith colleagues, conference attendees stood to gain from
!beweekend. Conference attendees praised the stimulating discussions.
energi/.ingideas and great spirit thaI were present throughout the
conferenceweekend.
Among the positive feedback we received from attendees was that
tneformatfor the presentations we solicited created interactive sessions
III which audience members participated as much if not more in the
>essionas the presenters. By encouraging less formal presentations,
attendeeshad more opportunity to speak up and discuss issues with
presentersat length and in detail; an opportunity that is often lacking in
moreforma] presentations in which three to four groups present
delelopedpapers. In all. there were many wonderful presentations that
wcreclearlyintellectually stimulating as well as spirit-building,judging
bythepositive feedback that we received all weekend long from those
lI'boattended the conference.
The weekend saw workshops centered on 1ill:....audience's active
participation.These workshops afforded an unusual opportunity to
\fillyimmerse oneself in the presenter's research or technique. For
mmple, several well established community psychologists came
togetherto talk about the "genealogy" of researchers in our field. Each
oft~e~e community psychologists shared their connections to many of
tbeoriginalfounders of community psychology. In addition to hearing
!liebrief presentation, the audience also participated and shared their
ownconnections 10 the family tree of community psychology. This
JltSCntationgave everyone a deeper understanding of the roots of the
fieldandthe interrelationships among those various roots and branches.
A11hesame time, this presentation served to enhance spirit by
demonstrating or reminding everyone how they themselves were
connectedto the field.
Anotherinnovative workshop allowed participants to actually try
outan interesting interview technique in pairs and then share that
experience
as a larger group. All those who participated gained a much
ilefpersense of the how the presenters conducted their research, mther
thanjust hearing about the outcomes of their research. Presentations
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translate for their monolingual. non-English speaking parents in
schoo] and medical settings. Challenges identified by RC workers
included a lack of bi]ingual and bicultural service providers, culturally
based stigma of seeking mental health services. fear of police and
government agencies given their undocumented and refugee status,
and for some, illiteracy (even in their native language). RC staff also
identified resources in the community, which included a monthly
Spanish-language newspaper, a weekly Spanish radio program. and a
number of bilingual and bicultural workers employed in other service
agencies (e.g., the woman's shelter). RC staff cited their agency's
collaboration with the women's shelter. resulting in an increased
awareness regarding sexual and domestic violence issues among
Spanish-speaking immigrant women. as a recent examplc oftheir
successful community-based outreach effort. However, RC staff saw
intergenerational conflicts and the needs of bicultura1 adolescents as
areas in need of better service provision. and they also requested the
MSP's help in designing workshops and destigmatizing mental health
issues to immigrant and refugee community members.
Implementation of services
Two concrete suggestions emerged from the focus group
discussion with the RC staff: (I) MSP was to write informational
articles on various mental health issues for the local non-English
press, and (2) MSP was to design and implement psycho-educational
workshops for immigrant parents and youth. We responded to the
first request for informational articles by composing an article on
sexual abuse prevention for parents. This included a discussion of
issues particular to low~income immigrant parents, including not
leaving young children alone with unknown boarders, and how to get
community-ba.~ed support without the threat of someone filing child
neglect charges. This article was recently translated into Spanish and
appeared in the local Spanish-language monthly.
To respond to the second request of designing and implementing
workshops, the MSP members worked on two initiatives, one for
English-speaking immigrant and refugee adolescents and another for
Spanish-speaking immigrant parents. The adolescent group. "Youth
to Youth: Teen Workshops on Teen Issues," was based on group
work with adolescents in English as a second language (ESL)
literature (Foster, 2002; Peregrine, 1999). Using groups to support
immigrant adolescents in negotiating culture has received some
attention in the past few years in the ESL field (A. Costello, personal
communication, October 2002). Groups are run primarily through
middle and high school ESL classes. Two graduate students (a White
male and a biracial African American female) took on the task of
devising lesson plans for a three-session pilot module to begin in
early March 2003 and, if successful, to be followed by two additional
three-session modules. A detailed proposal was approved by
Professor Okazaki and submitted to the RC contact staff person in
February. Although the MSP had hoped to offer the first workshop in
March, securing the approval of the RC and finalizing the dates and
the location delayed the implementation. The first session was finally
scheduled for the first weekend in April. Advertising for these groups
was done through RC staff and by posting announcements in local
grocery stores and churches that served immigrant and refugee
communities.
On three Saturdays in April. 2003,13 young people (ages 12-19)
gathered at the RC with the two graduate student workshop Icaders
to discuss issues related to being teenagers.
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such as these which focused on the processes of people's work were
also spirit building because as we witnessed and experienced the
struggles and successes of others doing similar work we united over
shared concerns and desire for social change.
Finally, the keynote speaker was a huge success. The room was
packed with graduate students, future graduate students, and faculty
as Alison Martin shared the development, process, and outcomes of
her dissertation research. Her work is a model of conducting research
using an ecological framework for both its conceptualization
and
methods. The audience was inspired seeing this kind of work being
canied out. The talk stimulated lively questions and discussion from
and among the audience. The choice to have a graduate student as the
keynote speaker proved to be a thoughtful decision.
Additionally, our efforts to individually connect with multiple
colleges and universities proved fruitful as we succeeded in doubling
the number of attendees from the previous year's conference. It was
particularly exciting to welcome Kelly Hazel and several of her students
in the new master's program at Metropolitan State University as well as
people from other universities who had not been in attendance at ECD
in several years.
Conferences
like ECD afford graduate students excellent
opportunities to gain experience articulating and discussing scholarly
topics as well as to meet others interested in similar issues. Additionally,
these types of experiences work to reinvigorate our sense of purpose as
a field and as an individual. ECD serves to not only help foster spirit but
to nourish it through providing a setting in which to share that spirit
with others. We hope that each region has a flourishing ECD conference
and that our ideas and work can inspire one another across regions as
we continue the ECD tradition. Heartfelt thanks to all CPR students at
VIC as well as to all ECO 2002 attendees. Both parties helped continue
a celebrated Midwestern community psychology tradition. May the
tradition live on and the spirit be created, nurtured and infectious!

MidwestEC02003
Graduate students in DePaul's University's Community Psychology
program are hard at work creating an exciting conference for 2003. We
hope that many of you will consider joining us again, or for the first
time, to share topics in community psychology in an informal setting.
Mark your calendars and check out the information on &0 2003 below.
Reference
Kelly, J. (2002), The spirit of community psychology. The American
Journal ofCommuniry Psychology, 30, 43-64.

***SAVE

THE DATE***

The graduate
students in the Community and CIinicaV
Community programs in the Department of
Psychology at DePaul University invite you to

The 2003 Midwest Ecological-Community
Psychology Conference
Development, Strategy & Ethics
October 10 - 12, 2003
Lindenwood Conference & Retreat Center
Donaldson, Indiana
www.lindenwood.or~

For more information about the conference and to receive a call for
proposals, contact Charlotte Kunz ckunz@depaul.edu

A group photo from En} 2002.
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Reflections on the 2003 Division 27 Program at the Annual Meeting
of the Midwestern Psychological Association Conference
By Renee Taylor
A memorable Division 27 meeting of the Midwestern Psychological
Association conference took place this year on May 9'h at its customary
location, the Palmer House Hilton in Chicago. The meeting was filled
with inspiring presentations and posters given by community members,
students, and faculty/academic professionals. Most remarkable was
that a wide variety of community programs were represented among
this year's participants. Community presenters haiJed from various
agencies within Chicago, including the Puerto Rican Cultural Center,
Vida Sida, Division Street Business Development, and the 26th Ward
Alderman's Office. University presenters represented various disciplines
induding psychology, occupational therapy, and public health. Some
arrived from universities as local as Loyola, DePaul, and the University
of Illinois at Chicago (mC) and others joumeyed from programs as
distant as Wayne State, Greenville College, Southern Illinois University,
and the Universidad Centroamericana in EI Salvador.
The day began with two exemplary symposia. One, co-chaired by
Steven Pokorny and Leonard Jason of DePaul University, involved
thoughtful presentations
and discussion of both theoretical and
logistical issues involved in the implementation and evaluation of two
large-scale School-Based Prevention programs. The other, chaired by
StephanieTownsend ofDIC, provided useful information and exemplars
concerning a variety of approaches to research on gender-based
violence.
The day progressed with a second set of symposia, both addressing
issuesof heallh and disability within community settings. One of the
highlightsoflhe conference was the first of these symposia, co-facilitated
byEdTrickett and Michele Kelly ofmC and chaired by Jamie Delgado.
Thispresentation brought together politicians, inc1udingAlderman Billy
Ckasioof Chicago 's 26'" Ward, representatives from agencies promoting
health promotion and cullural heritage, experts in community
development, and academic professionals. This gathering resulted in
an interesting sharing and dialogue about efforts to improve healthrelatedbehaviors and nurture cultural heritage through education and
thearts. The community of focus was historic Pilsen, one of the oldest
andlargest Puerto Rican neighborhoods within the city of Chicago.
A series of roundtable discussions followed lunch. Joseph Durlak,
Leonard Jason, and Renee Taylor co-facilitated the now-annual
roundtable question-and-answer session focusing on gaining entry to
andachieving success in graduate school. A group of faithful graduate
,tudentrepresentatives from Loyola, DePaul, and UIC served as panel
members. Prospective students and those newer to graduate school
benefitedfrom a mutual exchange about strategies and things to avoid
whentraversing the graduate school pathway. This session was followed
bya second dialogue facilitated by Margaret Davis focusing on careers
incommunity psychology and social justice related fields.
A myriad of interesting options for professional development and
roleswere shared.
Other informative sessions included a stimulating roundmble led by
JamesZahniser focusing on empowerment-oriented
approaches for
communitiesof individuals with severe mental iUness, an informative
presentation and discussion involving Paul Toro's multi-method,
national and international
research on transient and homeless
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populations led by Nathaniel Israel, and a panel discussion led by
Stefanie Maxwell highlighting parallels and divergences in two related
fields that can involve occupational health research - community
psychology and community occupational therapy.
The poster session was well attended and abundant with work on a
variety of socially significant topics. Posters addressed community
approaches to substance abuse, tobacco, chronic illness and disability,
aggression, poverty, homeless ness, and human diversity. Posters also
covered related topics such as spirituality, public service, social support,
sense of community, and institutional values.
Adhering to the long-established tradition of day-end community
dinners at Chicago's famous "Berghoff Restaurant," the meeting ended
with a German feast replete with toasts, stimulating conversation, and
plenty of opportunities to meet new people. As customary, the firstyear Midwestern Regional Coordinator for SCRA, Steven Howe,
organized this year's dinner. Dr. Howe will be organizing an equally
exciting conference day in May of 2004. Be prepared to submit your
applications in late-November/earlyDecember to continue this
enjoyable and educational Midwestern tradition!

The SCRA Poster Ses,~ior1 at MPA.
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More on the Fourth European Congress of Community Psychology in
Barcelona
Alipio Sanchez-Vidal, University oCBarcelona'
II wish to thank Kenneth Heller for his help in writing these impre.\'sions.
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Monica Gera, Joe Ferrari, and Maya Bris/ow al MPA po.•ter session.

Journal of Educational and Psychological Consultation
Call for Manuscripts and Special Issues
The Journal of Educational and Psychological Consultation (JEPC)
is an interdisciplinary journal providing a forum for improving the
science and practice of consultation. JEPC publishes articles and
special thematic issues focusing on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual, group or organizational consultation
Collaboration
Community-school-family partnerships
ConsullRlion training
Educational reform
Prereferral interventions
Prevention
School-community-work transitions
Systems change
Teaming

"\

The editor can be reached by phone (718-997-5234) or via email
(lopez@cedx.com)todiscuss
ideas for manuscripts and special
issues. Manuscripts should be submitted to Emi]ia Lopez, Ph.D.,
Editor, Queens College, CUNY; Dept. of Educational and Community
Programs; 65-30 Kissena B]vd., F]ushing, NY 11367.
To learn more about fEPC please visit www.erlbaum.com
journals and find fEPC).

After reading reports in the Winter TCP about the IV European
Congress ofCommunily Psychology (CP), I wish to add some infonnalion
and comments that will help readers obtain a wider picture of the event,
and issues faced by European community psychologists. I appreciate
the positive tone of the comments by P. Taro, C. Tompsett and C.
Arcidiacono, but I would like to discuss some important topics missing
in the previous comments. I would also like to add some ref1ections
about cultural differences that influence the views and practices of
European
and both North and South American community
psychologists.
Immigration, ethics and values are topics to add 10 those initially
reported. The presentations on immigration at the Congress reflect the
drastic cultural changes produced by massive immigration in Southern
European countries like Spain and Italy. For Spain, traditionally an
"exporter" of emigrants, receiving immigrants (mainly coming from North
Africa and South America) is a new phenomenon, which acutely
confronts psychologists
with the social issues of integration,
marginalization, and multiculturalism, topics frequenlly discussed in
the papers. I believe that the validity of community psychology's
conceptual and intervention models is sorely tested when we have to
deal not only with "our own" citizens, but with "others." whose culture
and values may be different. The importance of treating immigrants as
people capable of human and social development, and not just as a
source of socia] problems linked to urban insecurity and job loss, is a
major social and ethical challenge for European societies and for
community psychologists, here and in other places as well.
Empowennent also was a major theme running through many of the
sessions at the Congress - as it applied to women, migrants, and youth,
as participative democracy becomes an issue in European civil society
in the current push for unification of the continent

---

Jose Ornelas (PortuBul), Alipio Sanchez (Spain), Nicolas Carr (UK), Jim Olford
(ENCP Coordinuror. UK). Arvid and Karin Sku,le (Nom'ay) allhe Parry.
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Discussion of ethic.\' and values were focal and distinctive themes
of the Congress, as ret1ected in the opening presentations and round
tablesessions. It is rather revealing that community psychologists have
beenso "skillful" in ignoring ethical and value issues for so long. Like
other colleagues at the meetings, I feel that the long "silence" of the
field has to be broken, and that CP values need to be made explicit.
Ethicalself-examination needs to occur by comparing our actual practice
withour proclaimed values. In my talk at the Congress, I suggested that
community, shared power (participation
and social justice),
interdependence, collaboration, and trusting others were core CP values.
However, given that these values can run counter to self interest,
individualismand social utility which are value underpinnings of current
Westernsocieties; conditions for rendering communitarian values real
mustbe examined. At a practical level, Kenneth Heller showed the
difficulties of solving ethical problems in the complex situations
frequently confronted by community psychologists. It is not enough to
Ihillkthatwe are honest and are ahle to act in an ethical manner! Nuances
and complexities of ethical hehaviour arise when the practitioner is
cOllfrolltedwith different-and often divergent-sets
of moral criteria
suchas individual rights, public norms, and organizational rules. Heller
discussed ethical choices in real-life cases involving: deciding whose
interests the community psychologist represents, ethical problems
involvedin using empirical data to allocate resources for community
actionprograms, and ethical problems associated with providing full
informedconsent to participants in preventive programs.
Other papers on ethics and values examined: the impact of current
instahility of Spanish labor conditions on how professionals justify
theirjoh training programs; the ethical and ideologicalullderpinnings
ofconflictmediation models in the framework of current social problems;
confidentiality in social work; ethical dilemmas associated with
preventingsuicide; a feminist critique of traditional male-centered
community ethics; and a proposal for an ethics of care that more
adequatelydeals with women's issues such as abortion and prostitution.
Alsodiscussedwere ethical complexities of community work with youth
in conditions of social disadvantage in societies undergoing vast
economic,political, and social changes; and ethical issues in program
evaluation.Homelessness in economically developed countries, labor
insertionof HIV positive persons, and the challenges presented to
IXImmunity
psychologists working with people who are marginalised
bytbe social system in different communities were other topics
addressed.Values of children of different cultures, US and Europe,
Spanishcol1ege students, and school were explored. Human dignity
(andrights), male-female inequalities, living with the different,
environmentalsustainahility, and peace were proposed as core values
forthe education of the XXI century.
Iwish to add a few general comments. European - US differences in
communitypsychology exist and can be seen along collective-individual
andpublic-private dimensions. It is my impression that Europeans tend
tohavea more collective view (and "ownership") of community problems
andre,ources, and a more public conception of social action. The
solutionsEuropeans tend to implement usual1y include public actors
(gol'ernmentand a working Welfare State as well as social and grassrootmovements. Community psychologists in the US seem to adopt a
moreindividualistic, less public, view of issues and intervention plans,
frequentlyrelying on cultivating initiatives from key individuals.
Furtbermore,the collective sense of issues and actions is, in my view,
evenstronger in many Latin American countries, where we can speak of
"real".effective communities that go beyond a collection of self-
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interested individuals agreeing on some specific issue or problem. This
implies a "natural" solidarity often lacking in Northern "developed"
countries. This is also why the common practice of referring to persons
and programs in the US as "American" is misleading. Other American
psychologists, for example, from Argentina, Brazil and Chile have much
to contribute and should not be ignored.
But let us be clear that aside from all of these differences lies the
desire of many European community psychologists to construct "our
own" Community Psychology and to be wary of the predominance of
US psychology. In the process, we may enlarge differences and overlook
similarities, just as Tompsett notes that community psychology did in
establishing its identity independent of clinical psychology. But it is my
belief that European CP must define its identity and content looking,
inward, cultivating European views of community, values and resources.
European community psychologists will not contribute to solving its
social problems just by looking outward toward the US. It would be
most ironic that we "solve" our internal differences adopting an external
(US) view, as it seems to be happening with current reform of our
university system!
Finally, critiques on low participation in some of the round tables
and lack of community representatives at the Congress are on target.
But, again, let's make sure that we are not just advocating a cosmetic
change. The underlying issue (that I suspect is shared by our US
community colleagues) is the difficult fit between an academic spirit
and organizational requirements, and community values and practices.
Changing meeting formats will not be meaningful unless we are able to
change our meetings so that they are something other than a reunion of
scholars following the typical academic format (four star hotels,
"lecturing" people, having to contribute empirical piecemeal research
to finance participation, etc.) Some neighborhood activists may be the
needed "community element". If community psychologists were really
working for the community, not for academia, it would make sense to
share meetings with community representatives. But, in the vast majority
of situations, that it is not the case; the distance between the community
and the academy is still ton large, and our practices, such as congresses
and meetings, reflect it. Still we should try to reduce that distance.
Having some community voices and views at our Congresses is a good
idea. Perhaps we should try some sessions as a col1ahoration between
university and community participants and see how they work. We will
never know until we try.

Ken Heller and his wife, A/ipi" Sanchez, and Paul Toro ar the Party
following Ihe Bane/ona
Congress.

The First International

Conference on Community

Psychology

San Juan, Puerto Rico June, 2006
A group of international psychologists met at the Biennial in New
Mexico to begin planning the First International
Conference on
Community Psychology. They reviewed a proposal drafted by a group
of colleagues from Puerto Rico who are interested in hosting the event.
This brief report is meant to (a) provide you infonnation about our initial
thoughts and ideas, and (b) to request your input in the planning
process.
Proposed Objectives for the Conference include:

»
»
»

»
»
»

To congregate a group of community psychologist from different
continents.
To facilitate an exchange of diverse frameworks in community
psychology and to compare their strengths and weaknesses.
To analyze the status of community psychology in tenns of its
theory and its practice.
To create a worldwide network of community psychologists.
To facilitate an exchange between community and professionall
academic groups.
To publish the conference proceedings.

The- conference will be a 3 day event. In this time~- 300 participants
(100 local and 200 international) wil1 be able to share information on
current and pertinent issues to Community Psychology with an
international perspective through a vast alTay offonnats." These fonnats
will be structured to foster participation in common experiences, while
simultaneously allowing for individual interests to manifest themselves
durin.g the event. -This type of interaction will be achieved through the
implementation of plenary and break-out sessions.- Furthennore, the
conference's structure will allow for the incorporation of formats that
will run throughout the day concurrently with all other activities such
as community and university fairs.

Possible Program Themes include:

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Motivating factors for the development of Community Psychology.
Current conceptual frameworks (e,g.~ Empowennent.: Prevention ).
Development of Commun.ity Psychology throughout the world.
Contemporary debates on Community Psychology.
Community work carried out throughout the world.
Development of paradigms in Community Psychology.
Community Psychology, Social~Community
Psychology, and
Clinical-Community Psychology: Differences and similarities.
Interdisciplinary contributions in Community Psychology.
Research from a Community Psychology Perspective.
Novel research methods
Community Psychology's contribution to a global world.
Re-definingthe 'community' in Community Psychology.

»
»
»
»
»

Potential Fonnats for Interaction

during the Conference

There will be a variety of fonnats from which to choose:

»

Plenary Sessions- Several international invited speakers will present
state of the art work from a Community Psychology perspective.
Each speaker will represent one continent or region of the world in
which Community Psychology exists. This fonnat will foster a
common experience for all participants

»

Thematic panels - This fonnat will allow for oral presen.tations of
three to five participants. These panels will be grouped thematically
and allow time for discussion.

»

Poster pre.~entalions -Poster sessions win be held to allow for
more participation from the people attending the conference. Posters
will be accepted from a diverse alTay of work from a Community
Psychology Perspective: theoretical development, research, and
community interventions, among other subjects.

»

Round table discussion.~
- In these roundtable discussion
participants wi\1 informally present their work on a similar subject.
This fonnat will allow presenters to share their work with other
colleagues with a higher level of specificity on.a particular subject,
while sharing the experience with other conference participants.

»

»

Town Hall Meetings - These meetings will serve as a gathering
venue for all participants in the conference. People from academia
and commun.ity settings will gather to discuss a selected topic and
voice their opinions. A moderator will guide the discussion with
several open ended questions on. a particular subject.
Informal group discussions - These group discussions will foster
continued interaction among participants on subjects discussed
throughout the conference. They will serve to facilitate discussion
on issues which time limits may hinder during the three days.

Fredy Martinez describes his program to assist refugees
ofviolence in Columbia a/the Biennial.
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Debates - In this fonnat we will choose two discussants who will
debate on a selected topic. Afterwards, the discussion will be
opened to all participants. -The presentation of different positions
on the same subject matter will allow for the discussion of strengths
and weaknesses of particular theoretical and practical perspectives
regarding the subject under discussion.

i>

>

Workshops - These thematic workshops will concentrate on skin
development pertinent to Community Psychologists.
They will
encompass research and intervention techniques that participants
may implement upon returning to their work scenarios.

)- Founders' panel - This panel will be composed of psychologists
whose contributions to the field of Community Psychology has
been considered groundbreaking .. It will serve to provide the
conference with a historical perspective on the origins, development,
and current challenges of Community Psychology in different
regions of the world.
)- Netv.'orking - Networking sessions will be built upon the traditional
social-hour concept that exists in other conferences. This will pennit
panicipants to establish connections with other psychologists and
community members. Special emphasis will be placed on the
development of potential collaboration for work from a community
perspective.

4.

We would like to host a Pueno Rican Evening exclusively
portraying our diverse artistic expressions.

Because of the participatory nature of our discipline, we want to be
sure that our planning takes your ideas into consideration. Please provide
us with feedback about themes which interest you most and formats
you would most like to see. You can also suggest invited speakers,
people you helieye can help us spread the work in different countries
and funding sources. Please provide us with feedback about themes
which interest you most and formats you would most like to see. You
can also suggest invited speakers, people you believe can help us spread
the work in different countries and identify funding sources. If you
know of events which may coincide with this conference in June, 2006
and which would limit your attendance please also let us know.
You can communicate with us at one of the following e-mail addresses:
David Perez Jimenez, PhD

dperez@prdigital.com

Blanca Ortiz-Torres, PhD

blanca o@hotmail.com

We hope the prospect of this event is as exciting to you as it is to us
We hope you begin planning for it, from this day on.

;. Community project fair - In this collective meeting people who
work in community projects will be invited to present their work in
individual booths. Participants wil1 have the opportunity to visit
each booth and learn of the different community projects being
implemented in the participating countries. Presenters will be asked
to provide infonnational materials regarding their projects to all
visiting participants.

>

/lIIernational Fair of Community Psychology Training Program.l·
_ Similar to the community fair, this formaL will allow graduate
schools to present participants with educational opportunities for
those interested in pursuing or advancing their training in
Community Psychology. Each institution will be provided with a
booth in which to distribute promoLional material and meet with
conference participants.

Culluraland Social Activities
We plan to celebrate different cultural and social activities during
tbeconference.
l.

The opening ceremony will present
expressions of the different countries
conference.

2.

We will have a banquet, possibly on the second evening.

Commiftee

Bre[lkf[l.~1 meeting at the New Mexico Hie",,;ui.

different cultural
represented at the

3. We would like to have a social event at the University of PR
Chancellor's residence, which is located on the campus.
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SCRA Goals

An Invitation To Membership

Society for
Community
Research &
Action

•

•
•

•
•

The Division of Community Psychology (27) of
the American Psychological Association

To promote the use of social and behavioral science to enhance
the well-being of people and their communities and to prevent
hannful outcomes;
To promote theory development and research that increase our
understanding of human behavior in context;
To encourage the exchange of knowledge and skills in
community research and action among those in academic and
applied settings;
To engage in action, research, and practice committed to
liberating oppressed peoples and respecting all cultures.
To promote the development of careers in community research
and action in both academic and applied settings.

Interests of SCRA Members Include
The Society for Community Research and Action (SCRA), Division 27
of the American Psychological Association. is an international
organization devoted to advancing theory, research, and social
action. Its members are committed to promoting health and
empowennent and to preventing problems in communities, groups,
and individuals. Four broad principles guide SCRA:

Empowennent & Community Development
Training & Competency Building
Prevention & Health Promotion
Self-Help & Mutual Support
Consultation & Evaluation
Community Mental Health
Culture, Race, & Gender
Human Diversity
Social Policy

1. Community research and action requires explicit attention to and
respect for diversity among peoples and settings.
2 Human competencies and problems are best understood by
viewing people within their social. cultural, economic, geographic,
and historical contexts.
3. Community research and action is an active collaboration among
researchers, practitioners. and community members that uses
multiple methodologies.
4. Change strategies are needed at multiple levels in order to foster
settings that promote competence and well-being.
The SCRA serves many different disciplines that focus on community
research and action. Our members have found that, regardless of the
professional work they do, the knowledge and professional
relationships they gain in SCRA are invaluable and invigorating.
Membership provides new ideas and strategies for research and
action that benefit people and improve institutions and communities.

Who Should Join
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applied & Action Researchers
Social and Community Activists
Program Developers and Evaluators
Psychologists
Public Health Professionals
Public Policy Makers
Consultants
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SCRA Membership
Benefits & Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A subscription to the American Journal of Community
Psychology (a $105 value);
A subscription to The Community Psychologist, our outstanding
newsletter;
25% Discount on books from Kluwer AcademiclPlenum
Publishers;
Special subscription rates for the Journal of Educational and
Psychological Consultation;
Involvement in fonnal and informal meetings at regional and
national conferences;
Participation in Interest Groups, Task Forces, and Committees;
The SCRA listserv for more active and continuous interaction
about resources and issues in community research and action;
ond

•

Numerous activities to support members in their work, including
student mentoring initiatives and advice for new authors writing
on race or culture.
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AND ACTION

o
o
o

Membership Application

o

THE SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY RESEARCH

Please provide the following information

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

about yourself:

Name:

11t1e1Institution:
~

Cultural & Racial Affairs Committee
Disabilities IG
International Community Psychology Committee
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Concerns IG
Prevention and Promotion IG
RurallG
School Intervention IG
Self-HelplMutual Support 10
Social Policy Committee
Stress & Coping IG
Students of Color IG
Undergraduate Awareness

The following two questions

MailingAddress:

What is your gender?

_

are optional:

0 Female 0 Male

Your race/ethnicity?
Membership

Dayphone:

( __

)

Evening phone:

( __

)

Fax:

dues (check one):

o
o

SCRA Member ($45)
International Member ($35)

o

Payment is enclosed (please make checks payable to
SCRA)

o

Charge to credit card: 0 Visa

0 Student Member ($20)

0 MasterCard

(--)

Account No.:
E-nrnil:
Expiration Date:

____

May we include your name in the SCRA membership
Directory?
DYes DNa

Authorized Signature:

Are you a member of APA?

Signature

o No

0 Yes (APA Membership #

)

of applicant:

I

_

_

.

Date:

_

H yes, please indicate your membership status:

o Pellow

0 Associate

0 Member

0 Student

Affiliate
Please indicate any interest groups (IG) or committees
you would like to join:

o
o
o
o
o

Aging
Children & Youth
Committee on Women
Community Action IG
Community Health IG

_

Please mail this form with a check for your
membership dues to:
SCRA, 1800 Canyon Park Circle. Building 4, Suite 403.
Edmond, OK 73013

About The

Community

Psychologist ...

The Community Psychologist is published four times a year to provide infonnation to members of the Society for Community Research and Action (SCRA). A fifth
"Membership Directory" issue is published approximately every three years. Opinions expressed in The Conununity Psychologist are those of the individual
authors and do not necessarily reflect official positions taken by the Society. MateriaJs that appear in The Community Psvchologist may be reproduced for
educational and training purposes. Citation of the source is appreciated.

To submit copy to The

Community

Psychologi ••t:

Articles, columns, features, letters to the Editor, and announcements should be submitted, if possible, as Word attachments in an e-mail message to:
joy.kaufman@ya]e.edu or nadia.ward@ya]e.cdu.
The Editors encourage authors to include digital photos or graphics (at ]east300 bpi) along with their
submissions. Materials can also be submitted as a Word document on an IBM~compatib]c computer disk to (or as hard copy) by conventional mail to: Joy
Kaufmann or Nadia Ward, TCP Editors. The Consultation Center, Yale University School of Medicine, 389 Whitney Ave., New Haven CT 065] I. You may
reach the Editors by phone at (203) 789-7645 or by fax at (203) 562-6355. DEADLINES: Fall 2003: August 29: Winter 2004: Jan. 9: Spring 2004:
February 27; Summer 2004: May 31; FaI12004: August 31.

Subscription Infonnation:
The Community Psychologist and the American Journal of Community Psychology are mailed to all SCRA members. Students and affiliates may join SCRA and
receive these publications by sending $20.00 for students and $45.00 for affiliates and members to Janet Singer, 1800 Canyon Park Circle. Bldg. 4, Suite 403,
Edmond, OK 73013; e-mail, scra@te1epath.com. (Dues are perca]ender year.) The Membership App]ication is on the inside back cover.

Change of Address:
Send address changes to Janet Singer, 1800Canyon Park Circle, Bldg. 4, Suite 403, Edmond, OK 73013; e-mail.scra@te]epath.com.
APA members should also send
changes to the APA Cel1tra] Office, Data Processing Manager for revisiol1 of the APA mailing lists, 750 First St., N.E., Washington, DC 20002-4242.
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Society for Community Research and Action
The QtJ••••••~
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